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Foreword 
How to read the document? 
 
This document describes the INSPIRE data specification on Hydrography presented by the Thematic 
Working Group using both natural and conceptual schema language. 
 
In order to provide a quick overview of the INSPIRE data specification process in general and the content of 
the data specification on Hydrography two executive summaries are provided. We highly recommend that 
managers, decision makers, politicians, an all people new in INSPIRE and/or information modelling should 
read these parts in first place. 
 
The UML diagrams given in 5.1.1 offer a rapid way to see the main elements of the specifications and their 
relationships. The definition of the spatial objects, attributes, and relationships are included in the Feature 
Catalogue in 5.1.2. People having thematic expertise but not familiar with UML can fully understand the 
content of the data model focusing on the latter. Users might find especially useful the feature catalogue to 
check if it contains the data necessary for their applications that they run. The technical details are expected 
to be in prime interest of those organisations that are/will be responsible for implementation of INSPIRE 
within the field of Hydrography. 
 
The technical provisions and the underlying concepts are often illustrated by examples. Smaller examples 
are within the body text of the specification, while longer explanatory examples are attached in the annexes. 
 
In order to distinguish the INSPIRE data theme “Hydrography” from the hydrography spatial object type the 
INSPIRE data theme is written in italics and capital letter. 
 
Spatial Data Interest Communities and Legally Mandated Organisations are invited to comment on the 
proposed structure and content of the forthcoming Implementing Rule on Interoperability of Spatial Data Sets 
and Services. For being able to do so we recommend that they should also read this specification and the 
questions of the consultation in parallel. 
 
The document will be publicly available as a ‘non-paper’. It does not represent an official position of the 
European Commission, and as such can not be invoked in the context of legal procedures. 
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Interoperability of Spatial Data Sets and Services 
General Executive Summary 
 
The challenges regarding the lack of availability, quality, organisation, accessibility, and sharing of spatial 
information are common to a large number of policies and activities and are experienced across the various 
levels of public authority in Europe. In order to solve these problems it is necessary to take measures of 
coordination between the users and providers of spatial information. The Directive 2007/2/EC of the 
European Parliament and of the Council adopted on 14 March 2007 aims at establishing an Infrastructure for 
Spatial Information in the European Community (INSPIRE) for environmental policies, or policies and 
activities that have an impact on the environment. 
 
INSPIRE will be based on the infrastructures for spatial information that are created and maintained by the 
Member States. To support the establishment of a European infrastructure, Implementing Rules addressing 
the following components of the infrastructure are being specified: metadata, interoperability of spatial data 
themes (as described in Annexes I, II, III of the Directive) and spatial data services, network services and 
technologies, data and service sharing, and monitoring and reporting procedures. 
 
INSPIRE does not require collection of new data. However, after the period specified in the Directive1 
Member States have to make their data available according to the Implementing Rules. 
 
Interoperability in INSPIRE means the possibility to combine spatial data and services from different sources 
across the European Community in a consistent way without involving specific efforts of humans or 
machines. It is important to note that “interoperability” is understood as providing access to spatial data sets 
through network services, typically via Internet. Interoperability may be achieved by either changing 
(harmonising) and storing existing data sets or transforming them via services for publication in the INSPIRE 
infrastructure. It is expected that users will spend less time and efforts on understanding and integrating data 
when they build their applications based on data delivered within INSPIRE. 
 
In order to benefit from the endeavours of international standardisation bodies and organisations established 
under international law their standards and technical means have been referenced, whenever possible. 
 
To facilitate the implementation of INSPIRE, it is important that all stakeholders have the opportunity to 
participate its specification and development. For this reason, the Commission has put in place a consensus 
building process involving data users, and providers together with representatives of industry, research and 
government. These stakeholders, organised through Spatial Data Interest Communities (SDIC) and Legally 
Mandated Organisations (LMO)2, have provided reference materials, participated in the user requirement 
and technical3 surveys, proposed experts for the Data Specification Drafting Team4 and Thematic Working 
Groups5, expressed their views on the drafts of the technical documents of the data specification 
development framework6 and are invited to comment the draft Implementing Rule on Interoperability of 
Spatial Data Sets and Services. 
 
The development framework elaborated by the Data Specification Drafting Team aims at keeping the data 
specifications of the different themes coherent. It summarises the methodology to be used for the data 
specifications and provides a coherent set of requirements and recommendations to achieve interoperability. 
The pillars of the framework are four technical documents: 

                                                      
1 For Annex I data: within two years of the adoption of the corresponding Implementing Rules for newly collected and 

extensively restructured data and within 5 years for other data in electronic format still in use 
2 Number of SDICs and LMOs on 21/11/2008 was 276 and 162 respectively 
3 Surveys on unique identifiers and usage of the elements of the spatial and temporal schema, 
4 The Data Specification Drafting Team has been composed of experts from Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, France, 

Germany, Greece, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Switzerland, UK, and the European Environmental Agency 
5 The Thematic Working Groups of Annex I themes have been composed of experts from Belgium, Czech Republic, 

Denmark, France, Finland, Germany, Hungary, Italy Netherland, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, 
Switzerland, UK, the European Commission, and the European Environmental Agency 

6 Four documents describing common principles for data specifications across all spatial data themes. See further details 
in the text. 
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• The Definition of Annex Themes and Scope7 describes in greater detail the spatial data themes 
defined in the Directive, and thus provides a sound starting point for the thematic aspects of the 
data specification development. 

 
• The Generic Conceptual Model8 defines the elements necessary for interoperability and data 

harmonisation including cross-theme issues. It specifies requirements and recommendations 
with regard to data specification elements of common use, like the spatial and temporal schema, 
unique identifier management, object referencing, a generic network model, some common 
code lists, etc. Those requirements of the Generic Conceptual Model that are directly 
implementable will be included in the Implementing Rule on Interoperability of Spatial Data Sets 
and Services. 

 
• The Methodology for the Development of Data Specifications9 defines a repeatable 

methodology. It describes how to arrive from user requirements to a data specification through a 
number of steps including use-case development, initial specification development and analysis 
of analogies and gaps for further specification refinement. 

 
• The “Guidelines for the Encoding of Spatial Data”10 defines how geographic information can be 

encoded to enable transfer processes between the systems of the data providers in the Member 
States. Even though it does not specify a mandatory encoding rule it sets GML (ISO 19136) as 
the default encoding for INSPIRE. 

 
Based on the data specification development framework, the Thematic Working Groups have created the 
INSPIRE data specification for each Annex I theme. The data specifications follow the structure of “ISO 
19131 Geographic information - Data product specifications” standard. They include the technical 
documentation of the application schema, the spatial object types with their properties, and other specifics of 
the spatial data themes using natural language as well as a formal conceptual schema language11. 
 
A consolidated model repository, feature concept dictionary, and glossary are being maintained to support 
the consistent specification development and potential further reuse of specification elements. The 
consolidated model consists of the harmonised models of the relevant standards from the ISO 19100 series, 
the INSPIRE Generic Conceptual Model, and the application schemas12 developed for each spatial data 
theme. The multilingual INSPIRE Feature Concept Dictionary contains the definition and description of the 
INSPIRE themes together with the definition of the spatial object types present in the specification. The 
INSPIRE Glossary defines all the terms (beyond the spatial object types) necessary for understanding the 
INSPIRE documentation including the terminology of other components (metadata, network services, data 
sharing, and monitoring). 
 
By listing a number of requirements and making the necessary recommendations, the data specifications 
enable full system interoperability across the Member States, within the scope of the application areas 
targeted by the Directive. They are published as technical guidelines and provide the basis for the content of 
the Implementing Rule on Interoperability of Spatial Data Sets and Services for data themes included in 
Annex I of the Directive. The Implementing Rule will be extracted from the data specifications keeping in 
mind short and medium term feasibility as well as cost-benefit considerations. The Implementing Rule will be 
legally binding for the Member States. 
 

                                                      
7 http://inspire.jrc.ec.europa.eu/reports/ImplementingRules/DataSpecifications/D2.3_Definition_of_Annex_Themes_and_

scope_v3.0.pdf  
8 http://inspire.jrc.ec.europa.eu/reports/ImplementingRules/DataSpecifications/D2.5_v3.1.pdf 
9 http://inspire.jrc.ec.europa.eu/reports/ImplementingRules/DataSpecifications/D2.6_v3.0.pdf 
10 http://inspire.jrc.ec.europa.eu/reports/ImplementingRules/DataSpecifications/D2.7_v3.0.pdf  
11 UML – Unified Modelling Language 
12 Conceptual models related to specific areas (e.g. INSPIRE themes) 
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In addition to providing a basis for the interoperability of spatial data in INSPIRE, the data specification 
development framework and the thematic data specifications can be reused in other environments at local, 
regional, national and global level contributing to improvements in the coherence and interoperability of data 
in spatial data infrastructures.  
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Hydrography 
Executive Summary 
 
Purpose 
The Directive 2007/2/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 March 2007 (INSPIRE) sets 
generic rules for establishing an Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the European Community. As a 
building block of the infrastructure, provisions on the interoperability of spatial data sets and services are 
foreseen. The thematic areas affected by the Directive are listed in the Annexes of the Directive. 
 
Hydrography is included in Annex I, which means that it is considered as reference data, i.e. data that 
constitute the spatial frame for linking and/or pointing at other information that belong to several specific 
thematic fields. According to the INSPIRE Directive, Hydrography is defined as “hydrographic elements, 
including marine areas and all other water bodies and items related to them, including river basins and sub-
basins. Where appropriate, according to the definitions set out in Directive 2000/60/EC of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 23 October 2000 establishing a framework for Community action in the field 
of water policy *, and in the form of networks.” 
 
Process 
The INSPIRE data specification on Hydrography has been prepared following the participative principle of 
consensus building process. The stakeholders, based on their registration as a Spatial Data Interest 
Community (SDIC) or a Legally Mandated Organisation (LMO) had the opportunity to bring forward user 
requirements and reference materials, propose experts for the specification development, and to participate 
in the review of the data specifications. The Thematic Working Group responsible for the specification 
development was composed of experts coming from The Netherlands, United Kingdom, Sweden, German 
and Spain.  
 
The specification process took place according to the methodology elaborated for INSPIRE respecting the 
requirements and the recommendation of the INSPIRE Generic Conceptual Model13, which is one of the 
elements that ensures coherent approach and cross theme consistency with other themes in the Directive. 
As the specification on INSPIRE Hydrography is the result of detailed analysis of user requirements and 
strong consideration of existing initiatives, it is expected that it will also give a solid element of a multi-
purpose European spatial data infrastructure. 
 
Scope and description 
Based on the reference materials and the user requirements, the Thematic Working Group described 
Hydrography adding fundamental considerations. For mapping purposes (to provide a map background for 
orientation and to understand place relationships), it includes the representation of all main hydrographic 
elements – both natural and artificial. To fulfil reporting requirements of EC water-related directives it 
includes the river and channel network; surface water bodies within river basin districts are categorised as 
rivers, lakes, transitional waters or coastal waters, or as artificial surface water bodies or heavily modified 
surface water bodies. Furthermore, a topologically-sound river network is necessary for GIS-based spatial 
analysis and modelling. 
 
Hydrography as described is limited in both thematic as well as geographic scope. Geographically all inland 
surface waters are subject to this data specification and marine areas covered by river basin districts as 
defined by the Water Framework Directive (2006/60/EC): “surface water on the landward side of a line, every 
point of which is at a distance of one nautical mile on the seaward side from the nearest point of the baseline 
from which the breadth of territorial waters is measured, extending where appropriate up to the outer limit of 
transitional waters”. The remaining part of the waters will be subject to the appropriate Annex III Themes Sea 
regions and Oceanographic geographical features.  
 
This data specification does not include information on navigation or navigability as this is handled by the 
Annex I Theme Transport Networks nor does it include depth information, as this will be handled by the 
Annex II Theme Elevation. Groundwater is covered by Annex II Theme Geology with the exception of e.g. 
rivers running underground that form part of the hydrographic network; these are considered as within scope 
of this data specification since these are essential to forming a closed, hydrographic network.  
 
                                                      
13 Both the methodology and the Generic Conceptual Model are part of the framework documents prepared 
by the Data Specification Drafting Team. These documents formed the basis for the data specification work 
of the Thematic Working Group. 
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The Hydrography Theme is concerned with the network of bodies of water and relating structures and 
objects. It does not define attributes that should be reported upon and as a consequence it should not be 
considered in isolation from other INSPIRE Themes or reporting obligations as described by other legislation. 
Where work on such Themes has yet to be initiated, placeholders have been left to allow for associations to 
be defined more fully in the future. It is also acknowledged that the model may need to be extended, should 
further user requirements be identified in the future. 
 
Data specification 
The INSPIRE Hydrography model consist of three main packages corresponding to spatial objects needed to 
satisfy the three main Use Cases: physical waters (primarily for the mapping use case), network model 
(primarily for spatial analysis and modelling) and management and reporting units (primarily for WFD 
reporting). In addition, a package of Related Objects contains spatial objects related with man-made objects, 
hydrographic points of interest, and hydrographic facilities. 
 
Although all parts of the specification can be used separately to fulfil a single use case, it is structured in 
such a way that there is a strong relation between e.g the network and physical waters / related objects as 
well as between the reporting and physical waters. It is therefore possible to integrate various data sets into 
a single harmonised dataset related to hydrography. Attribution at the physical waters / related objects level 
is primarily aimed at mapping purposes; this part of the specification forms the core that is needed as map 
background. Further attributes relating to, for example, the flow of water, are part of the network part of the 
specification, whilst attributes for classifying a certain physical water as a Water Framework Directive water 
body are part of the Management and Reporting part of the specification. 
 
The geometry of the hydrographic network varies from Member State to Member State, as well as from level 
of detail to level of detail. For that reason, no specific geometric representation or level of detail has been 
chosen for this specification. A mechanism is provided to exchange the available geometry and describe at 
which level of detail it was collected. This method doesn’t solve issues concerning heterogeneous density of 
the hydrographic network across Member States. 
 
Similarly, it was decided to refrain from using ‘strong typing’, for example in the case of physical waters. 
Instead, an approach was chosen where each water is classified using a few generic attributes. An additional 
attribute allows the exchange of the ‘localised’ type of the water so that it can be of use to organizations 
within a Member State. 
 
Considering the importance of the Water Framework Directive (WFD), the Thematic Working Group (TWG) 
has decided to include the geographic description of water bodies in this data specification in addition to the 
physical objects and structures. Although these are essentially part of the Annex III Theme Area 
Management / restriction / regulation zones and reporting units; TWG Hydrography has decided to include 
the geographical aspects and classification of water bodies as an integral part of this data specification.  This 
is due to the strong (geometrical) relationship between physical waters and WFD water bodies: WFD surface 
water bodies would not “exist” without physical waters. 
 
The INSPIRE Hydrography data specification describes the data quality information that should be provided 
as part of the hydrography dataset and the corresponding quality measures. The data quality information can 
be used both to evaluate datasets and carry out quality assessment studies, and to ensure that a “clean” 
hydrological network can be built, provided that the topological consistency rules are followed. 
 
For visualisation purposes, a number of standard visualisations are given along with alternative visualisations 
where appropriate. 
 
The data specification has been based, as far as possible, on existing standards. Apart from ISO standards, 
the TWG has, amongst others, also used concepts from specifications published by EuroGeographics and 
the International Hydrographic Organisation. Standard information and systems modelling procedures and 
methods have been used, such as the Unified Modelling Language (UML), Geography Markup Language 
(GML) and Object Constraint Language (OCL). 
 
Next steps in the development 
The INSPIRE Data Specification Hydrography presents the second draft version. This version will enter into 
the consolidation with the registered parties - Spatial Data Interest Communities (SDICs) and Legally 
Mandated Organisation (LMOs) and it will be available for the testing.  
 
The consolidation period might bring important new material of relevance, like classifications, codelists and 
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other documents. Based on the received comments, the corresponding resolutions will be prepared and the 
final version of the data specification will be developed.  
 
There is a close relation between the Implementing Rule, as a legal act, and data specification, as technical 
guidelines including detailed information for the implementation. 
 
It is expected that relevant developments such as the European WISE (Water Information System for 
Europe) and SEIS (Shared Environmental Information System) projects will use this specification as a base 
for further extension with reporting obligations within the EU. 
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1 Scope 
 
This document specifies a harmonised data specification for the spatial data theme Hydrography as defined 
in Annex I of the INSPIRE Directive.  
 
This data specification provides the basis for the drafting of Implementing Rules according to Article 7 (1) of 
the INSPIRE Directive [Directive 2007/2/EC]. The entire data specification will be published as 
implementation guidelines accompanying these Implementing Rules. 
 
The remainder of the document is structured to provide an overview, information on specification scope and 
data product identification in sections 2-4, before presentation of the application schema itself and 
associated narrative in section 5.  Sections 6-11 provide information concerning reference systems, data 
quality, metadata, delivery and portrayal.  Finally, Annex B, Additional Information, provides guidance for 
member states on how to assign components of the hydrographic network to classes in the schema.  The 
appendices also provide a bibliography and abstract test suite.   
 
The primary audience for this document is technical staff who will be responsible for implementation of the 
delivery application that will be used to provide data to the specification.  In sections 1-4 an introduction is 
provided for managers responsible for the delivery process. 
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2 Overview 

2.1 Name and acronyms  
INSPIRE data specification for the theme Hydrography 

2.2 Informal description 
 
Definition: 
 
Hydrographic elements, including marine areas and all other water bodies and items related to them, 
including river basins and sub-basins. Where appropriate, according to the definitions set out in Directive 
2000/60/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 October 2000 establishing a framework for 
Community action in the field of water policy *, and in the form of networks. 
 
* OJ L 327,22.12.2000, p.1. Directive as amended by Decision No. 2455/2001/EC (OJ L 331, 15.12.2001, 
p.1.). 
 
[Directive 2007/2/EC] 
 
Description: 
 
The theme “Hydrography” is a basic reference component and, therefore, of interest for many users and 
uses. 
 
For mapping purposes (to provide a map background for orientation and to understand place relationships), 
it includes the representation of all main hydrographic elements – both natural and artificial. To fulfill 
reporting requirements of EC water-related directives it includes the river and channel network; surface water 
bodies within river basin districts are categorised as rivers, lakes, transitional waters or coastal waters, or as 
artificial surface water bodies or heavily modified surface water bodies. Furthermore, a topologically-sound 
river network is necessary for GIS-based spatial analysis and modeling. 
 
Geographically, the theme “Hydrography” covers all inland water and marine areas covered by river basin 
districts as defined by WFD. 
 
Further themes of annex I, II and III deal with additional hydrographic elements. 
The main relations with other themes are found within: 

• Annex I 
o Geographical Names - names of water features 
o Administrative Units - administrative borders defined by hydrographic elements 
o Transportation - water navigation  

• Annex II 
o Elevation -  concerning geometric consistency 
o Land cover - wetlands, water bodies, snow, ice and glaciers 
o Geology - ground water bodies and geomorphology 

• Annex III 
o Utility and governmental services - water supply and discharge points 
o Environmental monitoring facilities -  hydrometric stations (water level, discharge, etc.) plus 

monitoring of water quality 
o Production and industrial facilities - water abstraction facilities 
o Agricultural and aquaculture facilities - irrigation systems 
o Area management/restriction/regulation zones and reporting units - WFD sub-units and River 

Basin Districts 
o Natural risk zones - flood risk zones, erosion zones 
o Sea regions - concerning the limit between land and sea 
o Oceanographic geographical features - marine areas 
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2.3 Normative References 
 
Directive 2007/2/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 March 2007 
establishing an Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the European Community (INSPIRE) 
 
Directive 2000/60/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 October 2000 establishing a 
framework for Community action in the field of water policy (Water Framework Directive) 
 
EN ISO 19107:2005, Geographic Information – Spatial Schema 
 
EN ISO 19108:2005, Geographic Information – Temporal Schema 
 
ISO 19108:2002/Cor 1:2006, Geographic Information – Temporal Schema, Technical Corrigendum 1 
 
EN ISO 19113:2005, Geographic Information – Quality principles 
 
ISO/TS 19138:2006, Geographic Information – Data quality measures 
 
Regulation ../…/EC implementing Directive 2007/2/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council as 
regards metadata 

2.4 Information about the creation of the specification  
Document title: INSPIRE Data Specification Hydrography 
Reference date: 2008-11-28 
Responsible party: INSPIRE TWG Hydrography 
Language:  English 

2.5 Terms and definitions 
 
Terms and definitions necessary for understanding this document are defined in the INSPIRE Glossary 
[https://inspire-registry.jrc.ec.europa.eu/registers/GLOSSARY].  

2.6 Symbols and abbreviations 
EC    European Commission 
WFD   Water Framework Directive 
RISE   Reference Information System for Europe 
TWG   Thematic Working Group 
IHO   International Hydrographic Organization 
UNCLOS  United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea 
EEZ   Exclusive Economic Zone 
SEIS   Shared Environmental Information System 
WISE   Water Information System for Europe 

2.7  Notation of requirements and recommendations 
To make it easier to identify the mandatory requirements and the recommendations for spatial data sets in 
the text, they are highlighted and numbered. 
 

Requirement 1 Requirements are shown using this style.  

 
Recommendation 1 Recommendations are shown using this style. 
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3 Specification scopes 
 

This data specification has only one scope, the general scope.  

4 Identification information 
Table 1 – Information identifying the INSPIRE data specification Hydrography 

Title INSPIRE data specification Hydrography  
Abstract Hydrography in the context of this data specification is involved with the description 

of the sea, lakes, rivers and other waters, with their phenomena and all 
hydrographic-related elements.  
 
For mapping purposes, it includes a representation of physical elements – both 
natural and artificial. For reporting requirements of EC water-related directives it 
includes WFD surface water bodies. For spatial analysis and modelling, it includes 
a topologically-sound network of rivers and canals. 

Topic categories inlandWaters 
Geographic 
description 

This INSPIRE data specification covers spatial data sets which relate to an area 
where a Member State has and/or exercises jurisdictional rights.  
 
This INSPIRE data specification covers all inland surface waters. Coastal waters 
are also subject of this specification as far as geographically defined in the context 
of the Water Framework Directive (2006/60/EC): “surface water on the landward 
side of a line, every point of which is at a distance of one nautical mile on the 
seaward side from the nearest point of the baseline from which the breadth of 
territorial waters is measured, extending where appropriate up to the outer limit of 
transitional waters”.  

Purpose  The purpose of this document is to specify a harmonised data specification for the 
spatial data theme Hydrography as defined in Annex I of the INSPIRE Directive. 
 
The thematic scope of this data specification is towards providing a solid framework 
for mapping, reporting and modelling purposes. It is concerned with the network of 
bodies of water and relating structures and objects. It does not define attributes that 
should be reported upon. 

Spatial 
representation 
type 

Vector 
 

Spatial 
resolution  

The datasets in scope are used extensively at the Local level and extend to 
Regional, National and European levels.  Usage can change with levels of operation 
or within an organisation. 
 
Alternative representations at the local level 
For example at the local level both area (topographic objects) may be used as well 
as centreline / point representations. In other domains lower resolution 
representations may be preferred. Where applicable this data specification supports 
alternative representation. 
 
Multiple representations at regional, national and European levels. 
Ideally the data would be scalable for such purposes but technology and datasets 
are not yet sufficiently mature to support this and several “levels of detail” are 
usually stored for representation at different operational levels. Unfortunately today 
there is very little correspondence between each level. Ideally it would be easy to 
seamlessly move from the highest to the lowest resolution with corresponding 
scaling and aggregation of the associated information and application data e.g. for 
reporting purposes or trans European analysis, planning and policy making.  
 
Level of detail 
This data specification is suitable for all levels of detail but requires that, for certain 
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features, an indication is given of the level of detail at which the feature was 
collected. For this the following classification is used describing the lowest level of 
detail at which the spatial object is to be included: 
 

Level of detail Scale range Positional Accuracy 
European 1:500 000 ≥ scale σ ≥ 100 m 
National 1:50 000 ≥ scale  > 1:500 000 σ ≤ 100 m 
Regional 1:10 000 ≥ scale  > 1:50 000 σ ≤ 10 m 
Local 1:10 000 > scale σ ≤ 1m  

Network  The Hydrography specification is extensive and has therefore been broken into four 
packages that interact:  Physical waters; related objects; Reporting; Network.   
 
All the packages are based on the INSPIRE Generic Conceptual Model. The 
Network package is furthermore based on the Generic Network Model which is 
shared by any network theme (e.g. Transport Networks). The Generic Network 
Model (GNM) was developed to ensure a consistent approach across all network 
themes. It relies on several ISO standards and provides the basic structure for 
network nodes, links, aggregated links and areas and basic mechanisms for: 
 

• grade separated crossings between network elements, 

• cross-referencing, 

• adding properties to a network, including the use of linear referencing, 

The GNM is incorporated in the Generic Conceptual Model in D2.5 v3.1. Within the 
Hydrography Network package, some of the classes of the Generic Network Model 
are further specified.   
 

 

5 Data content and structure 
 
In the application schemas in this sections several stereotypes are used that have been defined as part of a 
UML profile for use in INSPIRE [INSPIRE DS-D2.5]. These are explained in Table 2 below. 
 

Table 2 – Stereotypes (adapted from [INSPIRE DS-D2.5]) 

Stereotype Model 
element Description 

applicationSchema Package An INSPIRE application schema according to ISO 19109 and the 
Generic Conceptual Model. 

featureType Class A spatial object type. 
type Class A conceptual, abstract type that is not a spatial object type. 
dataType Class A structured data type without identity. 
union Class A structured data type without identity where exactly one of the 

properties of the type is present in any instance. 
enumeration Class A fixed list of valid identifiers of named literal values. Attributes of 

an enumerated type may only take values from this list. 
codeList Class A flexible enumeration that uses string values for expressing a list 

of potential values. 
placeholder Class A class that acts as a placeholder for a class, typically a spatial 

object type, that will be specified as part of an Annex II or Annex 
III theme. The class should at least have a definition, but can 
otherwise have a preliminary or no specification. 
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voidable Attribute, 
association 
role 

If a characteristic of a spatial object is not present in the spatial 
data set, but may be present or applicable in the real world, the 
property shall receive this stereotype. If and only if a property 
receives this stereotype, the value of void may be used as a 
value of the property which shall imply that the characteristic is 
not present in the spatial data set, but may be present or 
applicable in the real world. It is possible to qualify a value of void 
in the data with a reason using the VoidValueReason type. 
 
The VoidValueReason type is a code list, which includes the 
following pre-defined values:  
- Unknown: The correct value for the specific spatial object is not 

known to, and not computable by the data provider. However, a 
correct value may exist. For example when the “elevation of the 
water body above the sea level” of a certain lake has not been 
measured, then the reason for a void value of this property 
would be ‘Unknown’. This value is applied on an object-by-
object basis in a spatial data set. 

- Unpopulated: Same as ‘Unknown’ with the difference that the 
property is unknown for all spatial objects of that spatial object 
type within the spatial data set. 

NOTE It is expected that additional reasons will be identified in 
the future, in particular to support reasons / special values in 
coverage ranges. 

lifeCycleInfo Attribute, 
association 
role 

If in an application schema a property is considered to be part of 
the life-cycle information of a spatial object, the property shall 
receive this stereotype. 

version Association 
role 

If in an application schema an association role ends at a spatial 
object type, this stereotype denotes that the value of the property 
is meant to be a specific version of the spatial object, not the 
spatial object in general. 

 

Requirement 1 Spatial data sets related to the theme Hydrography shall be provided using the spatial 
object types and data types specified in the application schema in this section.  

 

Requirement 2 Each spatial object shall comply with all constraints specified for its spatial object type or 
data types used in values of its properties, respectively. 

 
Recommendation 1 The reason for a void value should be provided where possible using a listed value 

from the VoidValueReason code list to indicate the reason for the missing value. 
 
NOTE The application schema specifies requirements on the properties of each spatial object including its 
multiplicity, domain of valid values, constraints, etc. All properties have to be reported, if the relevant 
information is part of the data set. Most properties may be reported as “void”, if the data set does not include 
relevant information. See the Generic Conceptual Model [INSPIRE DS-D2.5] for more details. 

5.1 Application schema Hydrography 

5.1.1 Description 

5.1.1.1 Narrative description 
The Hydrography application schema is divided into three separate, main packages, roughly corresponding 
to spatial objects needed to satisfy the three main Use Cases: 
 

1. Physical Waters (primarily for mapping purposes) 
2. Network model (primarily for spatial analysis and modelling) 
3. Management and Reporting units (primarily for WFD reporting) 
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In addition, a package of Related Objects contains spatial objects related with the above: man-made objects, 
hydrographic points of interest, and hydrographic facilities. For more information on the structure and its 
intended use; see Annex B.  
 
 
 

pkg Hydrography package structure

PhysicalWaters

Network

ManagementAndReporting

(from Use Cases)

Mapping

(from Use Cases)

Reporting

(from Use Cases)

Spatial analysis and 
modelling

RelatedObjects

 
Figure 1 –Package structure of the Hydrography application schema 

 
The UML diagrams below include each of these packages separately, as well as context diagrams showing 
the relationships between spatial objects across packages. 

5.1.1.2 UML Overview 
The INSPIRE Hydrography UML model is large, and so it is divided into several packages as shown in 
Figure 2 below. 

class Hydrography overv iew

«applicationSchema»
Hydrography

+ ManagementAndReporting
+ Network
+ PhysicalWaters
+ RelatedObjects
+ Relationships

 

  Figure 2 – UML class diagram: Overview of the Hydrography application schema 

The contents of these UML packages are as follows: 
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1. PhysicalWaters (Figure 3, Figure 17) – contains spatial objects related to real-world physical objects 
(Watercourse, StandingWater, Wetland, Sea, GlacierSnowfield, CatchmentArea, Basin, Foreshore, 
Riverbank, LandWaterBoundary). 

2. RelatedObjects – contains three sub-packages 
a. HydroFacility (Figure 4) – hydrographic facilities (Abstraction and Discharge Point, 

MonitoringPoint, Pipe) 
b. HydroPointOfInterest (             Figure 5) – spatial objects of 

general hydrographic interest (SpringOrSeep, Rapids, Falls, VanishingPoint) 
c. ManMadeObject (Figure 6) – man-made objects associated to the hydrographic network 

(Surface and Subsurface Crossing, ShorelineConstruction, Embankment, Lock, Ford, 
DamOrWeir, Sluice) 

3. Network (Figure 7) – contains a hydrographic network representation with Watercourse Link, Node, 
and SeparatedCrossing. A Constriction is a specialised WatercourseNode that has an effect on 
network water flow. 

4. ManagementAndReporting (Figure 8, Figure 18) – contains spatial objects related to reporting under 
the Water Framework Directive (WFD SurfaceWaterBody, GroundWaterBody, CoastalWater, 
TransitionalWater, River, Lake). (Note that these spatial objects are defined with respect to WFD, 
and are not necessarily directly equivalent to the real-world physical objects defined in the 
PhysicalWaters package.) 

5. Relationships – the above packages do not exist in isolation one from another; there are semantic 
relationships between spatial objects contained in different packages. The Relationships package 
exists only to hold UML class diagrams illustrating the semantic relationships between: 

a. PhysicalWaters ↔ Network (Figure 9) 
b. PhysicalWaters ↔ ManagementAndReporting (Figure 10) 
c. ManMadeObject ↔ Network (Figure 11) 
d. ManMadeObject ↔ PhysicalWaters (Figure 12) 
e. HydroPointOfInterest ↔ Network (Figure 13) 
f. HydroPointOfInterest ↔ PhysicalWaters (Figure 14) 
g. HydroFacility ↔ Network (Figure 15) 
h. HydroFacility ↔ PhysicalWaters (Figure 16) 

 

5.1.1.3 Consistency between spatial data sets 
 
Hydrographic elements will very likely be used in conjunction with data coming from other INSPIRE themes 
(e.g. reporting units; sea areas and land cover). 
 
Hydrographic elements should be considered as reference data and geometric consistency with other 
themes may be achieved if these other themes use hydrographic elements as background data during the 
production or the validation of their own data. 
 
Currently, no consistency rule between hydrographic elements and other spatial datasets has been 
identified.  

 
The Hydrography specification incorporates two alternative forms of representation:  
 

• Physical topographic area objects (usually surveyed to a high accuracy) 
• Centreline representations (often an approximation of the centreline) 

 
At any level of detail data integrity demands that these two forms need to be consistent with each other both 
positionally and logically. For example the centreline will always fall within the limits of the area object and 
the nodes/junctions in the centreline will always fall at the junctions of the topographic junction.   
 

Requirement 3 Centreline representations shall always be located within the extent of the topographic 
representation of the same object and nodes shall always be located at the topographic junctions. 

 
Both forms of representation will often be combined with other themes in a wide variety of applications. Again 
data integrity demands that these should be positionally consistent to ensure both a faithful representation of 
the real world and a professional appearance that will fill the user with confidence. 
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It is essential that continuity of the hydrographic network information is preserved across state borders 
positionally, logically and semantically. This is vital to interoperable pan-European spatial information. The 
methods to support this are outlined in D2.6 Annex B. 
 
Recommendation 2 The objects in the Hydrography theme should be positionally consistent with spatial 

objects from other themes. 
 
Recommendation 3 The hydrographic network data should be edge-matched, reconciled and maintained 

across state borders by the respective authorities. 
 
Recommendation 4 In considering reconciliation across state borders the respective authorities should 

seek to fully resolve the positional alignment that minimises positional deficiencies 
that would require repeated manual interval in updates or detract from the use of the 
data in applications. 

 
Recommendation 5 Wherever a feature crosses a border it is recommended that the parties holding the 

source data for this feature across the border make arrangements for the geometry to 
be the same across the border, i.e. that at the same levelOfDetail no surface 
geometry meets a point or line geometry. 

 
Recommendation 6 It is recommended that wherever a network crosses a border the parties holding the 

source data for this part of the network agree on a common node that is identical in 
geometry and attributes in both networks. 

 

5.1.1.3.1 Consistency across levels of detail 
 
One single real world entity may appear in different local/national data sets with different levels of detail. In 
this case, data providers could decide to deliver one or several spatial objects corresponding to the same 
real world entity in one compiled data set, or in several data sets, each one representing a certain level of 
detail.  
 
This specification does not put any requirement on this issue: avoiding multiplicity of occurrences is the best 
way to avoid redundancies and inconsistencies; however in some situations different representations of the 
same spatial object may be useful to reflect different points of views. In any case, whatever the solution 
chosen by data providers, a special attention should be paid on consistency between levels of details.  
 
Recommendation 7 The objects in the Hydrography theme should be positionally consistent across 

various levels of detail. 
 

5.1.1.4 Identifier management 
Each spatial object type has a mandatory identifier attribute specified and as such each spatial object needs 
to provide a unique identifier. The identifier must be persistent and will usually be supported by a defined 
lifecycle to ensure that users understand the conditions that the identifier may be created, modified (in terms 
of its relationship with the spatial object) and deleted. 
 
The unique object identifier will be modelled on the form where a country code and namespace is applied as 
a prefix to the existing local identifier used by the authority responsible for the data. This will both ensure that 
the identifier is: 
 

• Unique in the European spatial data infrastructure 
• The object is traceable in that infrastructure 

 
All spatial objects in Hydrography will have a unique object identifier – this includes those spatial objects that 
contain geometry and those that may not. The pragmatic approach to making it internationally unique is to 
add a prefix of the Member State identifier. How member states maintain their database is up to them, as 
INSPIRE is only about exchanging data not its management. 
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Requirement 6 All spatial objects in the Hydrography theme shall have a persistent unique identifier as 
defined in the INSPIRE documents D2.5 and D2.7. 

 
Ideally all objects should be supported by a defined lifecycle model and a method of versioning (see D2.5 
9.7) that assists the user in distinguishing between current objects and previous versions. 
 
Recommendation 8 The spatial object unique identifier should be supported by a documented lifecycle to 

provide users with a defined behaviour pattern as conditions which affect the object 
change over time.  

 
Recommendation 9 The spatial object unique identifier should be supported by a defined form of 

versioning to ensure that users refer to the correct version in applications. 
 
In addition a few spatial object types (surface water; catchment; WFD Inland waters) have their own 
Hydrologic ID.  This can be a local ID as given in the hydrological database of the data provider. The 
structure of this identifier is based on the ISO 3166 code of the country to which the spatial object belongs to 
and on a national / hydrological ID. 
 
Recommendation 10 It is recommended that multiple organizations or parts there of in a single member 

state holding part of the source data use the same object identifier when referencing 
features in each others data set. 

 

5.1.1.5 Geometry representation 

Requirement 3 Where applicable, associations to existing features should be used when defining the 
geometric representation of a new feature instead of creating a new geometry for that 
feature. 

 

Requirement 4 If spatial objects are provided at different accuracies, the positional accuracy must be 
specified for each spatial object using the attribute levelOfDetail where applicable. 

 

Requirement 5 If network information is supplied then this should fully adhere to the requirements for 
the network model laid down in sections 7 and 10. 

 
Recommendation 11 All spatial objects should be provided at the source accuracy where possible 
 
Recommendation 12 Where more than one geometry is available at the source, the provided geometry 

should be the one with the highest spatial detail; i.e. a surface geometry is provided 
where both surface and point geometry is available or where both surface and linear 
geometry is available. 

 
 

5.1.1.6 Temporality representation 
 
The application schema uses the derived attributes "beginLifespanObject" and "endLifespanObject" to record 
the lifespan of a spatial object.  
 
The attributes "beginLifespanVersion" specifies the date and time at which this version of the spatial object 
was inserted or changed in the spatial data set. The attribute "endLifespanVersion" specifies the date and 
time at which this version of the spatial object was superseded or retired in the spatial data set. 
 
NOTE 1 The attributes specify the beginning of the lifespan of the version in the spatial data set itself, which 
is different from the temporal characteristics of the real-world phenomenon described by the spatial object. 
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This lifespan information, if available, supports mainly two requirements: First, knowledge about the spatial 
data set content at a specific time; second, knowledge about changes to a data set in a specific time frame. 
The lifespan information should be as detailed as in the data set (i.e., if the lifespan information in the data 
set includes seconds, the seconds should be represented in data published in INSPIRE) and include time 
zone information. 
 
NOTE 2 Changes to the attribute "endLifespanVersion" does not trigger a change in the attribute 
"beginLifespanVersion". 
 
Recommendation 13 If life-cycle information is not maintained as part of the spatial data set, all spatial 

objects belonging to this data set should provide a void value with a reason of 
"unknown". 

 

5.1.2 Feature catalogue 
 

Table 3 – Feature catalogue metadata 

Feature catalogue name INSPIRE feature catalogue Hydrography 
Scope Hydrography 
Field of application Discovery and exchange of Hydrography data within the pan-European 

INSPIRE spatial data infrastructure 
Version number 2.0 
Version date 2008-11-30 
Definition source INSPIRE Data specification Hydrography 

 
 

Table 4 – Types defined in the feature catalogue 

Type Name Package Name Stereotypes Section 
Basin PhysicalWaters «featureType» 5.1.2.1.1 
CatchmentArea PhysicalWaters «featureType» 5.1.2.1.2 
Foreshore PhysicalWaters «featureType» 5.1.2.1.3 
GlacierSnowfield PhysicalWaters «featureType» 5.1.2.1.4 
HydroIdentifier PhysicalWaters «dataType» 5.1.2.2.1 
HydrologicalPersistenceType PhysicalWaters «codeList» 5.1.2.3.1 
IndicativeLoD PhysicalWaters «enumeration» 5.1.2.3.2 
LandWaterBoundary PhysicalWaters «featureType» 5.1.2.1.5 
LocationType PhysicalWaters «enumeration» 5.1.2.3.3 
OriginType PhysicalWaters «enumeration» 5.1.2.3.4 
Riverbank PhysicalWaters «featureType» 5.1.2.1.6 
Sea PhysicalWaters «placeholder,featureType» 5.1.2.1.7 
Shore PhysicalWaters «featureType» 5.1.2.1.8 
ShoreType PhysicalWaters «codeList» 5.1.2.3.5 
StandingWater PhysicalWaters «featureType» 5.1.2.1.9 
SurfaceWater PhysicalWaters «featureType» 5.1.2.1.10 
WaterLevelType PhysicalWaters «enumeration» 5.1.2.3.6 
Watercourse PhysicalWaters «featureType» 5.1.2.1.11 
WatercourseHierarchyType PhysicalWaters «enumeration» 5.1.2.3.7 
Wetland PhysicalWaters «featureType» 5.1.2.1.12 
WidthRangeType PhysicalWaters «dataType» 5.1.2.2.2 
Constriction Network «featureType» 5.1.2.1.13 
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Type Name Package Name Stereotypes Section 
HydroNodeCategoryType Network «codeList» 5.1.2.3.8 
WatercourseLink Network «featureType» 5.1.2.1.14 
WatercourseNode Network «featureType» 5.1.2.1.15 
WatercourseSeparatedCrossing Network «featureType» 5.1.2.1.16 
SurfaceWaterRef ManagementAndReporting «dataType» 5.1.2.2.3 
WFDCoastalWater ManagementAndReporting «featureType» 5.1.2.1.17 
WFDGroundWaterBody ManagementAndReporting «featureType» 5.1.2.1.18 
WFDInlandWater ManagementAndReporting «featureType» 5.1.2.1.19 
WFDLake ManagementAndReporting «featureType» 5.1.2.1.20 
WFDRiver ManagementAndReporting «featureType» 5.1.2.1.21 
WFDSurfaceWaterBody ManagementAndReporting «featureType» 5.1.2.1.22 
WFDTransitionalWater ManagementAndReporting «featureType» 5.1.2.1.23 
WFDWaterBody ManagementAndReporting «featureType» 5.1.2.1.24 
AbstractionPoint HydroFacility «placeholder,featureType» 5.1.2.1.25 
ConditionType HydroFacility «enumeration» 5.1.2.3.9 
DischargePoint HydroFacility «placeholder,featureType» 5.1.2.1.26 
HydroFacility HydroFacility «featureType» 5.1.2.1.27 
MonitoringPoint HydroFacility «placeholder,featureType» 5.1.2.1.28 
Pipe HydroFacility «placeholder,featureType» 5.1.2.1.29 
Falls HydroPointOfInterest «featureType» 5.1.2.1.30 
FluvialPoint HydroPointOfInterest «featureType» 5.1.2.1.31 
HydroPointOfInterest HydroPointOfInterest «featureType» 5.1.2.1.32 
ImportanceType HydroPointOfInterest «codeList» 5.1.2.3.10 
Rapids HydroPointOfInterest «featureType» 5.1.2.1.33 
SpringOrSeep HydroPointOfInterest «featureType» 5.1.2.1.34 
VanishingPoint HydroPointOfInterest «featureType» 5.1.2.1.35 
Crossing ManMadeObject «featureType» 5.1.2.1.36 
DamOrWeir ManMadeObject «featureType» 5.1.2.1.37 
Embankment ManMadeObject «featureType» 5.1.2.1.38 
Ford ManMadeObject «featureType» 5.1.2.1.39 
InteriorManMadeObject ManMadeObject «featureType» 5.1.2.1.40 
Lock ManMadeObject «featureType» 5.1.2.1.41 
ManMadeObject ManMadeObject «featureType» 5.1.2.1.42 
ShorelineConstruction ManMadeObject «featureType» 5.1.2.1.43 
Sluice ManMadeObject «featureType» 5.1.2.1.44 
SubsurfaceCrossing ManMadeObject «featureType» 5.1.2.1.45 
SurfaceCrossing ManMadeObject «featureType» 5.1.2.1.46 
 

5.1.2.1 Spatial object types 
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«featureType»
Watercourse

«voidable»
+ condition:  ConditionType [0..1]
+ fictitious:  Boolean
+ length:  Length
+ level:  LocationType
+ tidal:  Boolean
+ waterCourseHierarchy:  WatercourseHierarchyType [0..1]
+ width:  WidthRangeType

constraints
{geometryIsCurveOrSurface}
{widthOrHierarchySpecified}
{onlyManmadeHasConditionAttr}

«featureType»
StandingWater

«voidable»
+ elevation:  Length
+ meanDepth:  Length
+ surfaceArea:  Area

constraints
{geometryIsSurfaceOrPoint}

«featureType»
SurfaceWater

+ geometry:  GM_Primitive
+ id:  Identifier
+ levelOfDetail:  IndicativeLoD [0..1]
+ localType:  LocalisedCharacterString [0..1]

«voidable, l ifeCycleInfo»
+ beginLifespanVersion:  DateTime
+ endLifespanVersion:  DateTime [0..1]

«voidable»
+ geographicalName:  GeographicalName [1..*]
+ hydroId:  HydroIdentifier [0..1]
+ origin:  OriginType
+ persistence:  HydrologicalPersistenceType

«featureType»
Wetland

+ geometry:  GM_Surface
+ id:  Identifier
+ localType:  LocalisedCharacterString [0..1]

«voidable, li feCycleInfo»
+ beginLifespanVersion:  DateTime
+ endLifespanVersion:  DateTime [0..1]

«voidable»
+ geographicalName:  GeographicalName [0..*]

«featureType»
GlacierSnowfield

+ geometry:  GM_Surface
+ id:  Identifier

«voidable, li feCycleInfo»
+ beginLifespanVersion:  DateTime
+ endLifespanVersion:  DateTime [0..1]

«voidable»
+ geographicalName:  GeographicalName [0..*]

constraints
{watercourseIsFictitious}

«placeholder,featureType»
Sea

+ id:  Identifier

«voidable, l ifeCycleInfo»
+ beginLifespanVersion:  DateTime
+ endLifespanVersion:  DateTime [0..1]

«voidable»
+ geographicalName:  GeographicalName [1..*]
+ geometry:  GM_Surface [0..1]

«featureType»
Shore

+ id:  Identifier

«voidable, l ifeCycleInfo»
+ beginLifespanVersion:  DateTime
+ endLifespanVersion:  DateTime [0..1]

«voidable»
+ composition:  ShoreType
+ geographicalName:  GeographicalName [0..*]
+ origin:  OriginType

«featureType»
LandWaterBoundary

+ geometry:  GM_Curve
+ id:  Identifier

«voidable, l ifeCycleInfo»
+ beginLifespanVersion:  DateTime
+ endLifespanVersion:  DateTime [0..1]

«voidable»
+ origin:  OriginType
+ waterLevelCategory:  WaterLevelType [0..1]

Boundary

«featureType»
Administrativ eUnits::Administrativ eBoundary

+ boundaryLevel:  BoundaryLevelType
+ meaningOfLine:  MeaningOfLineType

«voidable»
+ boundaryStatus:  BoundaryStatusType = Definite

Boundary

«featureType»
Administrativ eUnits::Coastline

«voidable»
+ type:  CoastlineType

«featureType»
Foreshore

+ geometry:  GM_Surface «featureType»
Riv erbank

+ geometry:  GM_Curve

«featureType»
CatchmentArea

+ geometry:  GM_Surface
+ id:  Identifier

«voidable»
+ area:  Area
+ geographicalName:  GeographicalName [0..*]
+ hydroId:  HydroIdentifier [0..1]

«voidable, l ifeCycleInfo»
+ beginLifespanVersion:  DateTime
+ endLifespanVersion:  DateTime [0..1]

constraints
{basinIsTopOfHierarchy}

«featureType»
Basin

+coastl ine
«voidable»

1

+shoreline
«voidable»

1

+isAdminBoundary

0..1

+neighbour
«voidable» 0..*

+containsCatchment
*

+hasGlacier
«voidable» 0..*

+fictitiousWatercourse
«voidable»
0..1

+isAdminBoundary 0..1

+foreshore
«voidable»

0..1

+foreshore
«voidable»

0..1

+riverbank
«voidable» 0..1

+drainsCatchment
«voidable»

1

+outlet
«voidable»

1
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Figure 3 – UML model: ‘PhysicalWaters’ 

class HydroFacility

«placeholde...
DischargePoint

«placeholde...
AbstractionPoint

«featureType»
HydroFacility

+ id:  Identifier

«voidable, l ifeCycleInfo»
+ beginLifespanVersion:  DateTime
+ endLifespanVersion:  DateTime [0..1]

«voidable»
+ condition:  ConditionType
+ geographicalName:  GeographicalName [0..*]
+ geometry:  GM_Primitive

«enumeration»
ConditionType

 underConstruction
 fullyFunctional
 disused

«placeholde...
MonitoringPoint

«placeholde...
Pipe

class HydroPointOfInterest

«featureType»
HydroPointOfInterest

+ id:  Identifier

«voidable, l ifeCycleInfo»
+ beginLifespanVersion:  DateTime
+ endLifespanVersion:  DateTime [0..1]

«voidable»
+ geographicalName:  GeographicalName [0..*]
+ geometry:  GM_Primitive
+ importance:  ImportanceType [0..1]

«featureType»
SpringOrSeep

«featureType»
Rapids

«featureType»
Falls

+ height:  Length

«featureType»
VanishingPoint

«featureType»
FluvialPoint

«codeList»
ImportanceType

+ national
+ touristic

 
Figure 4 – UML model: ‘HydroFacility’             Figure 5 – UML model: ‘HydroPointOfInterest’ 
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class ManMadeObject

«featureType»
InteriorManMadeObject

«featureType»
Lock

«featureType»
DamOrWeir

«featureType»
ShorelineConstruction

«featureType»
SurfaceCrossing

«featureType»
Embankment

«featureType»
ManMadeObject

+ id:  Identifier

«voidable, li feCycleInfo»
+ beginLifespanVersion:  DateTime
+ endLifespanVersion:  DateTime [0..1]

«voidable»
+ condition:  ConditionType
+ geographicalName:  GeographicalName [0..*]
+ geometry:  GM_Primitive
+ importance:  ImportanceType [0..1]

«featureType»
SubsurfaceCrossing

«featureType»
Sluice

«featureType»
Ford

«featureType»
Crossing

+partOfDam
«voidable»

0..1

+hasSluice
«voidable»

0..*

 
Figure 6 – UML model: ‘ManMadeObject’ 
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«featureType»
WatercourseLink

«voidable, lifeCycleInfo»
+ beginLifespanVersion:  DateTime
+ endLifespanVersion:  DateTime [0..1]

«voidable»
+ crossSection:  GM_Curve [0..*] {ordered}
+ crossSectionLocation:  Distance [0..*] {ordered}
+ dischargeRate:  Measure [0..1]
+ flowDirection:  Sign [0..1]
+ flowResistance:  Measure
+ length:  Length

«featureType»
WatercourseNode

«voidable, li feCycleInfo»
+ beginLifespanVersion:  DateTime
+ endLifespanVersion:  DateTime [0..1]

«voidable»
+ hydroNodeCategory:  HydroNodeCategoryType

«featureType»
Constriction

«featureType»
Network::NetworkElement

+ id:  Identifier [0..1]

«voidable»
+ name:  GeographicalName [0..*]

«featureType»
Network::Link

+ centerl ineGeometry:  GM_Curve

«featureType»
Network::Node

+ geometry:  GM_Point

«featureType»
Network::Network

«featureType»
Network::GradeSeparatedCrossing

«featureType»
Network::AggregatedLink

«dataType»
Network::DirectedLink

+ direction:  Sign

Network::
CrossReference

«codeList»
HydroNodeCategoryType

+ attributeValueChange
+ bifurcation
+ confluence
+ mouth
+ spring
+ vanishingPoint

«featureType»
WatercourseSeparatedCrossing

+elements

2
{ordered}

+inNetwork
«voidable»

1..*

+elements 0..*

0..*

+link 1

+elements
2
{ordered}

+links

1..*
{ordered}

1

+spoke

1..*

+endNode

0..1

+spoke

1..*

+startNode

0..1

 
Figure 7 – UML model: ‘Network’ 
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«featureType»
WFDSurfaceWaterBody

+ artificial:  Boolean
+/ derivedGeometry:  GM_Primitive [0..1]
+ geometry:  DirectOrIndirectGeometry
+ heavilyModified:  Boolean [0..1]

«voidable»
+ representativePoint:  GM_Point [0..1]

constraints
{invalidArtificalAndHeavilyModified}

«featureType»
WFDRiv er

constraints
{geometryIsCurve}
{mainAndLargeNotForCanals}
{noHydroIdIfWatercourse}

«featureType»
WFDLake

constraints
{geometryIsSurface}
{noHydroIdIfStandingWater}

«featureType»
WFDWaterBody

+ id:  Identifier

«lifeCycleInfo, voidable»
+ beginLifespanVersion:  DateTime
+ endLifespanVersion:  DateTime [0..1]

«featureType»
WFDTransitionalWater

constraints
{geometryIsSurface}

«featureType»
WFDCoastalWater

constraints
{geometryIsSurface}

«featureType»
WFDGroundWaterBody

«featureType»
WFDInlandWater

+ large:  Boolean
+ main:  Boolean

«voidable»
+ geographicalName:  GeographicalName [0..*]
+ hydroId:  HydroIdentifier [0..1]

«featureType»
PhysicalWaters::CatchmentArea

+ geometry:  GM_Surface
+ id:  Identifier

«voidable»
+ area:  Area
+ geographicalName:  GeographicalName [0..*]
+ hydroId:  HydroIdentifier [0..1]

«voidable, li feCycleInfo»
+ beginLifespanVersion:  DateTime
+ endLifespanVersion:  DateTime [0..1]

«featureType»
PhysicalWaters::

Basin

The WFDSurfaceWaterBody hierarchy of 
classes attempts to use object referencing for 
geometry, as described in GCM section 13.2. 
The intent is to allow geometry to be 
specified either locally, or by reference 
against a SurfaceWater object from the 
PhysicalWaters package.

The application of the pattern here is 
complicated by the fact that we need 
constraints to restrict geometries of 
WFDSurfaceWaterBody subclasses to specific 
types (curves or areas). In addition, some 
subclasses (WFDCoastalWater, 
WFDTransitionalWater) may only have 
geometry specified locally (there are no 
corresponding PhysicalWaters classes that 
could provide a reference geometry).

This is experimental, and it may be best to 
revert to a simpler model, just referencing 
geometry implicitly via the semantic 
associations between classes in 
ManagementAndReporting and 
PhysicalWaters. In this case a derived 
geometry could sti l l  be used to provide a 
'proxy' attribute for querying.

+containsCatchment
*

+wfdOutlet
«voidable»1..

+drainsWfdSubBasin
«voidable»

0..*

+wfdOutlet
«voidable»

1

+drainsWfdBasin
«voidable»

0..1
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Figure 8 – UML model: ‘ManagementAndReporting’ 

«dataType»
Network::DirectedLink

+ direction:  Sign

NetworkElement

«featureType»
Network::Node

NetworkElement

«featureType»
Network::Link

«featureType»
PhysicalWaters::Watercourse «featureType»

PhysicalWaters::
StandingWater

«featureType»
PhysicalWaters::SurfaceWater

«featureType»
PhysicalWaters::Wetland

«featureType»
PhysicalWaters::
GlacierSnowfield

«placeholder,fe...
PhysicalWaters::Sea

«featureType»
Network::WatercourseLink

«featureType»
Network::WatercourseNode

NetworkElement

«featureType»
Network::AggregatedLink

+hasGlacier
«voidable» 0..*

+fictitiousWatercourse
«voidable»

0..1

+theWetland
«voidable»0..1

+hasNetworkNode
«voidable»

0..*

+theSea
«voidable»

0..1

+hasNetworkNode
«voidable»

0..*

+theStandingWater
«voidable»

0..1

+hasNetworkNode
«voidable»

0..*

+theWatercourse
«voidable»

0..1

+hasNetworkSegment
«voidable» 0..*

+theStandingWater
«voidable»

0..*

+hasNetworkSegment
«voidable»0..*

+theGlacier
«voidable»

0..1

+hasNetworkNode
«voidable» 0..*

+neighbour
«voidable»
0..*

+spoke 1..*

+endNode 0..1

+spoke 1..*

+startNode 0..1

+asNetworkAggregate
«voidable»

0..*

+links 1..*
{ordered}

1

0..*

+link

1

 
Figure 9 – UML model: Relationships ‘PhysicalWaters’ ↔ ‘Network’ 
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«featureType»
PhysicalWaters::Watercourse

«featureType»
PhysicalWaters::StandingWater

«featureType»
PhysicalWaters::SurfaceWater

«placeholder,featureType»
PhysicalWaters::Sea

«featureType»
PhysicalWaters::CatchmentArea

«featureType»
PhysicalWaters::Basin

WFDWaterBody

«featureType»
ManagementAndReporting::

WFDSurfaceWaterBody

constraints
{invalidArtificalAndHeavilyModified}

«featureType»
ManagementAndReporting::

WFDRiv er

«featureType»
ManagementAndReporting::

WFDLake

«featureType»
ManagementAndReporting::

WFDTransitionalWater

«featureType»
ManagementAndReporting::

WFDCoastalWater

«featureType»
ManagementAndReporting::

WFDInlandWater

«featureType»
PhysicalWaters::Shore

+adjoinsSea
«voidable» 0..*

+hasWfdCoastalWater
«voidable»

0..*

+theWatercourse
«voidable»

0..*

+theWfdTransitionalWater
«voidable»

0..*

+isStandingWater
«voidable»
0..*

+isWfdLake
«voidable»

0..*

+isWatercourse
«voidable»
0..*

+isWfdRiver
«voidable»

0..*

+adjoinsWfdTransitionalWater
«voidable»

0..*

+adjoinsShore
«voidable» 0..*

+neighbour
«voidable» 0..*

+wfdOutlet
«voidable» 1

+drainsWfdBasin
«voidable»

0..1

+wfdOutlet
«voidable»

1..

+drainsWfdSubBasin
«voidable» 0..*

+containsCatchment
*

+drainsCatchment
«voidable»

1

+outlet
«voidable»

1

 
Figure 10 – UML model: Relationships ‘PhysicalWaters’ ↔ ‘ManagementAndReporting’ 
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class context diagram: ManMadeObject and Network

Node

«featureType»
Network::WatercourseNode

«featureType»
ManMadeObject::

InteriorManMadeObject

«featureType»
ManMadeObject::

Lock

«featureType»
ManMadeObject::

DamOrWeir

«featureType»
ManMadeObject::
SurfaceCrossing

«featureType»
Network::

Constriction

«featureType»
ManMadeObject::

SubsurfaceCrossing

«featureType»
ManMadeObject::

Crossing

«featureType»
ManMadeObject::

Sluice

«featureType»
ManMadeObject::

Ford

«featureType»
ManMadeObject::
ManMadeObject

+theManMadeObject
«voidable»
0..1 +theNode

«voidable»
1

+partOfDam
«voidable»

0..1

+hasSluice
«voidable»

0..*

 
Figure 11 – UML model: Relationships ‘ManMadeObject’ ↔ ‘Network’ 
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«featureType»
PhysicalWaters::

Watercourse

«featureType»
PhysicalWaters::

StandingWater

«featureType»
PhysicalWaters::

SurfaceWater

ManMadeObject

«featureType»
ManMadeObject::

InteriorManMadeObject

constraints
{l iesInWatercourseIfNotDam}

ManMadeObject

«featureType»
ManMadeObject::

ShorelineConstruction

constraints
{builtOnShoreOrSurfaceWater}

«featureType»
ManMadeObject::
SurfaceCrossing

ManMadeObject

«featureType»
ManMadeObject::

Embankment

«placeholder,feat...
PhysicalWaters::Sea

«featureType»
PhysicalWaters::Shore

«featureType»
ManMadeObject::

Lock

«featureType»
ManMadeObject::DamOrWeir

constraints
{l iesInWatercourseOrControlsReservoir}

«featureType»
ManMadeObject::

Sluice

«featureType»
ManMadeObject::

Ford

«featureType»
ManMadeObject::

SubsurfaceCrossing

ManMadeObject

«featureType»
ManMadeObject::

Crossing

«featureType»
PhysicalWaters::Foreshore

«featureType»
PhysicalWaters::

Riv erbank

+foreshore
«voidable» 0..1

+carries
«voidable»

1

+theCrossing
«voidable»0..*

+partOfDam
«voidable»

0..1

+hasSluice
«voidable» 0..*

+theReservoir
«voidable»
0..1

+theDam
«voidable» 0..1

+foreshore
«voidable»

0..1

+liesIn
«voidable»

0..1

+hasManMadeObject
«voidable»

0..*

+riverbank
«voidable»

0..1

+neighbour
«voidable» 0..*

+hasEmbankment
«voidable»

0..*

+isNextTo
«voidable»
1

+hasConstruction
«voidable»
0..*

+builtIn
«voidable»

0..1

+hasConstruction
«voidable»

0..*

+builtOn
«voidable» 0..1

 
Figure 12 – UML model: Relationships ‘ManMadeObject’ ↔ ‘PhysicalWaters’ 
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class context diagram: HydroPointOfInterest and Network

Node

«featureType»
Network::WatercourseNode

«featureType»
Network::

Constriction

«featureType»
HydroPointOfInterest::
HydroPointOfInterest

«featureType»
HydroPointOfInterest::

SpringOrSeep

«featureType»
HydroPointOfInterest::

Rapids

«featureType»
HydroPointOfInterest::

Falls

«featureType»
HydroPointOfInterest::

VanishingPoint

«featureType»
HydroPointOfInterest::

FluvialPoint

+theHydroPointOfInterest
«voidable»

0..1

+theNode
«voidable»

1

 
Figure 13 – UML model: Relationships ‘HydroPointOfInterest’ ↔ ‘Network’ 
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class context diagram: HydroPointOfInterest and PhysicalWaters

«featureType»
HydroPointOfInterest::
HydroPointOfInterest

«featureType»
HydroPointOfInterest::

SpringOrSeep

«featureType»
HydroPointOfInterest::

Rapids

«featureType»
HydroPointOfInterest::

Falls

«featureType»
HydroPointOfInterest::

VanishingPoint
«featureType»

PhysicalWaters::
Watercourse

«featureType»
PhysicalWaters::

StandingWater

«featureType»
PhysicalWaters::SurfaceWater

«featureType»
HydroPointOfInterest::

FluvialPoint

+hostWater
«voidable»

1

+pointOfInterest
«voidable»

0..*

+neighbour
«voidable» 0..*

 
Figure 14 – UML model: Relationships ‘HydroPointOfInterest’ ↔ ‘PhysicalWaters’ 
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Node

«featureType»
Network::WatercourseNode

«featureType»
Network::

Constriction

«placeholde...
HydroFacility::

DischargePoint

«placeholde...
HydroFacility::

AbstractionPoint

«featureType»
HydroFacility::HydroFacility

«placeholde...
HydroFacility::

MonitoringPoint

+outlet
«voidable»
0..1

+theNode
«voidable»

1

+inlet
«voidable»
0..1

+theNode
«voidable» 1

 
Figure 15 – UML model: Relationships ‘HydroFacility’ ↔ ‘Network’ 

«placeholde...
HydroFacility::

DischargePoint

«placeholde...
HydroFacility::

AbstractionPoint

«featureType»
HydroFacility::
HydroFacility

«featureType»
PhysicalWaters::

Watercourse

«featureType»
PhysicalWaters::

StandingWater

«featureType»
PhysicalWaters::SurfaceWater

«placeholde...
HydroFacility::

MonitoringPoint

«placeholde...
HydroFacility::Pipe

+theHydroFacility
«voidable»
0..*

+theSurfaceWater
«voidable»

1

+neighbour
«voidable» 0..*

 

Figure 16 – UML model: Relationships ‘HydroFacility’ ↔ ‘PhysicalWaters’ 
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5.1.2.1.1 PhysicalWaters.Basin 
Class: «featureType»  PhysicalWaters.Basin  
 Definition: Special type of catchment area which always has an outflow point in the sea, whilst 

catchments may outflow into e.g. a larger river, lake or other catchment. 
 Subtype of: CatchmentArea 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
Association role: wfdOutlet 
 Definition: The WFDInlandWater (either WFDRiver or WFDLake) which acts as an outlet for this 

Basin 
 Value type: ManagementAndReporting::WFDInlandWater  
 Multiplicity: 1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»   

5.1.2.1.2 PhysicalWaters.CatchmentArea 
Class: «featureType»  PhysicalWaters.CatchmentArea  
 Definition: An area bordered by watersheds that catches the water and discharges it from that area 

through a single outflow point. 
 
NOTE: Regarding the different classifications of catchments the TWG decided that no 
distinction could be made between catchments / subcatchments since this will vary with 
application. It was therefore decided to make it possible to build catchments from other 
catchments. 

 Subtype of:  
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
Attribute: area 
 Definition: Size of the catchment area. 
 Value type: Area 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: beginLifespanVersion 
 Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was inserted or changed in the 

spatial data set. 
 Value type: DateTime 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable,lifeCycleInfo»  
Attribute: endLifespanVersion 
 Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was superseded or retired in the 

spatial data set. 
 Value type: DateTime 
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable,lifeCycleInfo»  
Attribute: geographicalName 
 Definition: A textual identifier or code that is used to denote a feature. 
 Value type: GeographicalName 
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
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 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: geometry 
 Definition: Area geometry of the catchment 
 Value type: GM_Surface 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes:   
Attribute: hydroId 
 Definition: A thematic identifier used for the object, often (but not specifically) a national hydrological 

identification code. 
 Value type: HydroIdentifier 
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: id 
 Definition: INSPIRE identifier for the catchment 
 Value type: Identifier 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes:   
Association role: outlet 
 Definition: The SurfaceWater outlet of a catchment area 
 Value type: PhysicalWaters::SurfaceWater  
 Multiplicity: 1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: wfdOutlet 
 Definition: The WFDInlandWater (either WFDRiver or WFDLake) which acts as an outlet for this 

CatchmentArea 
 Value type: ManagementAndReporting::WFDInlandWater  
 Multiplicity: 1.. 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Constraint: basinIsTopOfHierarchy 
 Natural 

language: 
A Basin may not be contained in any CatchmentArea or Basin 

 OCL: inv: self.containsCatchment->forAll(c | not c.oclIsTypeOf(Basin))   

5.1.2.1.3 PhysicalWaters.Foreshore 
Class: «featureType»  PhysicalWaters.Foreshore  
 Definition: That part of the shore or beach which lies between the low water mark and the 

coastline/shoreline. The same condition may exist in non-contiguous off-shore areas. 
 Subtype of: Shore 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
Attribute: geometry 
 Definition: Geometry of the foreshore area 
 Value type: GM_Surface 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes:    
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5.1.2.1.4 PhysicalWaters.GlacierSnowfield 
Class: «featureType»  PhysicalWaters.GlacierSnowfield  
 Definition: An object representing either a large mass of snow and ice moving slowly down a slope 

or valley from above the snowline (glacier) or a large area permanently covered by snow 
or ice over land or water (snowfield). 

 Subtype of:  
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
Attribute: beginLifespanVersion 
 Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was inserted or changed in the 

spatial data set. 
 Value type: DateTime 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable,lifeCycleInfo»  
Attribute: endLifespanVersion 
 Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was superseded or retired in the 

spatial data set. 
 Value type: DateTime 
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable,lifeCycleInfo»  
Attribute: geographicalName 
 Definition: Geographic name for the glacier/snowfield region 
 Value type: GeographicalName 
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: geometry 
 Definition: Area geometry of the glacier/snowfield region 
 Value type: GM_Surface 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes:   
Attribute: id 
 Definition: INSPIRE identifier 
 Value type: Identifier 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes:   
Association role: fictitiousWatercourse 
 Definition: A fictitious watercourse associated with a glacier 
 Value type: PhysicalWaters::Watercourse  
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: hasNetworkNode 
 Definition: A network node associated with the Glacier/Snowfield 
 Value type: Network::WatercourseNode  
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Constraint: watercourseIsFictitious 
 Natural An associated Watercourse must be fictitious 
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language: 
 OCL: inv: self.fictitiousWatercourse->forall(fictitious = True)   

5.1.2.1.5 PhysicalWaters.LandWaterBoundary 
Class: «featureType»  PhysicalWaters.LandWaterBoundary  
 Definition: The line where a land mass is in contact with a body of water. 
 Subtype of:  
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
Attribute: beginLifespanVersion 
 Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was inserted or changed in the 

spatial data set. 
 Value type: DateTime 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable,lifeCycleInfo»  
Attribute: endLifespanVersion 
 Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was superseded or retired in the 

spatial data set. 
 Value type: DateTime 
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable,lifeCycleInfo»  
Attribute: geometry 
 Definition: The shape of the LandWaterBoundary, as a curve. 
 Value type: GM_Curve 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes:   
Attribute: id 
 Definition: INSPIRE identifier (see GCM clause 14). 
 Value type: Identifier 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes:   
Attribute: origin 
 Definition: Origin of the land-water boundary. 
 Value type: OriginType 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: waterLevelCategory 
 Definition: Water-level defining the LandWaterBoundary (high water, low water). 
 Value type: WaterLevelType 
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: isAdminBoundary 
 Definition: If a coastline acts as an administrative boundary, this provides an association to the 

Coastline boundary object 
 Value type: AdministrativeUnits::Coastline  
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes:    
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5.1.2.1.6 PhysicalWaters.Riverbank 
Class: «featureType»  PhysicalWaters.Riverbank  
 Definition: The limit line between the water area of a river and the area of land. 
 Subtype of: Shore 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
Attribute: geometry 
 Definition: Geometry of the riverbank 
 Value type: GM_Curve 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes:    

5.1.2.1.7 PhysicalWaters.Sea 
Class: «placeholder,featureType»  PhysicalWaters.Sea  
 Definition: An area of water which normally has tidal fluctuations. 
 Subtype of:  
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «placeholder,featureType»   
Attribute: beginLifespanVersion 
 Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was inserted or changed in the 

spatial data set. 
 Value type: DateTime 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable,lifeCycleInfo»  
Attribute: endLifespanVersion 
 Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was superseded or retired in the 

spatial data set. 
 Value type: DateTime 
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable,lifeCycleInfo»  
Attribute: geographicalName 
 Definition: A textual identifier or code that is used to denote the Sea. 
 Value type: GeographicalName 
 Multiplicity: 1..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: geometry 
 Definition: The geometry of the Sea, as a surface. 
 Value type: GM_Surface 
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: id 
 Definition: INSPIRE identifier (see GCM clause 14). 
 Value type: Identifier 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes:   
Association role: foreshore 
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 Definition: The foreshore associated with a sea 
 Value type: PhysicalWaters::Foreshore  
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: hasWfdCoastalWater 
 Definition: A WFDCoastalWater coincident with the Sea 
 Value type: ManagementAndReporting::WFDCoastalWater  
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: hasNetworkNode 
 Definition: A network node corresponding to the Sea 
 Value type: Network::WatercourseNode  
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: coastline 
 Definition: The coastline associated with a sea 
 Value type: PhysicalWaters::LandWaterBoundary  
 Multiplicity: 1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»   

5.1.2.1.8 PhysicalWaters.Shore 
AbstractClass: «featureType»  PhysicalWaters.Shore  
 Definition: This class is used for both foreshore and riverbank areas. 
 Subtype of:  
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
Attribute: beginLifespanVersion 
 Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was inserted or changed in the 

spatial data set. 
 Value type: DateTime 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable,lifeCycleInfo»  
Attribute: composition 
 Definition: Information on the foreshore/riverbank soil component. 
 Value type: ShoreType 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: endLifespanVersion 
 Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was superseded or retired in the 

spatial data set. 
 Value type: DateTime 
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable,lifeCycleInfo»  
Attribute: geographicalName 
 Definition: Geographic name of foreshore or riverbank area 
 Value type: GeographicalName 
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 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: id 
 Definition: INSPIRE identification code 
 Value type: Identifier 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes:   
Attribute: origin 
 Definition: Origin of the feature (whether natural or man-made) 
 Value type: OriginType 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: hasConstruction 
 Definition: A shoreline construction (e.g. breakwater or groyne) built on the shore area 
 Value type: ManMadeObject::ShorelineConstruction  
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: adjoinsWfdTransitionalWater 
 Definition: A WFDTransitionalWater adjacent to the Shore 
 Value type: ManagementAndReporting::WFDTransitionalWater  
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»   

5.1.2.1.9 PhysicalWaters.StandingWater 
Class: «featureType»  PhysicalWaters.StandingWater  
 Definition: A body of water entirely surrounded by land. 
 Subtype of: SurfaceWater 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
Attribute: elevation 
 Definition: Elevation above mean sea level [based on EuroRegionalMap] 
 Value type: Length 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: meanDepth 
 Definition: Average depth of the body of water 
 Value type: Length 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: surfaceArea 
 Definition: Surface area of the body of water 
 Value type: Area 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: theDam 
 Definition: A dam that retains the reservoir (StandingWater class) 
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 Value type: ManMadeObject::DamOrWeir  
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: isWfdLake 
 Definition: A WFD Lake corresponding to a physical StandingWater 
 Value type: ManagementAndReporting::WFDLake  
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: hasNetworkNode 
 Definition: A network node associated to the StandingWater in a hydrographic network 
 Value type: Network::WatercourseNode  
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: hasNetworkSegment 
 Definition: A network segment associated to the StandingWater in a hydrographic network 
 Value type: Network::WatercourseLink  
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Constraint: geometryIsSurfaceOrPoint 
 Natural 

language: 
StandingWater geometry may be a surface or point 

 OCL: inv: self.geometry.oclIsTypeOf(GM_Surface) or self.geometry.oclIsTypeOf(GM_Point)   

5.1.2.1.10 PhysicalWaters.SurfaceWater 
AbstractClass: «featureType»  PhysicalWaters.SurfaceWater  
 Definition: An abstract class for any physical body of water on the surface of the earth. 
 Subtype of:  
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
Attribute: beginLifespanVersion 
 Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was inserted or changed in the 

spatial data set. 
 Value type: DateTime 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable,lifeCycleInfo»  
Attribute: endLifespanVersion 
 Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was superseded or retired in the 

spatial data set. 
 Value type: DateTime 
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable,lifeCycleInfo»  
Attribute: geographicalName 
 Definition: A textual identifier or code that is used to denote a feature. 
 Value type: GeographicalName 
 Multiplicity: 1..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
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Attribute: geometry 
 Definition: The shape of the SurfaceWater: 

- either a curve or surface for a Watercourse 
- aither a point or surface for a StandingWater 

 Value type: GM_Primitive 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes:   
Attribute: hydroId 
 Definition: A thematic identifier used for the object, often (but not specifically) a national hydrological 

identification code. 
 Value type: HydroIdentifier 
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: id 
 Definition: INSPIRE identifier (see GCM clause 14). 
 Value type: Identifier 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes:   
Attribute: levelOfDetail 
 Definition: An indicative 'level-of-detail' for this object: the object is relevant at scales from this level 

of detail and greater (i.e. objects won't normally be relevant below a certain LoD); at 
lower scales generalisation rules apply for portrayal and visualisation. 

 Value type: IndicativeLoD 
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes:   
Attribute: localType 
 Definition: Provides 'local' name for the surface water (e.g. canal, channel, ditch, ...). 
 Value type: LocalisedCharacterString 
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes:   
Attribute: origin 
 Definition: Origin of the feature (natural, man-made, etc.). 
 Value type: OriginType 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: persistence 
 Definition: The degree of persistence of water. 
 Value type: HydrologicalPersistenceType 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: neighbour 
 Definition: An association to another instance of the same surface water in another dataset  
 Value type: PhysicalWaters::SurfaceWater  
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: pointOfInterest 
 Definition: A HydroPointOfInterest in the host SurfaceWater 
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 Value type: HydroPointOfInterest::HydroPointOfInterest  
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: hasConstruction 
 Definition: A shoreline construction built on the SurfaceWater 
 Value type: ManMadeObject::ShorelineConstruction  
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: theHydroFacility 
 Definition: A HydroFacility connected to this SurfaceWater 
 Value type: HydroFacility::HydroFacility  
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: hasEmbankment 
 Definition: An Ambankment lying next to a SurfaceWater 
 Value type: ManMadeObject::Embankment  
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: drainsCatchment 
 Definition: The catchment area drained by a SurfaceWater 
 Value type: PhysicalWaters::CatchmentArea  
 Multiplicity: 1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: shoreline 
 Definition: Shoreline of the watercourse or standing water 
 Value type: PhysicalWaters::LandWaterBoundary  
 Multiplicity: 1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»   

5.1.2.1.11 PhysicalWaters.Watercourse 
Class: «featureType»  PhysicalWaters.Watercourse  
 Definition: A natural or man-made flowing watercourse or stream. 
 Subtype of: SurfaceWater 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
Attribute: condition 
 Definition: The state of planning, construction, repair, and/or maintenance of the structures and/or 

equipment comprising a facility and/or located at a site.  
 
Only relevant for man-made watercourse 

 Value type: ConditionType 
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: fictitious 
 Definition: An indication that the geometry of the feature is not well defined. 

 
EXAMPLES: 
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- an underground watercourse 
- virtual network segment in coastal water area 
- real underground network segment (pipeline or natural network section) 
- virtual network segment in lake area 
- virtual network segment in river to connect tributary 
- virtual network segment in transitional water area 

 Value type: Boolean 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: length 
 Definition: Lineal length of watercourse. 
 Value type: Length 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: level 
 Definition: Vertical location of Watercourse relative to surrounding area. 
 Value type: LocationType 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: tidal 
 Definition: Identifies whether the Watercourse is affected by tidal water. 
 Value type: Boolean 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: waterCourseHierarchy 
 Definition: National hierarchy (applied in the national database). 
 Value type: WatercourseHierarchyType 
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: width 
 Definition: Width of watercourse (as a range) along its length. 
 Value type: WidthRangeType 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: foreshore 
 Definition: In tidal areas of a watercourse, the shore area may be regarded as a foreshore, rather 

than riverbank. 
 Value type: PhysicalWaters::Foreshore  
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: hasGlacier 
 Definition: A set of glaciers represented by a fictitious watercourse 
 Value type: PhysicalWaters::GlacierSnowfield  
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: isAdminBoundary 
 Definition: If a watercourse acts as an administrative boundary, this provides an association to the 
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AdministrativeBoundary object 
 Value type: AdministrativeUnits::AdministrativeBoundary  
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes:   
Association role: hasManMadeObject 
 Definition: A man-made object lying within the Watercourse 
 Value type: ManMadeObject::InteriorManMadeObject  
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: theCrossing 
 Definition: A Crossing that gives passage to the Watercourse 
 Value type: ManMadeObject::Crossing  
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: isWfdRiver 
 Definition: A WFD River corresponding to a physical Watercourse 
 Value type: ManagementAndReporting::WFDRiver  
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: riverbank 
 Definition: The riverbank associated with a watercourse 
 Value type: PhysicalWaters::Riverbank  
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: theWfdTransitionalWater 
 Definition: A WFDTransitionalWater into which flows the Watercourse 
 Value type: ManagementAndReporting::WFDTransitionalWater  
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: asNetworkAggregate 
 Definition: An AggregatedLink representing the Watercourse in a network 
 Value type: Network::AggregatedLink  
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: hasNetworkSegment 
 Definition: A segment constituting part of the Watercourse in a hydrographic network 
 Value type: Network::WatercourseLink  
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Constraint: geometryIsCurveOrSurface 
 Natural 

language: 
Watercourse geometry may be a curve or surface 

 OCL: inv: self.geometry.oclIsTypeOf(GM_Curve) or self.geometry.oclIsTypeOf(GM_Surface)  
Constraint: widthOrHierarchySpecified 
 Natural 

language: 
Either a watercourse hierarchy level or a width must be specified 
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 OCL: inv: self->count(waterCourseHierarchy)+self->count(width)=1  
Constraint: onlyManmadeHasConditionAttr 
 Natural 

language: 
A condition attribute may be specified only for a man-made Watercourse 

 OCL: inv: (self->count(condition)=1) implies (self.origin=OriginType::manMade)   

5.1.2.1.12 PhysicalWaters.Wetland 
Class: «featureType»  PhysicalWaters.Wetland  
 Definition: A poorly drained or periodically flooded area where the soil is saturated with water, and 

vegetation is supported. 
 
EXAMPLES: marsh/swamp, bog/moor. 

 Subtype of:  
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
Attribute: beginLifespanVersion 
 Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was inserted or changed in the 

spatial data set. 
 Value type: DateTime 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable,lifeCycleInfo»  
Attribute: endLifespanVersion 
 Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was superseded or retired in the 

spatial data set. 
 Value type: DateTime 
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable,lifeCycleInfo»  
Attribute: geographicalName 
 Definition: Geographic name for the wetland 
 Value type: GeographicalName 
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: geometry 
 Definition: Area geometry of the wetland 
 Value type: GM_Surface 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes:   
Attribute: id 
 Definition: INSPIRE identifier 
 Value type: Identifier 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes:   
Attribute: localType 
 Definition: Provides 'local' name for the wetland (e.g. bog, swamp, etc.) 
 Value type: LocalisedCharacterString 
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes:   
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Association role: hasNetworkNode 
 Definition: A network node associated with the Wetland 
 Value type: Network::WatercourseNode  
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»   

5.1.2.1.13 Network.Constriction 
Class: «featureType»  Network.Constriction  
 Definition: A network node unrelated to the network topology per se, but associated with a 

hydrographic point of interest or facility, or a man-made object, that affects the network 
flow. 

 Subtype of: WatercourseNode 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
Association role: theManMadeObject 
 Definition: A ManMadeObject associated with the network node  
 Value type: ManMadeObject::ManMadeObject  
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: outlet 
 Definition: An AbstractionPoint associated with a node 
 Value type: HydroFacility::AbstractionPoint  
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: theHydroPointOfInterest 
 Definition: A HydroPointOfInterest associated to a network node 
 Value type: HydroPointOfInterest::HydroPointOfInterest  
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: inlet 
 Definition: A DischargePoint associated with a node 
 Value type: HydroFacility::DischargePoint  
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»   

5.1.2.1.14 Network.WatercourseLink 
Class: «featureType»  Network.WatercourseLink  
 Definition: A segment of a watercourse within a hydrographic network. 
 Subtype of: Link 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
Attribute: beginLifespanVersion 
 Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was inserted or changed in the 

spatial data set. 
 Value type: DateTime 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable,lifeCycleInfo»  
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Attribute: crossSection 
 Definition: A series of profiles of the watercourse bed geometry taken along the length of the 

watercourse. 
 Value type: GM_Curve 
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable» 
 Collection 

Constraints: 
ordered 

 
Attribute: crossSectionLocation 
 Definition: Location of cross-section profiles along WatercourseSegment 
 Value type: Distance 
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable» 
 Collection 

Constraints: 
ordered 

 
Attribute: dischargeRate 
 Definition: Rate of water flow in the segment. 

 
NOTE: units of measure should be a volume rate of flow, e.g. m^3/s. 

 Value type: Measure 
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: endLifespanVersion 
 Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was superseded or retired in the 

spatial data set. 
 Value type: DateTime 
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable,lifeCycleInfo»  
Attribute: flowDirection 
 Definition: Direction of water flow in the segment relative to digitisation of segment geometry. 
 Value type: Sign 
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: flowResistance 
 Definition: Amount of resistance a flow experiences from the outline of the watercourse. 

 
NOTE: Unitless (also known as Manning coefficient). 

 Value type: Measure 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: length 
 Definition: Length of segment 
 Value type: Length 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: theWatercourse 
 Definition: A Watercourse for which the network WatercourseSegment is a part representation 
 Value type: PhysicalWaters::Watercourse  
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 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: theStandingWater 
 Definition: A StandingWater to which the network WatercourseSegment is connected in a network 

representation. 
 Value type: PhysicalWaters::StandingWater  
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»   

5.1.2.1.15 Network.WatercourseNode 
Class: «featureType»  Network.WatercourseNode  
 Definition: A node within the hydrographic network. 

 
NOTE: May represent a physical confluence, bifurcation/confluence/vanishing point etc, 
or it may be associated with a hydrographic point of interest or facility. 

 Subtype of: Node 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
Attribute: beginLifespanVersion 
 Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was inserted or changed in the 

spatial data set. 
 Value type: DateTime 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable,lifeCycleInfo»  
Attribute: endLifespanVersion 
 Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was superseded or retired in the 

spatial data set. 
 Value type: DateTime 
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable,lifeCycleInfo»  
Attribute: hydroNodeCategory 
 Definition: Nature of the watercourse node 
 Value type: HydroNodeCategoryType 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: theStandingWater 
 Definition: A StandingWater to which the network node is associated in a network representation. 
 Value type: PhysicalWaters::StandingWater  
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: theSea 
 Definition: A Sea corresponding to the network node 
 Value type: PhysicalWaters::Sea  
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: theGlacier 
 Definition: A Glacier/Snowfield related to the network node 
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 Value type: PhysicalWaters::GlacierSnowfield  
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: theWetland 
 Definition: A wetland associated with a network node 
 Value type: PhysicalWaters::Wetland  
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»   

5.1.2.1.16 Network.WatercourseSeparatedCrossing 
Class: «featureType»  Network.WatercourseSeparatedCrossing  
 Definition: A node in the hydrographic network used to indicate non-interacting crossing of 

WatercourseSegments separated by level. 
 
NOTE: The crossing may legitimately break a no-intersection quality rule. 

 Subtype of: GradeSeparatedCrossing 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   

 

5.1.2.1.17 ManagementAndReporting.WFDCoastalWater 
Class: «featureType»  ManagementAndReporting.WFDCoastalWater  
 Definition: Surface water on the landward side of a line, every point of which is at a distance of one 

nautical mile on the seaward side from the nearest point of the baseline from which the 
breadth of territorial waters is measured, extending where appropriate up to the outer 
limit of transitional waters. 

 Subtype of: WFDSurfaceWaterBody 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
Association role: adjoinsSea 
 Definition: A Sea coincident with the WFDCoastalWater 
 Value type: PhysicalWaters::Sea  
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Constraint: geometryIsSurface 
 Natural 

language: 
Geometry is a surface 

 OCL: inv: (self.geometry.direct->notEmpty()) and 
(self.geometry.direct.oclIsTypeOf(GM_Surface)   

5.1.2.1.18 ManagementAndReporting.WFDGroundWaterBody 
Class: «featureType»  ManagementAndReporting.WFDGroundWaterBody  
 Definition: A distinct volume of groundwater within an aquifer or aquifers. 
 Subtype of: WFDWaterBody 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
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5.1.2.1.19 ManagementAndReporting.WFDInlandWater 
AbstractClass: «featureType»  ManagementAndReporting.WFDInlandWater  
 Definition: All standing or flowing water on the surface of the land, and all groundwater on the 

landward side of the baseline from which the breadth of territorial waters is measured. 
 Subtype of: WFDSurfaceWaterBody 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
Attribute: geographicalName 
 Definition: A textual identifier or code that is used to denote a feature. 
 Value type: GeographicalName 
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: hydroId 
 Definition: A thematic identifier. 

 
NOTE: For WFD this is constructed as follows: 
MS#1#2?#22 where 
MS  = a 2 character Member State identifier,  
in accordance with ISO 3166-1-Alpha-2 country codes, and 
- #1#2?#22   =  an up to 22 character feature code that is unique within the Member 
State. 
(symbol # = wildcard character (a wildcard character can be used to substitute for any 
other character or characters in a string)) 
The maximum total length of the code will be 24 characters. 

 Value type: HydroIdentifier 
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: large 
 Definition: Rivers that have a catchment area > 50,000 km2 or main tributaries that have a 

catchment area > 5,000 km2. 
 
Lakes that have a surface area > 500 km2. 

 Value type: Boolean 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes:   
Attribute: main 
 Definition: Rivers that have a catchment area > 500 km2. 

 
Lakes that have a surface area > 10 km2. 

 Value type: Boolean 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes:   
Association role: drainsWfdSubBasin 
 Definition: 'Sub-basin' means the area of land from which all surface run-off flows through a series 

of streams, rivers and, possibly, lakes to a particular point in a water course (normally a 
lake or a river confluence). [WFD] 
 
This association role denotes the CatchmentArea acting as a WFD Sub-basin for a 
WFDInlandWater 

 Value type: PhysicalWaters::CatchmentArea  
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
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 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: drainsWfdBasin 
 Definition: 'River basin' means the area of land from which all surface run-off flows through a 

sequence of streams, rivers and, possibly, lakes into the sea at a single river mouth, 
estuary or delta. [WFD] 
 
This association role denotes the Basin acting as a WFD Basin for a WFDInlandWater 

 Value type: PhysicalWaters::Basin  
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»   

5.1.2.1.20 ManagementAndReporting.WFDLake 
Class: «featureType»  ManagementAndReporting.WFDLake  
 Definition: A body of standing inland surface water. 
 Subtype of: WFDInlandWater 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
Association role: isStandingWater 
 Definition: A physical StandingWater corresponding to a WFD Lake 
 Value type: PhysicalWaters::StandingWater  
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Constraint: geometryIsSurface 
 Natural 

language: 
Geometry (either direct or by object reference) is a surface 

 OCL: inv: ((self.geometry.direct->notEmpty()) and 
(self.geometry.direct.oclIsTypeOf(GM_Surface)) or ((self.geometry.indirect->notEmpty()) 
and (self.geometry.indirect.objectRef.geometry.oclIsTypeOf(GM_Surface))  

Constraint: noHydroIdIfStandingWater 
 Natural 

language: 
A hydroId may not be specified if there is an associated StandingWater 

 OCL: inv: if (self.isStandingWater->notEmpty()) then (self.hydroId->isEmpty())   

5.1.2.1.21 ManagementAndReporting.WFDRiver 
Class: «featureType»  ManagementAndReporting.WFDRiver  
 Definition: A body of inland water flowing for the most part on the surface of the land but which may 

flow underground for part of its course. 
 Subtype of: WFDInlandWater 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
Association role: isWatercourse 
 Definition: A physical Watercourse corresponding to a WFD River 
 Value type: PhysicalWaters::Watercourse  
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Constraint: geometryIsCurve 
 Natural 

language: 
Geometry (either direct or by object reference) is a curve 
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 OCL: inv: ((self.geometry.direct->notEmpty()) and 
(self.geometry.direct.oclIsTypeOf(GM_Curve)) or ((self.geometry.indirect->notEmpty()) 
and (self.geometry.indirect.objectRef.geometry.oclIsTypeOf(GM_Curve))  

Constraint: mainAndLargeNotForCanals 
 Natural 

language: 
Main and large attributes may not be specified for canals 

 OCL: inv: if ((self.artificial = True) or (self.heavilyModified = True)) then ((self->count(main)=0) 
and (self->count(large)=0))  

Constraint: noHydroIdIfWatercourse 
 Natural 

language: 
A hydroId may not be specified if there is an associated Watercourse 

 OCL: inv: if (self.isWatercourse->notEmpty()) then (self.hydroId->isEmpty())   

5.1.2.1.22 ManagementAndReporting.WFDSurfaceWaterBody 
Class: «featureType»  ManagementAndReporting.WFDSurfaceWaterBody  
 Definition: A discrete and significant element of surface water such as a lake, a reservoir, a stream, 

river or canal, part of a stream, river or canal, a transitional water or a stretch of coastal 
water. The surface water bodies shall be identified as falling within either one of the 
following surface water categories - rivers, lakes, transitional waters or coastal waters - or 
as artificial surface water bodies or heavily modified surface water bodies. 

 Subtype of: WFDWaterBody 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
Attribute: artificial 
 Definition: 'Artificial water body' means a body of surface water created by human activity. 
 Value type: Boolean 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes:   
Attribute: derivedGeometry 
 Definition: A derived 'proxy' geometry to support querying. 
 Value type: GM_Primitive 
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes:   
Attribute: geometry 
 Definition: The geometry of the WFD surface waterbody, specified either directly (locally) or 

indirectly by object referencing (to the geometry of a SurfaceWater object). 
 Value type: DirectOrIndirectGeometry 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes:   
Attribute: heavilyModified 
 Definition: 'Heavily modified water body' means a body of surface water which as a result of

physical alterations by human activity is substantially changed in character, as 
designated by the Member State in accordance with the provisions of WFD Annex II. 

 Value type: Boolean 
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes:   
Attribute: representativePoint 
 Definition: Representative point of the WFD waterbody 
 Value type: GM_Point 
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 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Constraint: invalidArtificalAndHeavilyModified 
 Natural 

language: 
heavilyModified attribute allowed only if not artificial 

 OCL: inv: if (self.artificial = True) then (self->count(heavilyModified)=0)   

5.1.2.1.23 ManagementAndReporting.WFDTransitionalWater 
Class: «featureType»  ManagementAndReporting.WFDTransitionalWater  
 Definition: Bodies of surface water in the vicinity of river mouths which are partly saline in character 

as a result of their proximity to coastal waters but which are substantially influenced by 
freshwater flows. 

 Subtype of: WFDSurfaceWaterBody 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
Association role: theWatercourse 
 Definition: A Watercourse flowing into the WFDTransitionalWater 
 Value type: PhysicalWaters::Watercourse  
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: adjoinsShore 
 Definition: The Shore area that adjoins the WFDTransitionalWater 
 Value type: PhysicalWaters::Shore  
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Constraint: geometryIsSurface 
 Natural 

language: 
Geometry is a surface 

 OCL: inv: (self.geometry.direct->notEmpty()) and 
(self.geometry.direct.oclIsTypeOf(GM_Surface)   

5.1.2.1.24 ManagementAndReporting.WFDWaterBody 
AbstractClass: «featureType»  ManagementAndReporting.WFDWaterBody  
 Definition: Abstract class representing a body of surface water or a body of groundwater. 
 Subtype of:  
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
Attribute: beginLifespanVersion 
 Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was inserted or changed in the 

spatial data set. 
 Value type: DateTime 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «lifeCycleInfo,voidable»  
Attribute: endLifespanVersion 
 Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was superseded or retired in the 

spatial data set. 
 Value type: DateTime 
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
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 Stereotypes: «lifeCycleInfo,voidable»  
Attribute: id 
 Definition: INSPIRE identifier for the WFD object 
 Value type: Identifier 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes:    

5.1.2.1.25 HydroFacility.AbstractionPoint 
Class: «placeholder,featureType»  HydroFacility.AbstractionPoint  
 Definition: Point along a watercourse where water is abstracted from the watercourse 

 
NOTE: Includes cistern or tank 

 Subtype of: HydroFacility 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «placeholder,featureType»   
Association role: theNode 
 Definition: The network node corresponding to an AbstractionPoint 
 Value type: Network::Constriction  
 Multiplicity: 1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»   

5.1.2.1.26 HydroFacility.DischargePoint 
Class: «placeholder,featureType»  HydroFacility.DischargePoint  
 Definition: Point along a watercourse where water is discharged into the watercourse 

 
NOTE: Includes well 

 Subtype of: HydroFacility 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «placeholder,featureType»   
Association role: theNode 
 Definition: The network node corresponding to a DischargePoint 
 Value type: Network::Constriction  
 Multiplicity: 1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»   

5.1.2.1.27 HydroFacility.HydroFacility 
AbstractClass: «featureType»  HydroFacility.HydroFacility  
 Definition: A man-made infrastructure for water capture, storage, processing or for protection from 

water. 
 Subtype of:  
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
Attribute: beginLifespanVersion 
 Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was inserted or changed in the 

spatial data set. 
 Value type: DateTime 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable,lifeCycleInfo»  
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Attribute: condition 
 Definition: Working condition of facility 
 Value type: ConditionType 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: endLifespanVersion 
 Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was superseded or retired in the 

spatial data set. 
 Value type: DateTime 
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable,lifeCycleInfo»  
Attribute: geographicalName 
 Definition: Facility name 
 Value type: GeographicalName 
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: geometry 
 Definition: The geometry of the hydrographic facility (may be point, curve or surface) 
 Value type: GM_Primitive 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: id 
 Definition: INSPIRE identification code 
 Value type: Identifier 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes:   
Association role: theSurfaceWater 
 Definition: The SurfaceWater to which this HydroFacility is attached 
 Value type: PhysicalWaters::SurfaceWater  
 Multiplicity: 1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»   

5.1.2.1.28 HydroFacility.MonitoringPoint 
Class: «placeholder,featureType»  HydroFacility.MonitoringPoint  
 Definition: A facility used for hydrographic monitoring. 
 Subtype of: HydroFacility 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «placeholder,featureType»   

 

5.1.2.1.29 HydroFacility.Pipe 
Class: «placeholder,featureType»  HydroFacility.Pipe  
 Definition: A tube for the conveyance of solids, liquids or gases. 
 Subtype of: HydroFacility 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «placeholder,featureType»   
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5.1.2.1.30 HydroPointOfInterest.Falls 
Class: «featureType»  HydroPointOfInterest.Falls  
 Definition: A site at which the natural flow of surface water is disturbed or impeded due to a 

perpendicular or steep drop over which water from a watercourse or waterbody flows. 
 Subtype of: FluvialPoint 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
Attribute: height 
 Definition: Distance measured from the lowest point of the base at ground or water level (downhill 

side/downstream side) to the tallest point of the feature. 
 Value type: Length 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes:    

5.1.2.1.31 HydroPointOfInterest.FluvialPoint 
AbstractClass: «featureType»  HydroPointOfInterest.FluvialPoint  
 Definition: A point of interest that affects the flow of a watercourse. 
 Subtype of: HydroPointOfInterest 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   

 

5.1.2.1.32 HydroPointOfInterest.HydroPointOfInterest 
AbstractClass: «featureType»  HydroPointOfInterest.HydroPointOfInterest  
 Definition: A natural place where water appears, disappears or changes its flow. 

 
EXAMPLES: Fluvial points (Waterfall, Cascade, Rapids, Breaker), Spring/Water hole 
(Spring, Source, Geyser, Thermal spring, Natural fountain, Well?, also Fumarole, 
Artesian), Sinkhole (Sinkhole, Drainage loss). 
 
NOTE: A HydroPointOfInterest may create a flow constriction in the network. 

 Subtype of:  
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
Attribute: beginLifespanVersion 
 Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was inserted or changed in the 

spatial data set. 
 Value type: DateTime 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable,lifeCycleInfo»  
Attribute: endLifespanVersion 
 Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was superseded or retired in the 

spatial data set. 
 Value type: DateTime 
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable,lifeCycleInfo»  
Attribute: geographicalName 
 Definition: Geographic name of point of interest 
 Value type: GeographicalName 
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 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: geometry 
 Definition: The geometry of the hydrographic point of interest (may be point, curve or surface) 
 Value type: GM_Primitive 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: id 
 Definition: INSPIRE identifier 
 Value type: Identifier 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes:   
Attribute: importance 
 Definition: Level of importance of point of interest 
 Value type: ImportanceType 
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: theNode 
 Definition: A network node corresponding to the HydroPointOfInterest 
 Value type: Network::Constriction  
 Multiplicity: 1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: hostWater 
 Definition: The host SurfaceWater containing the HydroPointOfInterest 
 Value type: PhysicalWaters::SurfaceWater  
 Multiplicity: 1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»   

5.1.2.1.33 HydroPointOfInterest.Rapids 
Class: «featureType»  HydroPointOfInterest.Rapids  
 Definition: A place in a stream or river where the current is swift and the surface is usually broken by 

boulders and rocks. 
 Subtype of: FluvialPoint 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   

 

5.1.2.1.34 HydroPointOfInterest.SpringOrSeep 
Class: «featureType»  HydroPointOfInterest.SpringOrSeep  
 Definition: A natural outflow of water from below the ground surface. 
 Subtype of: HydroPointOfInterest 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   

 

5.1.2.1.35 HydroPointOfInterest.VanishingPoint 
Class: «featureType»  HydroPointOfInterest.VanishingPoint  
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 Definition: Location were a watercourse disappears into the terrain or vanishes due to 
anthropization. 

 Subtype of: HydroPointOfInterest 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   

 

5.1.2.1.36 ManMadeObject.Crossing 
AbstractClass: «featureType»  ManMadeObject.Crossing  
 Definition: A man-made object allowing the passage of water above or below an obstacle. 
 Subtype of: ManMadeObject 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
Association role: carries 
 Definition: A Watercourse given passge by the Crossing 
 Value type: PhysicalWaters::Watercourse  
 Multiplicity: 1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»   

5.1.2.1.37 ManMadeObject.DamOrWeir 
Class: «featureType»  ManMadeObject.DamOrWeir  
 Definition: A permanent barrier across a watercourse used to impound water or to control its flow. 

 
NOTE: Dam if associated to a StandingWater; or weir if associated to a Watercourse. 

 Subtype of: InteriorManMadeObject 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
Association role: hasSluice 
 Definition: If a dam contains a sluice gate for releasing water, this provides an association to the 

sluice object 
 Value type: ManMadeObject::Sluice  
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: theReservoir 
 Definition: A reservoir created by the Dam 
 Value type: PhysicalWaters::StandingWater  
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Constraint: liesInWatercourseOrControlsReservoir 
 Natural 

language: 
 

 OCL: self.liesIn.notEmpty() or self.controlsReservoir.notEmpty()   

5.1.2.1.38 ManMadeObject.Embankment 
Class: «featureType»  ManMadeObject.Embankment  
 Definition: A raised long mound of earth or other material. 

 
NOTE: Including retaining walls, harbours, dikes. 
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 Subtype of: ManMadeObject 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
Association role: isNextTo 
 Definition: A SurfaceWater against which the Embankment lies 
 Value type: PhysicalWaters::SurfaceWater  
 Multiplicity: 1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»   

5.1.2.1.39 ManMadeObject.Ford 
Class: «featureType»  ManMadeObject.Ford  
 Definition: A shallow part of a watercourse suitable for crossing by people or vehicles. 
 Subtype of: InteriorManMadeObject 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   

 

5.1.2.1.40 ManMadeObject.InteriorManMadeObject 
AbstractClass: «featureType»  ManMadeObject.InteriorManMadeObject  
 Definition: Man-made object lying inside the boundaries of a surface water. 

 
EXAMPLES: shoreline construction, dam/weir, lock/sluice, etc. 

 Subtype of: ManMadeObject 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
Association role: liesIn 
 Definition: A Watercourse within which lies the ManMadeObject 
 Value type: PhysicalWaters::Watercourse  
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Constraint: liesInWatercourseIfNotDam 
 Natural 

language: 
 

 OCL: (not self.oclIsTypeOf(DamOrWeir)) implies self.liesIn.notEmpty()   

5.1.2.1.41 ManMadeObject.Lock 
Class: «featureType»  ManMadeObject.Lock  
 Definition: An enclosure with a pair or series of gates used for raising or lowering vessels as they 

pass from one water level to another. 
 Subtype of: InteriorManMadeObject 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   

 

5.1.2.1.42 ManMadeObject.ManMadeObject 
AbstractClass: «featureType»  ManMadeObject.ManMadeObject  
 Definition: Artificial objects which lie inside a body of water and have one of the following type of 

functions: 
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- Retain the water 
- Regulate the quantity of water 
- Alter the course of the water 
- Allow watercourses to cross each other 

 Subtype of:  
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
Attribute: beginLifespanVersion 
 Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was inserted or changed in the 

spatial data set. 
 Value type: DateTime 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable,lifeCycleInfo»  
Attribute: condition 
 Definition: Working condition of man-made object 
 Value type: ConditionType 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: endLifespanVersion 
 Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was superseded or retired in the 

spatial data set. 
 Value type: DateTime 
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable,lifeCycleInfo»  
Attribute: geographicalName 
 Definition: Geographic name of man-made object 
 Value type: GeographicalName 
 Multiplicity: 0..* 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: geometry 
 Definition: The geometry of the man-made object (may be point, curve or surface) 
 Value type: GM_Primitive 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Attribute: id 
 Definition: INSPIRE identifier 
 Value type: Identifier 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes:   
Attribute: importance 
 Definition: Level of importance of man-made object 
 Value type: ImportanceType 
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: theNode 
 Definition: A network node corresponding to the ManMadeObject 
 Value type: Network::Constriction  
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 Multiplicity: 1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»   

5.1.2.1.43 ManMadeObject.ShorelineConstruction 
Class: «featureType»  ManMadeObject.ShorelineConstruction  
 Definition: A fixed (not afloat) artificial structure attached to the land. 

 
NOTE: Shoreline constructions are normally used for berthing and protection. Includes 
breakwater/groyne/wharf; but has more flexibility - also applies to inland waters. 

 Subtype of: ManMadeObject 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
Association role: builtIn 
 Definition: The SurfaceWater in which is built the ShorelineConstruciton 
 Value type: PhysicalWaters::SurfaceWater  
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Association role: builtOn 
 Definition: The Shore area on which is built the ShorelineConstruciton 
 Value type: PhysicalWaters::Shore  
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»  
Constraint: builtOnShoreOrSurfaceWater 
 Natural 

language: 
 

 OCL: self.builtOn->size()=1   

5.1.2.1.44 ManMadeObject.Sluice 
Class: «featureType»  ManMadeObject.Sluice  
 Definition: An open, inclined conduit fitted with a gate for regulating water flow. 
 Subtype of: InteriorManMadeObject 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
Association role: partOfDam 
 Definition: If a sluice is part of a dam, this provides an association to the dam object 
 Value type: ManMadeObject::DamOrWeir  
 Multiplicity: 0..1 
 Stereotypes: «voidable»   

5.1.2.1.45 ManMadeObject.SubsurfaceCrossing 
Class: «featureType»  ManMadeObject.SubsurfaceCrossing  
 Definition: An object allowing the passage of water beneath an obstacle: culvert or siphon. 
 Subtype of: Crossing 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   
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5.1.2.1.46 ManMadeObject.SurfaceCrossing 
Class: «featureType»  ManMadeObject.SurfaceCrossing  
 Definition: An object allowing the passage of water above an obstacle: aqueduct or bridge. 
 Subtype of: Crossing 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «featureType»   

 

 

5.1.2.2 Data types 
See also  

class types

«dataType»
HydroIdentifier

+ countryCode:  CharacterString
+ id:  CharacterString

«enumeratio...
LocationType

 onGround
 aboveGround
 belowGround

«enumeratio...
Indicativ eLoD

 European
 National
 Regional
 Local

«enumeratio...
WaterLev elType

 lowWater
 highWater
 other

«enumeration»
WatercourseHierarchyType

 1st
 2nd
 3rd
 4th
 5th
 other

«dataType»
WidthRangeType

+ lower:  Length
+ upper:  Length

«enumeration»
OriginType

 natural
 manMade

«codeList»
HydrologicalPersistenceType

+ dry
+ intermittent
+ perrenial
+ seasonal
+ tidal
+ torrential

«codeList»
ShoreType

+ boulders
+ clay
+ gravel
+ mud
+ rock
+ sand
+ shingle
+ stone

 
Figure 17 – UML model: types used in ‘PhysicalWaters’ 
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class types

«union»
DirectOrIndirectGeometry

+ direct:  GM_Primitive
+ indirect:  SurfaceWaterRef

«dataType»
SurfaceWaterRef

«featureType»
PhysicalWaters::SurfaceWater

+ geometry:  GM_Primitive
+ id:  Identifier
+ levelOfDetail:  IndicativeLoD [0..1]
+ localType:  LocalisedCharacterString [0..1]

«voidable, l ifeCycleInfo»
+ beginLifespanVersion:  DateTime
+ endLifespanVersion:  DateTime [0..1]

«voidable»
+ geographicalName:  GeographicalName [1..*]
+ hydroId:  HydroIdentifier [0..1]
+ origin:  OriginType
+ persistence:  HydrologicalPersistenceType

This follows the pattern specified in GCM D2.5 section 13.2 (and Recommendation 17).

However it is unclear how the mechanism uniquely references a geometry, in general. For 
instance, what if the target feature type has more than one attribute of geometry type? Which 
one should be used as the reference geometry? Also, which components in the infrastructure will 
really know how to exploit this modelling pattern?

+neighbour
«voidable» 0..*

+objectRef

1

 
Figure 18 – UML model: types used in ‘ManagementAndReporting’ 

5.1.2.2.1 PhysicalWaters.HydroIdentifier 
Class: «dataType»  PhysicalWaters.HydroIdentifier  
 Definition: A Hydrographic thematic identifier type. 

 
NOTE: May be used to hold a national hydrological identification code 

 Subtype of:  
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «dataType»   
Attribute: countryCode 
 Definition: A two-letter country code 

 
NOTE: As per ISO 3166-1-Alpha-2 

 Value type: CharacterString 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes:   
Attribute: id 
 Definition: A (national) thematic hydrographic identifier 
 Value type: CharacterString 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes:    

5.1.2.2.2 PhysicalWaters.WidthRangeType 
Class: «dataType»  PhysicalWaters.WidthRangeType  
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 Definition: Data type for representing the range of a Watercourse's horizontal width along its length. 
 Subtype of:  
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «dataType»   
Attribute: lower 
 Definition: Lower width 
 Value type: Length 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes:   
Attribute: upper 
 Definition: Upper width 
 Value type: Length 
 Multiplicity: 1  
 Stereotypes:    

5.1.2.2.3 ManagementAndReporting.SurfaceWaterRef 
Class: «dataType»  ManagementAndReporting.SurfaceWaterRef  
 Definition: A data type for referencing a SurfaceWater object 
 Subtype of:  
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «dataType»   
Association role: objectRef 
 Definition: A reference to a SurfaceWater object providing a reference geometry 
 Value type: PhysicalWaters::SurfaceWater  
 Multiplicity: 1 
 Stereotypes:    

5.1.2.3 Enumerations and code lists 
Enumerations and codeList types are illustrated in: Figure 17 (for PhysicalWaters), Figure 7 (for Network), 
Figure 4 (for HydroFacility), and              Figure 5 (for 
HydroPointOfInterest). 

5.1.2.3.1 PhysicalWaters.HydrologicalPersistenceType 
Class: «codeList»  PhysicalWaters.HydrologicalPersistenceType  
 Definition: Codelist for categories of hydrological persistence of a body of water 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «codeList»   
Value: dry 
 Definition: Dry 
 Code:   
Value: intermittent 
 Definition: Intermittent 
 Code:   
Value: perrenial 
 Definition: Perennial 
 Code:   
Value: seasonal 
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 Definition: Seasonal 
 Code:   
Value: tidal 
 Definition: Tidal 
 Code:   
Value: torrential 
 Definition: Torrential 
 Code:    

5.1.2.3.2 PhysicalWaters.IndicativeLoD 
Class: «enumeration»  PhysicalWaters.IndicativeLoD  
 Definition: Enumeration for INSPIRE levels of detail used in the Hydrography theme (spatial object 

is relevant at a specific level of detail or greater). See D2.6 Recommendation 27. 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «enumeration»   
Value: European 
 Definition: European level 
 Code:   
Value: National 
 Definition: National level 
 Code:   
Value: Regional 
 Definition: Regional level 
 Code:   
Value: Local 
 Definition: Local level 
 Code:    

5.1.2.3.3 PhysicalWaters.LocationType 
Class: «enumeration»  PhysicalWaters.LocationType  
 Definition: Enumeration for the possible locations of a watercourse with respect to ground. 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «enumeration»   
Value: onGround 
 Definition: Watercourse lies on the surface of the ground 
 Code:   
Value: aboveGround 
 Definition: Watercourse is conveyed in a conduit above ground 
 Code:   
Value: belowGround 
 Definition: Watercourse passes underground 
 Code:    

5.1.2.3.4 PhysicalWaters.OriginType 
Class: «enumeration»  PhysicalWaters.OriginType  
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 Definition: An enumeration type specifying a set of hydrographic 'origin' categories (natural, man-
made) for various hydrographic objects 

 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «enumeration»   
Value: natural 
 Definition: Natural watercourses are natural rivers and streams naturally preserved and that have 

been canalised either for navigation or for preventing flood disaster. [EuroRegionalMap] 
 Code:   
Value: manMade 
 Definition: A man-made watercourse is a watercourse entirely created by man for drainage or 

transportation purpose, this includes canals and ditches. [EuroRegionalMap] 
 Code:    

5.1.2.3.5 PhysicalWaters.ShoreType 
Class: «codeList»  PhysicalWaters.ShoreType  
 Definition: A list of categories of shore area composition. 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «codeList»   
Value: boulders 
 Definition: Boulders 
 Code:   
Value: clay 
 Definition: Clay 
 Code:   
Value: gravel 
 Definition: Gravel 
 Code:   
Value: mud 
 Definition: Mud 
 Code:   
Value: rock 
 Definition: Rock 
 Code:   
Value: sand 
 Definition: Sand 
 Code:   
Value: shingle 
 Definition: Shingle 
 Code:   
Value: stone 
 Definition: Stone 
 Code:    

5.1.2.3.6 PhysicalWaters.WaterLevelType 
Class: «enumeration»  PhysicalWaters.WaterLevelType  
 Definition: Enumeration for the water-level categories that may be used to define a 
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LandWaterBoundary geometry. 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «enumeration»   
Value: lowWater 
 Definition: LandWaterBoundary position defined by low-water mark. 
 Code:   
Value: highWater 
 Definition: LandWaterBoundary position defined by high-water mark. 
 Code:   
Value: other 
 Definition: LandWaterBoundary position defined otherwise than the high- or low-water mark. 
 Code:    

5.1.2.3.7 PhysicalWaters.WatercourseHierarchyType 
Class: «enumeration»  PhysicalWaters.WatercourseHierarchyType  
 Definition: Enumerated list of Watercourse hierarchy levels within national classification scheme. 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «enumeration»   
Value: 1st 
 Definition: Main hierarchy level, typically associated with headwaters. 
 Code:   
Value: 2nd 
 Definition: Second hierarchy level. 
 Code:   
Value: 3rd 
 Definition: Third hierarchy level. 
 Code:   
Value: 4th 
 Definition: Fourth hierarchy level. 
 Code:   
Value: 5th 
 Definition: Fifth hierarchy level. 
 Code:   
Value: other 
 Definition: Hierarchy level greater than five. 
 Code:    

5.1.2.3.8 Network.HydroNodeCategoryType 
Class: «codeList»  Network.HydroNodeCategoryType  
 Definition: Defines categories for different types of hydrographic network nodes 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «codeList»   
Value: attributeValueChange 
 Definition: Node at which a change of attribute value occurs along the watercourse 
 Code:   
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Value: bifurcation 
 Definition: Node corresponds to a fork or division of the watercourse 
 Code:   
Value: confluence 
 Definition: Node at which different watercourses or watercourse branches merge into one 
 Code:   
Value: mouth 
 Definition: Node representing the mouth of a watercourse 
 Code:   
Value: spring 
 Definition: Node at which a flow of water rises or wells naturally from the earth. 
 Code:   
Value: vanishingPoint 
 Definition: Node at which watercourse disappears under ground 
 Code:    

5.1.2.3.9 HydroFacility.ConditionType 
Class: «enumeration»  HydroFacility.ConditionType  
 Definition: Enumeration providing values for working condition (of facility etc) 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «enumeration»   
Value: underConstruction 
 Definition: Object is under construction 
 Code:   
Value: fullyFunctional 
 Definition: Object is fully functional 
 Code:   
Value: disused 
 Definition: Object is currently disused 
 Code:    

5.1.2.3.10 HydroPointOfInterest.ImportanceType 
Class: «codeList»  HydroPointOfInterest.ImportanceType  
 Definition: Enumeration type for levels of importance of a hydrographic point of interest 
 Status: Proposed 
 Stereotypes: «codeList»   
Value: national 
 Definition: Of national important 
 Code:   
Value: touristic 
 Definition: Of touristic importance 
 Code:    

5.1.2.4 Imported Types (informative) 
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This section lists definitions for feature types, data types and enumerations and code lists that are defined in 
other documents. The section is purely informative and should help the reader understand the feature 
catalogue presented in section 5.1.2. For the normative documentation of these types, see the references in 
section 2.3. 
 

5.1.2.4.1 Feature types 
Not applicable. 
 

5.1.2.4.2 Data types 
Not applicable. 
 

5.1.2.4.3 Enumerations and code lists 
Not applicable. 

6 Reference systems 

6.1 Spatial reference system 
 

Requirement 6 For the horizontal component, the European Terrestrial Reference System 1989 
(ETRS89) shall be used. This coordinate reference system is linked to the Eurasian 
tectonic plate. For areas that are not on the stable part of the Eurasian tectonic plate, 
the International Terrestrial Reference System (ITRS) or other geodetic coordinate 
reference systems compliant with ITRS shall be used. The parameters of the GRS80 
ellipsoid shall be used for the computation of latitude and longitude and for the 
computation of plane coordinates using a suitable mapping projection. 

 
 For the vertical component, the European Vertical Reference System (EVRS) shall be 

used. Other vertical reference systems may be used in areas that are outside the 
geographical scope of EVRS.   

 
 
Recommendation 14 For the representation of data in plane coordinates in general applications, the 

following projections should be used: 
 
 - Lambert Azimuthal Equal Area (ETRS-LAEA) for spatial analysis and display; 
 - Lambert Conformal Conic (ETRS-LCC) for conformal pan-European mapping at 

scales smaller or equal to 1:500,000;  
 - Transverse Mercator (ETRS-TMzn) for conformal pan-European mapping at scales 

larger than 1:500,000. 

6.2 Temporal reference system 
Requirement 7 Date values shall be provided using the Gregorian Calendar. Time values shall be 

provided either using the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) or as local time including 
their time zone as an offset from UTC. 

 
 

7 Data quality 
 
This section describes the data quality information that should be provided as part of the hydrography 
dataset and also the quality measures which enable Member States to assess them. 
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For Hydrography, the data quality information can have different purposes: 
- Member States can evaluate datasets and carry out quality assessment studies 
- Ensures that, a topologically-sound hydrological network can be built, provided that the topological 

consistency rules are followed,  
 
Due to the diversity of existing quality levels in hydrography data from Members States and also the lack of 
quality statements, this data specification does not give any specific conformance criteria when it comes to 
data quality information that will be used for evaluation of datasets and quality assessment studies.  
 
In order to build a “clean” and closed hydrological network certain topological consistency rules need to be 
followed. If the hydrography dataset is going to be used to create a network (i.e. to do modelling and network 
analyses), it is recommended to follow the topological consistency measures described in this data 
specification. These measures can of cause also be used to evaluate if a network in a dataset can be 
considered to be “clean” and closed.  
 
The table below describes the usage (feature-level or dataset-level) for all data quality elements used in the 
application schema or in the dataset metadata. The table also describes the scope of the quality element 
(evaluation or network). 

Table 5 – Data quality elements used in the theme Hydrography 

INSPIRE Data 
Specification 
Hydrography 
Section 

Data quality element Usage  
 
Data quality 
scope 

7.1.1.1 and 8.1 Rate of  Excess item dataset-level  evaluation 

7.1.1.2 and 8.1 Number of duplicate feature instances dataset-level evaluation 

7.1.2.1  and 8.2 Rate of incorrect classification for 
national identifier dataset-level evaluation 

7.2.1.1 and 8.3 Conceptual schema compliance feature-level evaluation 

7.2.1.2 and 8.3 Number of invalid overlaps of surfaces dataset-level network 

7.2.2.1 and 8.4 Value domain conformance rate feature-level evaluation 

7.2.3.1 and 8.5 Physical structure conflict rate dataset-level evaluation 

7.2.4.1 and 8.6 Number of faulty point-curve 
connections dataset-level network 

7.2.4.2 and 8.6 Number of missing connections due to 
undershoots dataset-level network 

 

7.2.4.3  and 8.6 Number of missing connections due to 
crossing of bridge/road dataset-level network 

7.2.4.4  and 8.6 Number of missing connections due to 
overshoots dataset-level network 

7.2.4.5  and 8.6 Number of invalid slivers dataset-level network 

7.2.4.6  and 8.6 Number of invalid self-intersect errors dataset-level network 

7.2.4.7  and 8.6 Number of invalid self-overlap errors dataset-level network 

7.2.4.8  and 8.6 Number of Watercourse links below 
threshold length dataset-level network 

7.2.4.9  and 8.6 Number of closed Watercourse links dataset-level network 

7.2.4.10  and 8.6 Number of multi-part Watercourse links dataset-level network 

7.3.1.1  and 8.7 Mean value of positional uncertainties dataset-level evaluation 

7.3.2.1 and 8.7 Relative horizontal error feature-level evaluation 
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7.4.1.1  and 8.8 Misclassification rate dataset-level evaluation 

 
 

Recommendation 15 Only a network model that adheres to the recommendations described in the data 
quality elements that have the data quality scope “Network” will be fully useful for 
modelling studies. 

 

7.1 Completeness 
These data quality elements enable the assessment of the presence of features, their attributes and 
relationships 

7.1.1 Commission 
This quality sub-element shows excess data present in a dataset 
The assessment of this quality sub-element should be included in the metadata element 
DQ_CompletenessCommission, described in section 8.1 
 

7.1.1.1 Rate of  Excess item 
 
Name Number of excess items 
Data quality scope Evaluation 
Alternative name - 
Data quality element  Completeness 
Data quality subelement Commission 
Data quality basic measure error rate 
Definition number of excess items in the dataset in relation to the number of 

items that should have been present 
Description - 
Parameter - 
Data quality value type real, percentage, ratio 
Data quality value structure - 
Source reference - 
Example - 
Measure identifier 3 

 
This quality sub-element shows duplicate features present in a dataset 
The assessment of this quality sub-element should be included in the metadata element 
DQ_CompletenessCommision, described in section 8.1 
 

7.1.1.2 Number of duplicate feature instances 
Name number of duplicate feature instances 
Data quality scope Evaluation 
Alternative name - 
Data quality element  completeness 
Data quality subelement commission 
Data quality basic measure error count 
Definition total number of exact duplications of feature instances within the data 
Description count of all items in the data that are incorrectly extracted with 

duplicate geometries 
Parameter - 
Data quality value type integer 
Data quality value structure - 
Source reference - 
Example Features with identical attribution and identical coordinates: 

− two (or more) points collected on top of each other; 
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− two (or more) curves collected on top of each other; 
− two (or more) surfaces collected on top of each other. 

Measure identifier 4 
 

7.1.2 Ommission 
This quality sub-element shows the data absent or incorrect in a dataset. 
The assessment of this quality sub-element should be stored in the metadata element 
DQ_CompletenessOmission, described in section 8.2 
 

7.1.2.1 Rate of incorrect classification for national identifier 
 
Name Rate of incorrect classification for national identifier 
Data quality scope Evaluation 
Alternative name - 
Data quality element  Thematic accuracy 
Data quality subelement ThematicClassificationCorrectness 
Data quality basic measure Not applicable 
Definition Number of incorrect or missing national identifiers in the data set in 

relation to the number of items in the data set 
Description - 
Parameter - 
Data quality value type Real, percentage, ratio 
Data quality value structure - 
Source reference - 
Example - 
Measure identifier 7 

 
 

7.2 Logical consistency 
Logical consistency elements enable the assessment of the degree of adherence to logical rules of data 
structure, attribution and relationships 

7.2.1 Conceptual consistency 
The two following quality sub-elements show the adherence to rules of the conceptual schema 
The first quality sub-element should be assessed at feature level and the results should be stored in the 
metadata element: DQ_ConceptualConsistency described in section 8.3 
 

7.2.1.1 Conceptual schema compliance 
Name conceptual schema compliance 
Data quality scope Evaluation 
Alternative name - 
Data quality element  logical consistency  
Data quality subelement conceptual consistency  
Data quality basic measure correctness indicator 
Definition indication that an item complies with the rules of the relevant 

conceptual schema 
Description - 
Parameter - 
Data quality value type Boolean (true indicates that an item is in compliance with the rules of 

the conceptual schema) 
Data quality value structure - 
Source reference - 
Example - 
Measure identifier 9 
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The assessment of the second quality sub-element should be stored in the metadata element 
DQ_ConceptualConsistency described in section 8.3 
 

7.2.1.2 Number of invalid overlaps of surfaces 
Name number of invalid overlaps of surfaces 
Data quality scope Network 
Alternative name overlapping surfaces 
Data quality element  logical consistency  
Data quality subelement conceptual consistency  
Data quality basic measure error count 
Definition total number of erroneous overlaps within the data 
Description Which surfaces may overlap and which shall not is application 

dependent. Not all overlapping surfaces are necessarily erroneous. 
When reporting this data quality measure, the types of feature classes 
corresponding to the illegal overlapping surfaces shall be reported as 
well. 

Parameter - 
Data quality value type integer 
Data quality value structure - 
Source reference - 
Example 

 
Key 
1 Surface 1 
2 Surface 2 
3 Overlapping Area 

Measure identifier 11 
 
 

7.2.2 Domain consistency 
This quality sub-element shows the adherence of values to the value domains 
The assessment of this quality sub-element should be included in the metadata element 
DQ_DomainConsistency described in section 8.4 
 

7.2.2.1 Value domain conformance rate 
Name value domain conformance rate 
Data quality scope Evaluation 
Alternative name - 
Data quality element  logical consistency 
Data quality subelement domain consistency 
Data quality basic measure correct items rate 
Definition number of items in the dataset that are in conformance with their value 

domain in relation to the total number of items in the dataset 
Description - 
Parameter - 
Data quality value type real, percentage, ratio 
Data quality value structure - 
Source reference - 
Example - 
Measure identifier 17 
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7.2.3 Format consistency 
This quality sub-element shows the percentage of items stored in conflict with the physical structure of the 
dataset. 
The assessment of this quality sub-element should be included in the metadata element: 
DQ_FormatConsistency described in section 8.5 
 

7.2.3.1 Physical structure conflict rate 
Name physical structure conflict rate 
Data quality scope Evaluation 
Alternative name - 
Data quality element  logical consistency 
Data quality subelement format consistency 
Data quality basic measure error rate 
Definition number of items in the dataset that are stored in conflict with the 

physical structure of the dataset divided by the total number of items 
Description - 
Parameter - 
Data quality value type real, percentage, ratio 
Data quality value structure - 
Source reference - 
Example - 
Measure identifier 20 

 

7.2.4 Topological consistency 
The following topological consistency quality sub-elements are recommended in order to build a “clean” and 
closed hydrological network. 
The assessment of these quality sub-elements should be included in the metadata element 
DQ_TopologicalConsistency described in section 8.6 
 

7.2.4.1 Number of faulty point-curve connections 
Name number of faulty point-curve connections 
Data quality scope Network 
Alternative name extraneous nodes 
Data quality element  logical consistency 
Data quality subelement topological consistency 
Data quality basic measure error count 
Definition number of faulty point-curve connections in the dataset 
Description A point-curve connection exists where different curves touch. These 

curves have an intrinsic topological relationship that shall reflect the 
true constellation. If the point-curve connection contradicts the universe 
of discourse, the point-curve connection is faulty with respect to this 
data quality measure. The data quality measure counts the number of 
errors of this kind. 

Parameter - 
Data quality value type integer 
Data quality value structure - 
Source reference - 
Example Example 1: Two-point curve connections exist where only one should 

be present 
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Key 
1 Junction of two rivers should be at a “+” intersection 
 
Example 2: System automatically places point-curve based on vertices 
limitation built into software code where no spatial justification for point-
curve exists 

 
Key 
1 Link-node 
2 500 vertices limit 

Measure identifier 21 

 

7.2.4.2 Number of missing connections due to undershoots 
Name number of missing connections due to undershoots 
Data quality scope Network 
Alternative name undershoots 
Data quality element  logical consistency 
Data quality subelement topological consistency 
Data quality basic measure error count 
Definition count of items in the dataset, within the parameter tolerance, that are 

mismatched due to undershoots 
Description - 
Parameter search distance from the end of a dangling line 
Data quality value type integer 
Data quality value structure - 
Source reference - 
Example 1 

  
 
Key 
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1 Search tolerance = 3 m 
Example 2 Watercourse links should be digitised so that nodes are snapped to 

nodes: 

 
Watercourse links should not be disconnected but always meet 
another watercourse at a node. A common digitising error is to snap 
the end of a link to another link, but not to the node. These links are 
intersecting but they do not participate in the topology of the network. 
 

Measure identifier 23 
 

7.2.4.3 Number of missing connections due to crossing of bridge/road  
Name number of missing connections due to crossing of bridge/road 
Data quality scope Network 
Alternative name  
Data quality element  logical consistency 
Data quality subelement topological consistency 
Data quality basic measure error count 
Definition count of all river network items in the data that breaks due to the 

crossing of a road or a bridge 
Description - 
Parameter - 
Data quality value type integer 
Data quality value structure - 
Source reference - 
Example There should not be any gaps/breaks in the network where bridges or 

roads cartographically 'break' the river. Where necessary these can be 
described as man made objects and assigned to a node. 
 

Measure identifier  
 
 

7.2.4.4 Number of missing connections due to overshoots 
Name number of missing connections due to overshoots 
Data quality scope Network 
Alternative name overshoots 
Data quality element  logical consistency 
Data quality subelement topological consistency 
Data quality basic measure error count 
Definition count of items in the dataset, within the parameter tolerance, that are 

mismatched due to overshoots 
Description - 
Parameter search tolerance of minimum allowable length in the dataset 
Data quality value type integer 
Data quality value structure - 
Source reference - 
Example 
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Key 
1 Search tolerance = 3 m 

Measure identifier 24 
 

7.2.4.5 Number of invalid slivers 
Name number of invalid slivers 
Data quality scope Network 
Alternative name slivers 
Data quality element  logical consistency 
Data quality subelement topological consistency 
Data quality basic measure error count 
Definition count of all items in the dataset that are invalid sliver surfaces 
Description A sliver is an unintended area that occurs when adjacent surfaces are 

not digitized properly. The borders of the adjacent surfaces may 
unintentionally gap or overlap by small amounts to cause a topological 
error. 

Parameter This data quality measure has 2 parameters: 
− maximum sliver area size 
− thickness quotient 

The thickness quotient shall be a real number between 0 and 1. This 
quotient is determined by the following formula: 

T is the thickness quotient 
T = 4 π [area]/[perimeter]2 
T = 1 value corresponds to a circle that has the largest 
area/perimeter2 value. 
T = 0 value corresponds to a line that has the smallest 
area/perimeter2 value. 

The thickness quotient is independent of the size of the surface, and 
the closer the value is to 0, the thinner the selected sliver surfaces 
shall be. 
The maximum area determines the upper limit of a sliver. This is to 
prevent surfaces with sinuous perimeters and large areas from being 
mistaken as slivers. 

Data quality value type integer 
Data quality value structure - 
Source reference Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc. (ESRI) 

GIS Data ReViewer 4.2 User Guide 
Example 

 
Key 
1 Single line drain 
2 Double line drain 
a) Maximum area parameter prevents correct double line drain 
portrayal from being flagged as an error 
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Key 
1 Sand 
2 Sliver 
3 Double line drain 
b) Sliver is less than the maximum parameter and is flagged for 
evaluation of possible error 

Measure identifier 25 
 

7.2.4.6 Number of invalid self-intersect errors 
Name number of invalid self-intersect errors 
Data quality scope Network 
Alternative name loops 
Data quality element  logical consistency 
Data quality subelement topological consistency 
Data quality basic measure error count 
Definition count of all items in the data that illegally intersect with themselves 
Description - 
Parameter - 
Data quality value type integer 
Data quality value structure - 
Source reference - 
Example 

 
Key 
1 Building 1 
2 Illegal intersection (loop) 

Measure identifier 26 
 

7.2.4.7 Number of invalid self-overlap errors 
Name number of invalid self-overlap errors 
Data quality scope Network 
Alternative name kickbacks 
Data quality element  logical consistency 
Data quality subelement topological consistency 
Data quality basic measure error count 
Definition count of all items in the data that illegally self overlap 
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Description - 
Parameter - 
Data quality value type integer 
Data quality value structure - 
Source reference - 
Example 1 

 a Vertices. 
Example 2 Links should not cross or occupy the same space of another link with 

the exception of the very rare occasion that a transfer channel crosses 
another channel and does not join. 
 

Measure identifier 27 
 

7.2.4.8 Number of Watercourse links below threshold length 
Name number of Watercourse links below threshold length 
Data quality scope Network 
Alternative name kickbacks 
Data quality element  logical consistency 
Data quality subelement topological consistency 
Data quality basic measure error count 
Definition Count of all watercourse link items in the data that are below the 

threshold length. 
 
The threshold length will vary depending on the level of detail: 

- Local – 1 m 
- Regional – 10 m 
- National – 100 m 

 
Description - 
Parameter - 
Data quality value type integer 
Data quality value structure - 
Source reference - 
Example Links can occur as entries in the spatial dataset (FeatureClass) as a 

row in the table. An entry may have attributes ssociated to it but the 
polyline can be of zero length. To avoid this, Watercourse links must 
not be of zero length. 
 

Measure identifier  
 

7.2.4.9 Number of closed Watercourse links 
Name number of closed Watercourse links 
Data quality scope Network 
Alternative name kickbacks 
Data quality element  logical consistency 
Data quality subelement topological consistency 
Data quality basic measure error count 
Definition count of all watercourse link items in the data that are closed 
Description - 
Parameter - 
Data quality value type integer 
Data quality value structure - 
Source reference - 
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Example Watercourse links cannot be closed since a river flows from the source 
to the mouth. It may divide due to braiding or artificial side channels but 
a single link of channel does not loop. A line must not end where it 
started. 
 

Measure identifier  
 
 

7.2.4.10 Number of multi-part Watercourse links 
Name number of multi-part Watercourse links 
Data quality scope Network 
Alternative name kickbacks 
Data quality element  logical consistency 
Data quality subelement topological consistency 
Data quality basic measure error count 
Definition count of all watercourse link items in the data that are composed of 

multi-parts 
Description - 
Parameter - 
Data quality value type integer 
Data quality value structure - 
Source reference - 
Example Links should be composed of single parts (must not be multi-

part). Multi-part links are links composed of more than one link. They 
can appear to be connected but are invalid network elements  

Measure identifier  
 
 

7.3 Positional accuracy 

7.3.1 Absolute or external accuracy 
This quality sub-element shows the closeness of reported coordinate values to values accepted as or being 
true. 
The assessment of this quality sub-element should be stored in the metadata element 
DQ_AbsoluteExternalPositionalAccuracy, described in section 8.7 
 

7.3.1.1 Mean value of positional uncertainties 
 
Name mean value of positional uncertainties (1D, 2D) 
Data quality scope Evaluation 
Alternative name - 
Data quality element  positional accuracy 
Data quality subelement absolute or external accuracy 
Data quality basic measure not applicable 
Definition mean value of the positional uncertainties for a set of positions where 

the positional uncertainties are defined as the distance between a 
measured position and what is considered as the corresponding true 
position 

Description See ISO 19138 
Parameter - 
Data quality value type measure 
Data quality value structure - 
Source reference - 
Example - 
Measure identifier 28 
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7.3.2 Horizontal position uncertainties 
This quality sub-element shows the closeness of reported coordinate values to values accepted as or being 
true. 
These quality sub-element should be assessed at feature level and the results should be stored in the 
metadata element: DQ_AbsoluteExternalPositionalAccuracy, described in section 8.7 
 

7.3.2.1 Relative horizontal error 
Name relative horizontal error 
Data quality scope Evaluation 
Alternative name Rel CE90 
Data quality element  positional accuracy 
Data quality subelement relative or internal accuracy 
Data quality basic measure not applicable 
Definition evaluation of the random errors in the horizontal position of one feature 

to another in the same dataset or on the same map/chart 
Description (see ISO 19138) 
Parameter n = sample size 
Data quality value type measure 
Data quality value structure - 
Source reference Mapping, Charting and Geodesy Accuracy (Reference 5] 
Example - 
Measure identifier 53 

 

7.4 Thematic accuracy 

7.4.1 Classification correctness 
This quality sub-element shows the comparison of the classes assigned to features or their attributes to a 
universe of discourse. 
The assessment of this quality sub-element should be stored in the metadata element 
DQ_ThematicClassificationCorrectness, described in section 8.8 
 

7.4.1.1 Misclassification rate 
 
Name misclassification rate 
Data quality scope Evaluation 
Alternative name - 
Data quality element  thematic accuracy 
Data quality subelement classification correctness 
Data quality basic measure error rate 
Definition number of incorrectly classified features in relation to the number of 

features that are supposed to be there 
Description - 
Parameter - 
Data quality value type real, percentage, ratio 
Data quality value structure - 
Source reference - 
Example - 
Measure identifier 61 

 

8 Dataset-level Metadata 
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Metadata can be reported for each individual feature (feature-level metadata) or once for a complete dataset 
(dataset-level metadata). Feature-level metadata is fully described in the application schema (section 5). If 
data quality elements are used on a feature level, the documentation shall refer to the appropriate definition 
in section 7. This section only specifies dataset-level metadata elements. 
 
Mandatory or conditional metadata elements are specified in Table 7. Optional metadata elements are 
specified in Table 8. 
 

Requirement 8 The metadata describing a spatial data set or a spatial data set series related to the 
theme Hydrography shall comprise the metadata elements required by Regulation 
1205/2008/EC (implementing Directive 2007/2/EC of the European Parliament and of 
the Council as regards metadata) for spatial datasets and spatial dataset series (Table 
6) as well as the theme-specific metadata elements specified in Table 7. 

 
Recommendation 16 The metadata describing a spatial data set or a spatial data set series related to the 

theme Hydrography should comprise the theme-specific metadata elements specified 
in Table 8. 

 
 

Table 6 – Metadata for spatial datasets and spatial dataset series specified in Commission 
Regulation (EC) No 1205/2008 as regards metadata 

Metadata 
Regulation 
Section 

Metadata element Multiplicity Condition  

1.1 Resource title 1  

1.2 Resource abstract 1  

1.3 Resource type 1  

1.4 Resource locator 0..* Mandatory if a URL is available to 
obtain more information on the 
resource, and/or access related 
services. 

1.5 Unique resource identifier 1..*  

1.7 Resource language 0..* Mandatory if the resource includes 
textual information. 

2.1 Topic category 1..*  

3 Keyword 1..*  

4.1 Geographic bounding box 1..*  

5 Temporal reference 1..*  

6.1 Lineage  1  

6.2 Spatial resolution 0..* Mandatory for data sets and data set 
series if an equivalent scale or a 
resolution distance can be specified. 

7 Conformity 1..*  

8.1 Conditions for access and 
use 

1..*  
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8.2 Limitations on public access 1..*  

9 Responsible organisation 1..*  

10.1 Metadata point of contact 1..*  

10.2 Metadata date 1  

10.3 Metadata language 1  

 

Table 7 – Mandatory and conditional theme-specific metadata for the theme Hydrography 

INSPIRE Data 
Specification 
Hydrography 
Section 

Metadata element Multiplicity Condition  

 <None>   
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Table 8 – Optional theme-specific metadata for the theme Hydrography 

INSPIRE Data 
Specification 
Hydrography 
Section 

Metadata element Multiplicity

8.1 DQ_CompletenessCommission 0..1 

8.2 DQ_CompletenessOmission 0..1 

8.3 DQ_ConceptualConsistency 0..1 

8.4 DQ_DomainConsistency 0..1 

8.5 DQ_FormatConsistency 0..1 

8.6 DQ_TopologicalConsistency 0..1 

8.7 DQ_AbsoluteExternalPositionalAccuracy 0..* 

8.8 DQ_ThematicClassificationCorrectness 0..1 

8.9 Distribution format 0..* 

8.10 Reference system information 0..* 

8.11 Vertical extent information 0..* 

8.12 Geographic location 0..* 

8.13 maintenanceAndUpdateFrequency 0..1 

8.14 updateScope 0..* 

8.15 transferSize 0..1 

 

8.1 DQ_CompletenessCommission 
Metadata element name DQ_CompletenessCommission 

Definition Excess data present in the dataset, as described by the scope 
See Clause 7.1.1 

ISO 19115 number and name 109. DQ_CompletenessCommission 
ISO/TS 19139 path  DQ_DataQuality/*/ DQ_CompletenessCommission  
INSPIRE obligation / condition Optional 
INSPIRE multiplicity 0..1 

Data type DQ_Completeness 
See Clause 7.1.1 

Domain Lines 100-107 from ISO 19115 
See Clause 7.1.1 

Implementing instructions  
Example See Clause 7.1.1 
Comments  

8.2 DQ_CompletenessOmission 
Metadata element name DQ_CompletenessOmission 

Definition Data absent from the dataset, as described by the scope 
See Clause 7.1.2 

ISO 19115 number and name 110. DQ_CompletenessOmission  
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ISO/TS 19139 path  DQ_DataQuality/*/ DQ_CompletenessOmmission  
INSPIRE obligation / condition Optional 
INSPIRE multiplicity 0..1 

Data type DQ_Completeness 
See Clause 7.1.2 

Domain Lines 100-107 from ISO 19115 
See Clause 7.1.2 

Implementing instructions  
Example See Clause 7.1.2 
Comments  

 

8.3 DQ_ConceptualConsistency 
Metadata element name DQ_ConceptualConsistency 

Definition Adherence to rules of the conceptual schema. 
See Clause 7.2.1 

ISO 19115 number and name 112. DQ_ConceptualConsistency 
ISO/TS 19139 path  MD_Metadata.DQ_DataQuality.DQ_ConceptualConsistency 
INSPIRE obligation / condition Optional 
INSPIRE multiplicity 0..1 

Data type DQ_LogicalConsistency 
See Clause 7.2.1 

Domain Lines 100-107 from ISO 19115 
Implementing instructions  
Example  
Comment  

8.4 DQ_DomainConsistency 
Metadata element name DQ_DomainConsistency 

Definition Adherence of values to the value domains. 
See Clause 7.2.2 

ISO 19115 number and name 113. DQ_DomainConsistency 
ISO/TS 19139 path  MD_Metadata.DQ_DataQuality.DQ_DomainConsistency 
INSPIRE obligation / condition Optional 
INSPIRE multiplicity 0..1 

Data type DQ_LogicalConsistency 
See Clause 7.2.2 

Domain Lines 100-107 from ISO 19115 
Implementing instructions  
Example  
Comment  

8.5 DQ_FormatConsistency 
Metadata element name DQ_FormatConsistency 

Definition 
Degree to which data is stored in accordance with the physical 
structure of the dataset, as described by the scope. 
See Clause 7.2.3 

ISO 19115 number and name 114 DQ_FormatConsistency 
ISO/TS 19139 path  MD_Metadata.DQ_DataQuality.DQ_FormatConsistency 
INSPIRE obligation / condition Optional 
INSPIRE multiplicity 0..1 

Data type DQ_LogicalConsistency 
See Clause 7.2.3 

Domain Lines 100-107 from ISO 19115 
Implementing instructions  
Example  
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Comment  

8.6 DQ_TopologicalConsistency 
Metadata element name DQ_TopologicalConsistency 

Definition 
Correctness of the explicitly encoded topological characteristics 
of the dataset as described by the scope. 
See Clause 7.2.4 

ISO 19115 number and name 110. DQ_TopologicalConsistency 
ISO/TS 19139 path  MD_Metadata.DQ_DataQuality.DQ_TopologicalConsistency 
INSPIRE obligation / condition Optional 
INSPIRE multiplicity 0..1 

Data type DQ_LogicalConsistency 
See Clause 7.2.4 

Domain Lines 100-107 from ISO 19115 
Implementing instructions  
Example  
Comment  

 

8.7 DQ_AbsoluteExternalPositionalAccuracy 
Metadata element name DQ_AbsoluteExternalPositionalAccuracy 

Definition 
Closeness of reported coordinate values to values accepted as 
or being true 
See Clause 7.3 

ISO 19115 number and name 117. DQ_AbsoluteExternalPositionalAccuracy  
ISO/TS 19139 path  DQ_DataQuality/*/ DQ_AbsoluteExternalPositionalAccuracy  
INSPIRE obligation / condition Optional 
INSPIRE multiplicity 0..* 

Data type DQ_Positional Accuracy 
See Clause 7.3 

Domain Lines 100-107 from ISO 19115 
See Clause 7.3 

Implementing instructions  
Example See Clause 7.3 
Comments  

 

8.8 DQ_ThematicClassificationCorrectness 
Metadata element name DQ_ThematicClassificationCorrectness 

Definition 
Comparison of the classes assigned to features or their 
attributes to a universe of discourse 
See Clause 7.4.1 

ISO 19115 number and name 125. DQ_ThematicClassificationCorrectness  
ISO/TS 19139 path  DQ_DataQuality/*/ DQ_AbsoluteExternalPositionalAccuracy  
INSPIRE obligation / condition Optional 
INSPIRE multiplicity 0..1 

Data type DQ_Thematic Accuracy  
See Clause 7.4.1 

Domain Lines 100-107 from ISO 19115 
See Clause 7.4.1 

Implementing instructions  
Example See Clause 7.4.1 
Comments  
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8.9 Distribution format 
Metadata element name Distribution format 

Definition Provides a description of the format of the data to be 
distributed. 

ISO 19115 number and name 271. distributionFormat 
ISO/TS 19139 path  distributionInfo/*/distributionFormat 
INSPIRE obligation / condition Optional 
INSPIRE multiplicity 0..* 
Data type MD_Format 

Domain 
The following properties are expected: 
 name: CharacterString 
     Version: CharacterString 

Implementing instructions None 

Example Name: GML 
Version: 3.2.1 

Comment  
 

8.10 Reference system information 
Metadata element name Reference system information 

Definition Description of the spatial and temporal reference systems used 
in the dataset. 

ISO 19115 number and name 13. referenceSystemInfo 
ISO/TS 19139 path  referenceSystemInfo 
INSPIRE obligation / condition Optional 
INSPIRE multiplicity 0..* 
Data type MD_ReferenceSystem 

Domain 

The following properties are expected: 
   authority: CI_Citation. title 
   code: CharacterString 
  

Implementing instructions  
Example EPSG: 4258 (Geographic Lat/Lon with ETRS89 datum) 
Comment  

 

8.11 Vertical extent information 
Metadata element name Vertical extent information 
Definition Provides vertical component of the extent of the referring object 
ISO 19115 number and name 338. verticalElement 
ISO/TS 19139 path  identificationInfo/*/verticalElement 
INSPIRE obligation / condition Optional 
INSPIRE multiplicity 0..* 
Data type EX_VerticalExtent 

Domain 

The following properties are expected: 
   minimumValue: Real 
   maximumValue: Real 
…verticalCRS: SC_CRS 

Implementing instructions  
Example  
Comment  

 

8.12 Geographic location 
Metadata element name Geographic location 
Definition Spatial and temporal extent for the referring object 
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ISO 19115 number and name 335. description 
ISO/TS 19139 path  identificationInfo.extent/EX_Extent.description 
INSPIRE obligation / condition Optional 
INSPIRE multiplicity 0..1 
Data type CharacterString 
Domain Free text 

Implementing instructions 

Use WISE River basin districts (RBDs) to express the spatial 
extent, Use the terms provided here: 
http://dataservice.eea.europa.eu/dataservice/metadetails.asp?i
d=1041 
Last visited: 2008-12-11 

Example 
Use NAME_ENGL and EUCD_RBD values like 
"East Estonia", A6018 
"Rhine", A5001 

Comment  
 

8.13 maintenanceAndUpdateFrequency 
 
 

Metadata element name maintenanceAndUpdateFrequency 

ISO definition frequency with which changes and additions are made in the 
resource after the initial resource is completed 

ISO 19115 number and name 143. MD_MaintenanceInformation 
ISO/TS 19139 path  - 
INSPIRE obligation / condition Optional 
INSPIRE multiplicity 0..1 
Data type Class 
Domain MD_MaintenanceFrequencyCode (CodeList B.5.18) 
Implementing instructions  
Example  
Comment  

 
 

8.14 updateScope 
 
 

Metadata element name updateScope 
ISO definition scope of data to which maintenance is applied 
ISO 19115 number and name 146. MD_MaintenanceIdentification 
ISO/TS 19139 path  - 
INSPIRE obligation / condition Optional 
INSPIRE multiplicity 0.. n 
Data type Class 
Domain MD_Scope_Code (CodeList B.5.25) 
Implementing instructions  
Example  
Comment  

 

8.15 transferSize 
 
 

Metadata element name transferSize 
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ISO definition Estimated size of a unit in the specified transfer format 
expressed in megabytes, The transfer size is > 0.0 

ISO 19115 number and name 276. MD_DigitalTransferOptions 
ISO/TS 19139 path  - 
INSPIRE obligation / condition Optional 
INSPIRE multiplicity 0..1 
Data type Real 
Domain > 0.0 
Implementing instructions  
Example  
Comment  

 

9 Delivery 

9.1 Delivery medium 
 
Data conformant to this INSPIRE data specification will be made available through services conformant to 
the Implementing Rules for Download Services. In these Implementing Rules, two types of Download 
services are defined: 
 

1) a Download service providing access to pre-defined dataset or pre-defined part of a dataset 
2) a Download service providing direct access to data and streaming data based upon user defined 

criteria called a filter 

9.2 Encodings 

9.2.1 Encoding for application schema Hydrography 
 

Requirement 9 Data conformant to the application schema Hydrography shall be encoded using the 
encoding specified in section 9.2.1.1. 

 
 

9.2.1.1 Default Encoding: GML Application Schema | Hydrography 
 
Format name: GML Application Schema 
Version of the format: GML, version 3.2.1 
Reference to the specification of the format: ISO 19136:2007 
Character set:  UTF-8 
 
The GML Application Schema is distributed in a zip-file separately from the data specification document. 
 

10 Data Capture  

10.1 Network generation 
 
In order to create a usable network model (e.g. for discharge modeling; flood heights etc) there are 
requirements imposed on the network (see also chapter 7: Data quality). 
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Recommendation 17 Only a network model that adheres both to the recommendations described in section 
7: Data quality of this document and to the recommendations described in this section 
will be fully useful for modelling studies. 

 

10.1.1 Generalization and the network 
 
Recommendation 18 Where possible the geometry used in the network model or for reporting should be 

derived from the physical waters geometry as displayed on the map. 
 
In certain situations it may not be necessary to have links (centerlines) available for every single watercourse 
in the model even though all the watercourses may show on the map. The follow examples serve as 
indication when and how to generalize: 

• a watercourse that branches into several different branches that later rejoin. This branching can be 
represented by a single (fictitious) link with the correct amount of flow for the entire system of 
branches. 

• a watercourse with a number of harbors / docks lying on it where no additional inflow / outflow is 
generated. In this situation, a single link with the correct amount of storage space available can 
represent the entire system. 

10.1.2 Centrelines 
The primary way representing a network is by a centreline (ie a line that approximates the centre of the real 
world object. It would be prohibitively expensive and impracticable to faithfully record the true centreline 
since this would result in an irregular line and far too many data points.  Therefore a pragmatic approach is 
often taken which results in a much smoother line requiring the minimum number of data points to represent 
the object. 
 
However problems can arise when too few points are used and the line will no longer be smooth or useful in 
most applications.  Equally the centreline may often be combined with the topographic (area) objects e.g. 
watercourse. It is therefore important that the centreline falls within the physical boundary of the object it 
represents. 
 

 

Not acceptable 
 
The centreline falls outside the real world object 

 
 

Acceptable 
 
The centreline falls inside the real world object 

 
 

Not acceptable 
 
The centreline falls outside the real world object 

 
 

Unacceptable 
 
The centreline falls inside the real world object 
but does not follow the shape faithfully. 
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Acceptable 
 
The centreline falls inside the real world object 
and while it does not follow the exact centreline it 
is acceptable 

Figure 19 – Acceptable and non acceptable forms of centreline representation 

 
Recommendation 19 The centrelines of watercourse links should fall within the extent of the physical object 

that they represent.  
 

10.1.3 Area shaped features and the network 
In order to create a closed network it is necessary to include standing waters; glaciers as well as wetlands 
into the model. Since these are surface-based features (area shaped) is it necessary to add a link (or 
multiple links) to these. The following situations can occur: 

• An area with a single inlet or a single outlet (but not both). This can be represented as a single node 
on the network. 

• The area lies in a single watercourse. In this case the area is represented by a (fictitious) link with a 
single node at the inlet and a single node at the outlet of the area. 

 
Figure 20 - Link through a lake with one inlet and one outlet 

• Multiple watercourses end / start at the area. In this case one or more nodes are used to represent 
the area feature. Each link is then connected to a node within the area. 

inferred link through lake 

Centreline with 
connectivity (link) 

Centreline with 
connectivity (link) 
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Figure 21 - Links through a lake with multiple inlets / outlets 

10.1.4 Connecting watercourses 
Links can only join at nodes (see section 7). Where a watercourse flows into another watercourse and one or 
both are represented as an area shape on the map there are two options for connecting both watercourses: 

• The link of the watercourse is extended at the edge of in such a way that it is connected on the link 
of the other watercourse. 

• An additional node is inserted on the edge of the watercourse from where a small, fictitious, link 
connects it to the link of the other watercourse. 

 
Figure 22 - Insertion of an additional node and small link where two watercourses meet. 

 
Recommendation 20 It is recommended to use method 2 for this type of connection 

 

10.1.5 Closed network – topology recommendations 
In order to create a closed the following recommendations should be observed. 

• The network must be digitised in direction of flow (upstream to downstream) with the following 
exceptions: 

o When flow is not determinable from the source 

inferred links and node 
through lake 

Centreline with 
connectivity (link) 

Centreline with 
connectivity (link) 
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o When flow is variable in direction 
• Sections where flow is not as digitised should be attributed as such. 
• Start node is either the most upstream point (SpringOrSeep), or the point at which two rivers meet. 
• End Point is either the most downstream point (VanishingPoint /  Sinkhole) if the feature has not 

changed), or the point at which two rivers meet 

10.1.6 Ensuring Topology 
Data has to be supplied to the user with topology “implicit” in the structure ie it must be “clean”. This will 
ensure the correct connectivity between links and the nodes in the system. Supporting quality criteria will be 
found in section 7 including the tolerance circle shown in blue in the figure below. 
 

 

Not acceptable 
 
The links and node are significantly displaced and 
the topology building would fail. 

 

Not acceptable 
 
The links and node are well aligned but out of 
tolerance and the topology building would fail. 

 

Acceptable 
 
 
The perfect case where the node and all link ends 
share the same coordinates. 

 

Acceptable 
 
The node and all link ends do not share the same 
coordinates but are within tolerance. 
 

Figure 23 –  Acceptable and non acceptable forms of link and node structures 

 
Recommendation 21 All link and node network geometry should support automated topology build within 

the hydrography network tolerance () where links and nodes meet. 
 

10.1.7 Nodes on the network 
Each watercoursesegment must have a begin- and an end node where the segment begins / ends. 
Centrelines can also only join at a node. Wherever a constriction lies within a watercourse then this is 
modeled as a special node (and one centerline stops and a new one begins) that has a direct relation to a 
physical waters feature such as a hydrographic facility or man made object. 

10.1.8 Cross border issues 
Wherever a watercourse crosses a border; a common node is needed so that the network connects across 
the border.  
 
Whenever the watercourse forms the border it must be included by both member states with the same 
attribution in order to ensure integrity of the model. 
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11 Portrayal 
 
This clause defines the rules for layers and styles to be used for portrayal of the spatial object types defined 
for this theme. 
 

Requirement 10 If an INSPIRE view services supports the portrayal of data related to the theme 
Hydrography, it shall provide the layers specified in this section. 

 

Requirement 11 If an INSPIRE view services support the portrayal of data related to the theme 
Hydrography, it shall support all (default and other well-defined) styles specified in this 
section. 

 

Requirement 12 If no user-defined style is specified in a portrayal request to an INSPIRE view service, 
the default style specified in this section shall be used. 

 
This clause defines the rules for layers and styles to be used for portrayal of the spatial object types defined 
for this theme. 
 
Default styles are based on physical water features themselves. All additional styles that take into account 
attribution of features are recommendations. 
This version contains a non-structured and non-formalised proposal to depict the feature types taking into 
account the values of the attributes geometry, level of detail or importance and the scale of visualization. The 
aim is to view data and not to produce high-quality maps. The colours used are black, grey, blue-green, light 
blue and blue. Surfaces can be filled or not filled. Lines can be solid or not (dashes, dots, dash-dot…). Points 
will be depicted by symbols.  

11.1 Layers 
 
The XML fragments in this section use the following namespace prefixes: 
• sld="http://www.opengis.net/sld" (WMS/SLD 1.1) 
• se="http://www.opengis.net/se" (SE 1.1) 
• ogc="http://www.opengis.net/ogc" (FE 1.1) 
 
 

11.1.1 Watercourse 
 
Element Description 
Layer 
Title 

Watercourse 
 

Layer 
Name 

Hydrography_Watercourse 
 

Content Watercourse  
 

Keywords Watercourse, River, Stream 
 
Name Watercourse_Default 

 
Default 
Style 

Title Physical Waters: Watercourse default 
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Abstract Natural watercourses can be portrayed by lines or polygons, depending on 
watercourse dimensions and the level of detail or resolution. The lineal 
watercourses are depicted by solid blue (#21447B) lines with stroke width of 1 
pixel and the superficial ones are depicted by filled blue light polygons (#055E99) 
without border. 
 
• Curve: Blue solid line, 1 pixel 
• Surface:  no line, , light blue fill 
 

Symbology   <sld:NamedLayer> 
    <se:Name>Watercourse_Default</se:Name> 
    <sld:UserStyle> 
      <se:Name>INSPIRE_Watercourse_Default</se:Name> 
      <sld:IsDefault>1</sld:IsDefault> 
      <se:FeatureTypeStyle version="1.1.0"> 
        <se:Description> 
          <se:Title> Physical Waters: Watercourse default</se:Title> 
          <se:Abstract> Natural watercourses can be portrayed by lines or 
polygons, depending on watercourse dimensions and the level of detail or 
resolution. The lineal watercourses are depicted by solid blue (#293768) 
lines with stroke width of 1 pixel and the superficial ones are depicted by 
filled blue light polygons (#055E99) without border.</se:Abstract> 
        </se:Description> 
        <se:FeatureTypeName>PhysicalWaters.Watercourse</se:FeatureTypeName> 
        <se:Rule> 
          <se:LineSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Stroke> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="stroke">#21447B</se:SvgParameter> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="stroke-width">1</se:SvgParameter> 
            </se:Stroke> 
          </se:LineSymbolizer> 
          <se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Fill> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="fill">#055E99</se:SvgParameter> 
            </se:Fill> 
          </se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
        </se:Rule> 
      </se:FeatureTypeStyle> 
    </sld:UserStyle> 
  </sld:NamedLayer> 
 

Name Watercourse_Natural 
 

Additional 
well-
defined 
Style 

Title Physical Waters: Natural Watercourse 
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Abstract Recommendation 22 Watercourse_Natural 
 
It is recommended to portray on ground watercourses and only those segments 
that are not fictitious. Natural watercourses should be portrayed by lines or 
polygons, depending on watercourse dimensions and the level of detail or 
resolution and more specifically taking into account the attribute value of 
persistence. The perennial watercourses should be depicted using the default 
style but those non-perennial/intermittent should be depicted by dashed blue 
(#21447B) lines with stroke width of 1 pixel and the superficial ones are depicted 
by filled blue light polygons (#055E99) with a dashed blue (#21447B) lines with 
stroke width of 1 pixel by border.  
 
If 

Watercourse.origin is not manMade,  
Watercourse.fictitious is false and  
Watercourse.level is on Ground: 

Watercourse.persistence is perennial 
• Curve: Blue solid line, 1 pixel 
• Surface:  no line, , light blue fill 

Watercourse.persistence is intermittent/seasonal/ torrential 
• Curve: Blue dashed line, 1 pixel 

 
Symbology   <sld:NamedLayer> 

    <se:Name>Watercourse_Natural</se:Name> 
    <sld:UserStyle> 
      <se:Name>INSPIRE_Watercourse_Natural</se:Name> 
      <sld:IsDefault>1</sld:IsDefault> 
      <se:FeatureTypeStyle version="1.1.0"> 
        <se:Description> 
          <se:Title> Physical Waters: Natural Watercourse </se:Title> 
          <se:Abstract> It is recommended to portray on ground watercourses 
and only those segments that are not fictitious. Natural watercourses 
should be portrayed by lines or polygons, depending on watercourse 
dimensions and the level of detail or resolution and more specifically 
taking into account the attribute value of persistence. The perennial 
watercourses should be depicted using the default style but those non-
perennial/intermittent should be depicted by dashed blue (#21447B) lines 
with stroke width of 1 pixel and the superficial ones are depicted by 
filled blue light polygons (#055E99) with a dashed blue (#21447B) lines 
with stroke width of 1 pixel by border.</se:Abstract> 
        </se:Description> 
        <se:FeatureTypeName>PhysicalWaters.Watercourse</se:FeatureTypeName> 
        <se:Rule> 
           <se:Filter> 
              <!—not ManMade and not fictitious and on ground-->  
              <AND> 
                <se:PropertyIsNotEqualTo> 
                  <ogc:PropertyName>origin</ogc:PropertyName>  
                    <ogc:Literal>manMade</ogc:Literal> 
                </se:PropertyIsNotEqualTo> 
                <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                  <ogc:PropertyName>fictitious</ogc:PropertyName>  
                    <ogc:Literal>false</ogc:Literal> 
                </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                  <ogc:PropertyName>level</ogc:PropertyName>  
                    <ogc:Literal>onGround</ogc:Literal>  
                </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                  <ogc:PropertyName>persistence</ogc:PropertyName>  
                    <ogc:Literal>perennial</ogc:Literal>  
                </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
              </AND> 
          </se:Filter> 
          <se:LineSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Stroke> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="stroke">#21447B</se:SvgParameter> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="stroke-width">1</se:SvgParameter> 
            </se:Stroke> 
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          </se:LineSymbolizer> 
          <se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Fill> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="fill">#055E99</se:SvgParameter> 
            </se:Fill> 
            <se:Stroke> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="stroke">#21447B</se:SvgParameter> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="stroke-width">1</se:SvgParameter> 
            </se:Stroke> 
          </se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
        </se:Rule> 
        <se:Rule> 
          <ogc:Filter> 
             <!—not ManMade and not fictitious and on ground-->  
             <AND> 
               <se:PropertyIsNotEqualTo> 
                 <ogc:PropertyName>origin</ogc:PropertyName>  
                   <ogc:Literal>manMade</ogc:Literal> 
               </se:PropertyIsNotEqualTo> 
               <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                 <ogc:PropertyName>fictitious</ogc:PropertyName>  
                   <ogc:Literal>false</ogc:Literal> 
               </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
               <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                 <ogc:PropertyName>level</ogc:PropertyName>  
                   <ogc:Literal>onGround</ogc:Literal> 
                </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
               <OR> 
                <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                  <ogc:PropertyName>persistence</ogc:PropertyName>  
                    <ogc:Literal>seasonal</ogc:Literal> 
                </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                  <ogc:PropertyName>persistence</ogc:PropertyName>  
                    <ogc:Literal>intermittent</ogc:Literal> 
                </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                  <ogc:PropertyName>persistence</ogc:PropertyName>  
                    <ogc:Literal>torrential</ogc:Literal> 
                 </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
               </OR> 
              </AND> 
          </ogc:Filter> 
          <se:LineSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Stroke> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="stroke">#21447B</se:SvgParameter> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="stroke-width">1</se:SvgParameter> 
         <se:SvgParameter name="stroke-dasharray">10 5 10 
5</se:SvgParameter> 
            </se:Stroke> 
          </se:LineSymbolizer> 
        </se:Rule> 
      </se:FeatureTypeStyle> 
    </sld:UserStyle> 
  </sld:NamedLayer> 
 

Name Watercourse_ManMade 
 

Additional 
well-
defined 
Style 

Title Physical Waters: man-made Watercourse 
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Abstract Recommendation 23 Watercourse_ManMade 
 
It is recommended to portray on ground watercourses and only those segments 
that are not fictitious. Artificial (manmade) watercourses should be portrayed by 
lines or polygons, depending on watercourse dimensions and the level of detail 
or resolution. The lineal watercourses should be depicted by blue (#21447B) 
solid lines with stroke width of 1 pixel and the superficial ones are depicted by 
filled blue light polygons (#055E99) with a black (#000000) solid line with stroke 
width of 1 pixel by border.  
 
If 

Watercourse.origin is manmade,  
Watercourse.fictitious is false and  
Watercourse.level is on Ground: 

• Curve: Blue solid line, 1 pixel 
• Surface:  Black solid line,1 pixel , light blue fill 

 
Symbology   <sld:NamedLayer> 

    <se:Name>Watercourse_ManMade</se:Name> 
    <sld:UserStyle> 
      <se:Name>INSPIRE_Watercourse_ManMade</se:Name> 
      <sld:IsDefault>1</sld:IsDefault> 
      <se:FeatureTypeStyle version="1.1.0"> 
        <se:Description> 
          <se:Title> Physical Waters: man-made Watercourse </se:Title> 
          <se:Abstract> It is recommended to portray on ground watercourses 
and only those segments that are not fictitious. Artificial (manmade) 
watercourses should be portrayed by lines or polygons, depending on 
watercourse dimensions and the level of detail or resolution. The lineal 
watercourses should be depicted by blue (#21447B) solid lines with stroke 
width of 1 pixel and the superficial ones are depicted by filled blue light 
polygons (#055E99) with a black (#000000) solid line with stroke width of 1 
pixel by border.</se:Abstract> 
        </se:Description> 
        <se:FeatureTypeName>PhysicalWaters.Watercourse</se:FeatureTypeName> 
        <se:Rule> 
           <ogc:Filter> 
              <!--ManMade, not fictitious and on ground-->  
              <AND> 
                <se:PropertyIsNotEqualTo> 
                  <ogc:PropertyName>origin</ogc:PropertyName>  
                    <ogc:Literal>manMade</ogc:Literal> 
                </se:PropertyIsNotEqualTo> 
                <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                  <ogc:PropertyName>fictitious</ogc:PropertyName>  
                    <ogc:Literal>false</ogc:Literal> 
                </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                  <ogc:PropertyName>level</ogc:PropertyName>  
                    <ogc:Literal>onGround</ogc:Literal>  
                </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
              </AND> 
          </ogc:Filter> 
          <se:LineSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Stroke> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="stroke">#21447B</se:SvgParameter> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="stroke-width">1</se:SvgParameter> 
            </se:Stroke> 
          </se:LineSymbolizer> 
          <se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Fill> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="fill">#055E99</se:SvgParameter> 
            </se:Fill> 
            <se:Stroke> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="stroke">#000000</se:SvgParameter> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="stroke-width">1</se:SvgParameter> 
            </se:Stroke> 
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          </se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
        </se:Rule> 
      </se:FeatureTypeStyle> 
    </sld:UserStyle> 
  </sld:NamedLayer> 
 

Minimum & maximum 
scales 
 
(optional) 

no scale limits 
 
Recommendation 24 According to the values of Watercourse.levelOfDetail 

and dimensions of one object, it will be shown as a 
surface or as a curve or will not be displayed. 

 
 
Recommendation 25 Name of watercourse can be added according to portrayal rules of geographical 

names 
 

11.1.2 Standing waters 
 
Element Description 
Layer 
Title 

Standing water 
 

Layer 
Name 

Hydrography_StandingWater 
 

Content StandingWater 
 

Keywords Lake, Reservoir 
 
Name StandingWater_Default 

 
Title Physical Waters: StandigWater default 

 
Abstract Standing waters can be portrayed by points or polygons, depending on its 

dimensions and the level of detail or resolution. The punctual ones are depicted by 
dark blue (#293768) circles with size of 6 pixel and the superficial ones are 
depicted by filled blue polygons (#21447B) without border. 
 
• Point: Dark blue circle, 6 pixels 
• Surface:  no line, , blue fill 
 

Default 
Style 

Symbology   <sld:NamedLayer> 
    <se:Name>StandingWater_Default</se:Name> 
    <sld:UserStyle> 
      <se:Name>INSPIRE_StandingWater_Default</se:Name> 
      <sld:IsDefault>1</sld:IsDefault> 
      <se:FeatureTypeStyle version="1.1.0"> 
        <se:Description> 
          <se:Title>Physical Waters: Standing water default </se:Title> 
          <se:Abstract>The punctual ones are depicted by dark blue (#293768) 
circles with size of 6 pixel and the superficial ones are depicted by filled 
blue polygons (#21447B) without border.</se:Abstract> 
        </se:Description> 
        <se:FeatureTypeName>PhysicalWaters.StandingWater</se:FeatureTypeName> 
        <se:Rule> 
          <se:PointSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Graphic> 
              <se:Mark> 
                <se:WellKnownName>circle</se:WellKnownName> 
                <se:Fill> 
         <se:SvgParameter name="fill">#293768</se:SvgParameter> 
                </se:Fill> 
              </se:Mark> 
              <se:Size> 
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          <se:SvgParameter name="size">6</se:SvgParameter> 
              </se:Size> 
            </se:Graphic> 
          </se:PointSymbolizer> 
          <se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Fill> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="fill">#21447B</se:SvgParameter> 
            </se:Fill> 
          </se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
        </se:Rule> 
      </se:FeatureTypeStyle> 
    </sld:UserStyle> 
  </sld:NamedLayer> 
 

Name StandingWater_Natural 
 

Title Physical Waters: Natural Standing Waters 
 

Abstract Recommendation 26 StandigWater_Natural 
 
It is recommended to distinguish natural water bodies segments that are perennial 
from those they are not. Perennial water bodies should be portrayed by points or 
polygons, depending on its dimensions and the level of detail or resolution using 
the default style but those non-perennial/intermittent should be depicted by empty 
polygons with a dashed blue (#21447B) border with stroke width of 1 pixel.  
 
If 

Standingwater.origin is not manMade,  
Standingwater.persistence is perennial 

• Surface:  no line, , light blue fill 
Standingwater.persistence is intermittent/ seasonal/ tidal 

• Surface: blue dashed line,1pixel , no fill 
 

Additional 
well-
defined 
Style 

Symbology   <sld:NamedLayer> 
    <se:Name>StandingWater_Natural</se:Name> 
    <sld:UserStyle> 
      <se:Name>INSPIRE_StandingWater_Natural</se:Name> 
      <sld:IsDefault>1</sld:IsDefault> 
      <se:FeatureTypeStyle version="1.1.0"> 
        <se:Description> 
          <se:Title> Physical Waters: Natural Standing Waters</se:Title> 
          <se:Abstract> It is recommended to distinguish natural water bodies 
segments that are perennial from those they are not. Perennial water bodies 
should be portrayed by points or polygons, depending on its dimensions and 
the level of detail or resolution using the default style but those non-
perennial/intermittent should be depicted by empty polygons with a dashed 
blue (#21447B) border with stroke width of 1 pixel.</se:Abstract> 
        </se:Description> 
        <se:FeatureTypeName>PhysicalWaters.StandingWater</se:FeatureTypeName> 
        <se:Rule> 
           <ogc:Filter> 
              <!-not ManMade and perennial-->  
              <AND> 
               <se:PropertyIsNotEqualTo> 
                <ogc:PropertyName>origin</ogc:PropertyName>  
                  <ogc:Literal>manMade</ogc:Literal> 
               </se:PropertyIsNotEqualTo> 
               <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                  <ogc:PropertyName>persistence</ogc:PropertyName>  
                    <ogc:Literal>perennial</ogc:Literal>  
               </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
              </AND> 
          </ogc:Filter> 
          <se:PointSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Graphic> 
              <se:Mark> 
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                <se:WellKnownName>circle</se:WellKnownName> 
                <se:Fill> 
         <se:SvgParameter name="fill">#293768</se:SvgParameter> 
                </se:Fill> 
              </se:Mark> 
              <se:Size> 
          <se:SvgParameter name="size">6</se:SvgParameter> 
              </se:Size> 
            </se:Graphic> 
          </se:PointSymbolizer> 
          <se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Fill> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="fill">#21447B</se:SvgParameter> 
            </se:Fill> 
          </se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
        </se:Rule> 
        <se:Rule> 
          <ogc:Filter> 
             <!-not ManMade and not perennial-->  
             <AND> 
               <se:PropertyIsNotEqualTo> 
                 <ogc:PropertyName>origin</ogc:PropertyName>  
                   <ogc:Literal>manMade</ogc:Literal> 
               </se:PropertyIsNotEqualTo> 
               <OR> 
                <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                  <ogc:PropertyName>persistence</ogc:PropertyName>  
                    <ogc:Literal>seasonal</ogc:Literal> 
                </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                  <ogc:PropertyName>persistence</ogc:PropertyName>  
                    <ogc:Literal>intermittent</ogc:Literal> 
                </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                  <ogc:PropertyName>persistence</ogc:PropertyName>  
                    <ogc:Literal>tidal</ogc:Literal> 
                 </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
               </OR> 
              </AND> 
          </ogc:Filter> 
           <se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Stroke> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="stroke">#21447B</se:SvgParameter> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="stroke-width">1</se:SvgParameter> 
         <se:SvgParameter name="stroke-dasharray">10 5 10 
5</se:SvgParameter> 
            </se:Stroke> 
          </se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
        </se:Rule> 
      </se:FeatureTypeStyle> 
    </sld:UserStyle> 
  </sld:NamedLayer> 
 

Minimum & maximum 
scales 
 
(optional) 

no scale limits 
Recommendation 27 One object will be shown as a surface or as a point or will 

not be displayed according to the values of the attribute 
Standingwater.levelOfDetail and the attribute  
Standingwater.surfaceArea 

 
 
Recommendation 28 Name of standing waters (lakes, reservoirs…) can be added according to portrayal 

rules of geographical names 
 

11.1.3 Sea 
 
Element Description 
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Layer 
Title 

Sea 
 

Layer 
Name 

Hydrography_Sea 
 

Content Sea 
 

Keywords Sea, Ocean 
 
Name Sea_Default 

 
Title Physical Waters: Sea default 

 
Abstract Sea waters are portrayed by filled light blue (#055E99) polygons without 

border. 
• Surface:  no line, , light blue fill 
 

Default 
Style 

Symbology   <sld:NamedLayer> 
    <se:Name>Sea_Default</se:Name> 
    <sld:UserStyle> 
      <se:Name>INSPIRE_Sea_Default</se:Name> 
      <sld:IsDefault>1</sld:IsDefault> 
      <se:FeatureTypeStyle version="1.1.0"> 
        <se:Description> 
          <se:Title>Physical Waters: Sea default </se:Title> 
          <se:Abstract>Sea waters are portrayed by filled light blue 
polygons (#055E99) without border.</se:Abstract> 
        </se:Description> 
        <se:FeatureTypeName>PhysicalWaters.Sea</se:FeatureTypeName> 
        <se:Rule> 
          <se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Fill> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="fill">#055E99</se:SvgParameter> 
            </se:Fill> 
          </se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
        </se:Rule> 
      </se:FeatureTypeStyle> 
    </sld:UserStyle> 
  </sld:NamedLayer> 
 

Name  
Title  
Abstract  

Additional 
well-
defined 
Style Symbology  
Minimum & maximum 
scales 
 
(optional) 

no scale limits 
 

 
Recommendation 29 Names of the sea can be added according to portrayal rules of geographical names 
 

11.1.4 LandWaterBoundary 
 
Element Description 
Layer 
Title 

LandWaterBoundary 
 

Layer 
Name 

Hydrography_LandWaterBoundary 
 

Content LandWaterBoundary 
The depicted objects are LandWaterBoundary instances associated with the sea, watercourse or 
StandingWater feature type. 
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Keywords Coastline, shoreline  
 
Name LandWaterBoundary_Default 

 
Title Physical Waters: LandWaterBoundary default 

 
Abstract The contact line between a land mass and a water body is portrayed by a solid blue 

(#21447B) line with stroke width of 1 pixel. 
• Curve: Blue solid line, 1 pixel 
 

Default 
Style 

Symbology   <sld:NamedLayer> 
    <se:Name>LandWaterBoundary_Default</se:Name> 
    <sld:UserStyle> 
      <se:Name>INSPIRE_LandWaterBoundary_Default</se:Name> 
      <sld:IsDefault>1</sld:IsDefault> 
      <se:FeatureTypeStyle version="1.1.0"> 
        <se:Description> 
          <se:Title>Physical Waters: LandWaterBoundary default </se:Title> 
          <se:Abstract>The contact line between a land mass and a water body is 
portrayed by a solid blue (#21447B) line with stroke width of 1 
pixel.</se:Abstract> 
        </se:Description> 
        <se:FeatureTypeName>PhysicalWaters.LandWaterBoundary</se:FeatureTypeName> 
        <se:Rule> 
          <se:LineSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Stroke> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="stroke">#21447B</se:SvgParameter> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="stroke-width">1</se:SvgParameter> 
            </se:Stroke> 
          </se:LineSymbolizer> 
        </se:Rule> 
      </se:FeatureTypeStyle> 
    </sld:UserStyle> 
  </sld:NamedLayer> 
 

Name LandWaterBoundary 
 

Title Physical Waters: LandWaterBoundary 
 

Abstract Recommendation 30 LandWaterBoundary 
The contact line between a land mass and a water body is portrayed by a solid blue 
(#21447B) line with stroke width of 1 pixel if its origin is natural; if not, it will be depicted 
as a solid black (#000000) line with stroke width of 1 pixel. 
 
If the  
LandWaterBoundary.origin is natural 

• Curve: Blue solid line, 1 pixel 
LandWaterBoundary.origin is not natural 

• Curve: Black solid line, 1 pixel 

Additional 
well-
defined 
Style 

Symbology   <sld:NamedLayer> 
    <se:Name>LandWaterBoundary</se:Name> 
    <sld:UserStyle> 
      <se:Name>INSPIRE_LandWaterBoundary_Default</se:Name> 
      <sld:IsDefault>1</sld:IsDefault> 
      <se:FeatureTypeStyle version="1.1.0"> 
        <se:Description> 
          <se:Title>Physical Waters: LandWaterBoundary</se:Title> 
          <se:Abstract>The contact line between a land mass and a water body is 
portrayed by a solid blue (#21447B) line with stroke width of 1 pixel if its 
origin is natural; if not, it will be depicted as a solid black (#000000) line 
with stroke width of 1 pixel.</se:Abstract> 
        </se:Description> 
        <se:FeatureTypeName>PhysicalWaters.LandWaterBoundary</se:FeatureTypeName> 
        <se:Rule> 
           <ogc:Filter> 
              <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                <ogc:PropertyName>origin</ogc:PropertyName>  
                  <ogc:Literal>natural</ogc:Literal> 
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              </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
          </ogc:Filter> 
          <se:LineSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Stroke> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="stroke">#21447B</se:SvgParameter> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="stroke-width">1</se:SvgParameter> 
            </se:Stroke> 
          </se:LineSymbolizer> 
        </se:Rule> 
        <se:Rule> 
          <se:ElseFilter/> 
          <se:LineSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Stroke> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="stroke">#000000</se:SvgParameter> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="stroke-width">1</se:SvgParameter> 
            </se:Stroke> 
          </se:LineSymbolizer> 
        </se:Rule> 
      </se:FeatureTypeStyle> 
    </sld:UserStyle> 
  </sld:NamedLayer> 

Minimum & maximum 
scales 
 
(optional) 

no scale limits for default style 
Recommendation 31 >1:500.000 for additional style 
 

 

Requirement 13 It is necessary to decide which LandWaterBoundary.waterLevelCategory will be 
depicted by default 

 
 

11.1.5 Shore 
 
Element Description 
Layer 
Title 

Shore 
 

Layer 
Name 

Hydrography_Shore 
 

Content Shore 
 

Keywords Shore, beach 
 
Name Shore_Default 

 
Title Physical Waters: Shore default 

 
Abstract Instances of Shore will be portrayed as gray semitransparent surfaces 

• Surface:  no line, , gray  fill (semitransparent) 
 

Default 
Style 

Symbology   <sld:NamedLayer> 
    <se:Name>Shore_Default</se:Name> 
    <sld:UserStyle> 
      <se:Name>INSPIRE_Shore_Default</se:Name> 
      <sld:IsDefault>1</sld:IsDefault> 
      <se:FeatureTypeStyle version="1.1.0"> 
        <se:Description> 
          <se:Title>Physical Waters: Shore default</se:Title> 
          <se:Abstract>Instances of Shore will be portrayed as gray 
(#D3D6DA) semitransparent surfaces.</se:Abstract> 
        </se:Description> 
        <se:FeatureTypeName>PhysicalWaters.Shore</se:FeatureTypeName> 
        <se:Rule> 
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          <se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Fill> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="fill">#D3D6DA</se:SvgParameter> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="fill-
opacity">0.50</se:SvgParameter> 
            </se:Fill> 
          </se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
        </se:Rule> 
      </se:FeatureTypeStyle> 
    </sld:UserStyle> 
  </sld:NamedLayer> 
 

Name  
Title  
Abstract  

Additional 
well-
defined 
Style Symbology  
Minimum & maximum 
scales 
 
(optional) 

no scale limits 
 

 
Recommendation 32 Names of shore areas can be added according to portrayal rules of geographical 

names 
 

11.1.6 Wetland 
 
Element Description 
Layer 
Title 

Wetland 
 

Layer 
Name 

Hydrography_Wetland 
 

Content Wetland 
 

Keywords Wetland, marsh 
 
Name Wetland_Default 

 
Title Physical Waters: Wetland default 

 
Abstract Instances of Wetland will be portrayed as solid blue-green (#008080) 

surfaces without border. 
• Surface:  no line, , blue-green  fill 
 

Default 
Style 

Symbology   <sld:NamedLayer> 
    <se:Name>Wetland_Default</se:Name> 
    <sld:UserStyle> 
      <se:Name>INSPIRE_Wetland_Default</se:Name> 
      <sld:IsDefault>1</sld:IsDefault> 
      <se:FeatureTypeStyle version="1.1.0"> 
        <se:Description> 
          <se:Title>Physical Waters: Wetland default</se:Title> 
          <se:Abstract>Instances of Wetland will be portrayed as solid 
blue-green (#008080) surfaces without border.</se:Abstract> 
        </se:Description> 
        <se:FeatureTypeName>PhysicalWaters.Wetland</se:FeatureTypeName> 
        <se:Rule> 
          <se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Fill> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="fill">#008080</se:SvgParameter> 
            </se:Fill> 
          </se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
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        </se:Rule> 
      </se:FeatureTypeStyle> 
    </sld:UserStyle> 
  </sld:NamedLayer> 
 

Name Wetland 
 

Title Physical Waters: Wetland 
 

Abstract Recommendation 33 Wetland 
 
Instances of Wetland will be portrayed as pale blue (#AFEEEE) surface with 
a blue-green (#008080)  pattern  

Additional 
well-
defined 
Style 

Symbology   <sld:NamedLayer> 
    <se:Name>Wetland</se:Name> 
    <sld:UserStyle> 
      <se:Name>INSPIRE_Wetland </se:Name> 
      <sld:IsDefault>1</sld:IsDefault> 
      <se:FeatureTypeStyle version="1.1.0"> 
        <se:Description> 
          <se:Title>Physical Waters: Wetland </se:Title> 
          <se:Abstract>Instances of Wetland will be portrayed as pale 
blue (#AFEEEE) surface with a blue-green (#008080)  
pattern.</se:Abstract> 
        </se:Description> 
        <se:FeatureTypeName>PhysicalWaters.Wetland</se:FeatureTypeName> 
        <se:Rule> 
          <se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Fill> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="fill">#008080</se:SvgParameter> 
               <se:GraphicFill> 
                 <se:Graphic> 
                    <se:Mark> 
                      <se:WellKnownName/>star</se:WellKnownName> 
                      <se:Fill> 
                 <se:SvgParameter 
name="fill">#008080</se:SvgParameter> 
                      </se:Fill> 
                    </se:Mark> 
                    <se:Size> 
                <se:SvgParameter name="size">3</se:SvgParameter> 
                    </se:Size> 
                 </se:Graphic> 
               </se:GraphicFill> 
            </se:Fill> 
          </se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
        </se:Rule> 
      </se:FeatureTypeStyle> 
    </sld:UserStyle> 
  </sld:NamedLayer> 
 

Minimum & maximum 
scales 
 
(optional) 

no scale limits 
 

 
 
Recommendation 34 Names of wetlands can be added according to portrayal rules of geographical 

names 
 

11.1.7 GlacierSnowfield 
 
Element Description 
Layer 
Title 

GlacierSnowfield 
 

Layer Hydrography_GracierSnowfield 
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Name  
Content GlacierSnowfield 

 
Keywords Glacier, Snowfield 

 
Name GlacierSnowfield_Default 

 
Title Physical Waters: GlacierSnowfield default 

 
Abstract Glaciers and snowfields are portrayed by filled white (#FFFFFF) polygons with a solid 

blue (#21447B) border with stroke width of 1 pixel. 
 
• Surface:  Blue solid line,1 pixel , white fill 
 

Default 
Style 

Symbology   <sld:NamedLayer> 
    <se:Name>GlacierSnowfield_Default</se:Name> 
    <sld:UserStyle> 
      <se:Name>INSPIRE_GlacierSnowfield_Default</se:Name> 
      <sld:IsDefault>1</sld:IsDefault> 
      <se:FeatureTypeStyle version="1.1.0"> 
        <se:Description> 
          <se:Title>Physical Waters: GlacierSnowfield default</se:Title> 
          <se:Abstract> Glaciers and snowfields are portrayed by filled white 
(#FFFFFF) polygons with a solid blue (#21447B) border with stroke width of 1 
pixel.</se:Abstract> 
        </se:Description> 
        <se:FeatureTypeName>PhysicalWaters.GlacierSnowfield</se:FeatureTypeName> 
        <se:Rule> 
          <se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Fill> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="fill">#FFFFFF</se:SvgParameter> 
            </se:Fill> 
            <se:Stroke> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="stroke">#21447B</se:SvgParameter> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="stroke-width">1</se:SvgParameter> 
            </se:Stroke> 
          </se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
        </se:Rule> 
      </se:FeatureTypeStyle> 
    </sld:UserStyle> 
  </sld:NamedLayer> 
 

Name  
Title  
Abstract  

Additional 
well-
defined 
Style Symbology  
Minimum & maximum 
scales 
 
(optional) 

no scale limits 
 

 
Recommendation 35 Names of the glaciers or snowfields can be added according to portrayal rules of 

geographical names 

11.1.8 Catchment Area 
 
Element Description 
Layer 
Title 

CatchmetnArea 
 

Layer 
Name 

Hydrography_CatchmentArea 
 

Content CatchmentArea 
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Keywords Catchment area, Basin 
 
Name CatchmentArea_Default 

 
Title Physical Waters: CatchmentArea default 

 
Abstract Catchments areas are portrayed by no filled polygons with a solid blue (#000040) 

border with stroke width of 1 pixel. 
 
• Surface:  Blue black line,1 pixel , no fill 
 

Default 
Style 

Symbology   <sld:NamedLayer> 
    <se:Name>CatchmentArea_Default</se:Name> 
    <sld:UserStyle> 
      <se:Name>INSPIRE_CatchmentArea_Default</se:Name> 
      <sld:IsDefault>1</sld:IsDefault> 
      <se:FeatureTypeStyle version="1.1.0"> 
        <se:Description> 
          <se:Title>Physical Waters: CatchmentArea default</se:Title> 
          <se:Abstract> Catchments areas are portrayed by no filled polygons 
with a solid blue (#000040) border with stroke width of 1 
pixel.</se:Abstract> 
        </se:Description> 
        <se:FeatureTypeName>PhysicalWaters.CatchmentArea</se:FeatureTypeName> 
        <se:Rule> 
          <se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Stroke> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="stroke">#000040</se:SvgParameter> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="stroke-width">1</se:SvgParameter> 
            </se:Stroke> 
          </se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
        </se:Rule> 
      </se:FeatureTypeStyle> 
    </sld:UserStyle> 
  </sld:NamedLayer> 
 

Name  
Title  
Abstract  

Additional 
well-
defined 
Style Symbology  
Minimum & maximum 
scales 
 
(optional) 

no scale limits 
 

 
Recommendation 36 Catchment area name can be added according to portrayal rules of geographical 

names 

11.1.9 WFDRiver 
 
Element Description 
Layer 
Title 

WFDRiver 
 

Layer 
Name 

Hydrography_WFDRiver 
 

Content WFDRiver 
 

Keywords WFD watercourse, main river, large river 
 
Name WFDRiver_Default 

 
Default 
Style 

Title Management and Reporting: WFDRiver default 
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Abstract For reporting purposes, watercourses are portrayed by a solid blue (#21447B) line with 
stroke width of 2 pixels. 
• Curve: Blue solid line, 2 pixel 
 

Symbology   <sld:NamedLayer> 
    <se:Name>WFDRiver_Default</se:Name> 
    <sld:UserStyle> 
      <se:Name>INSPIRE_WFDRiver_Default</se:Name> 
      <sld:IsDefault>1</sld:IsDefault> 
      <se:FeatureTypeStyle version="1.1.0"> 
        <se:Description> 
          <se:Title>Management and Reporting: WFDRiver default</se:Title> 
          <se:Abstract> For reporting purposes, watercourses are portrayed by a 
solid blue (#21447B) line with stroke width of 2 pixels.</se:Abstract> 
        </se:Description> 
        <se:FeatureTypeName>ManagementAndReporting.WFDRiver</se:FeatureTypeName> 
        <se:Rule> 
          <se:LineSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Stroke> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="stroke">#21447B</se:SvgParameter> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="stroke-width">2</se:SvgParameter> 
            </se:Stroke> 
          </se:LineSymbolizer> 
        </se:Rule> 
      </se:FeatureTypeStyle> 
    </sld:UserStyle> 
  </sld:NamedLayer> 
 

Name WFDRiver 
 

Title Management and Reporting: WFDRiver 
 

Abstract Recommendation 37 WFDRiver 
 
The watercourses are portrayed by a solid magenta (#FF00FF) line with stroke width 
of 2 pixels if they are artificial; if it is not but they are heavilyModified, it will be depicted 
as a solid orange (#FFA500) line with stroke width of 2 pixels; otherwise they will be 
depicted by a solid blue (#21447B) line with stroke width of 2 pixels. 
If the  
WFDRiver.artificial is true 

• Curve: Solid magenta line, 2 pixel 
WFDRiver.artificial is false and WFDRiver.heavilyModified is true 

• Curve: Orange solid line, 2 pixel 
WFDRiver.artificial is false and WFDRiver.heavilyModified is false 

• Curve: Blue solid line, 2 pixel 

Additional 
well-
defined 
Style 

Symbology   <sld:NamedLayer> 
    <se:Name>WFDRiver</se:Name> 
    <sld:UserStyle> 
      <se:Name>INSPIRE_WFDRiver</se:Name> 
      <sld:IsDefault>1</sld:IsDefault> 
      <se:FeatureTypeStyle version="1.1.0"> 
        <se:Description> 
          <se:Title>Management and Reporting: WFDRiver</se:Title> 
          <se:Abstract>TThe watercourses are portrayed by a solid magenta 
(#FF00FF) line with stroke width of 2 pixels if they are artificial; if it is 
not but they are heavilyModified, it will be depicted as a solid orange 
(#FFA500) line with stroke width of 2 pixels; otherwise they will be depicted by 
a solid blue (#21447B) line with stroke width of 2 pixels.</se:Abstract> 
        </se:Description> 
        <se:FeatureTypeName>ManagementAndReporting.WFDRiver</se:FeatureTypeName> 
        <se:Rule> 
           <ogc:Filter> 
              <AND> 
              <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                <ogc:PropertyName>artificial</ogc:PropertyName>  
                  <ogc:Literal>false</ogc:Literal> 
              </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
              <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                <ogc:PropertyName>heavilyModified</ogc:PropertyName>  
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                  <ogc:Literal>true</ogc:Literal> 
              </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
              </AND> 
          </ogc:Filter> 
          <se:LineSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Stroke> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="stroke">#FFA500</se:SvgParameter> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="stroke-width">2</se:SvgParameter> 
            </se:Stroke> 
          </se:LineSymbolizer> 
        </se:Rule> 
        <se:Rule> 
           <ogc:Filter> 
              <AND> 
              <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                <ogc:PropertyName>artificial</ogc:PropertyName>  
                  <ogc:Literal>false</ogc:Literal> 
              </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
              <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                <ogc:PropertyName>heavilyModified</ogc:PropertyName>  
                  <ogc:Literal>false</ogc:Literal> 
              </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
              </AND> 
          </ogc:Filter> 
          <se:LineSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Stroke> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="stroke">#21447B</se:SvgParameter> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="stroke-width">2</se:SvgParameter> 
            </se:Stroke> 
          </se:LineSymbolizer> 
        </se:Rule> 
        <se:Rule> 
           <ogc:Filter> 
              <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                <ogc:PropertyName>artificial</ogc:PropertyName>  
                  <ogc:Literal>true</ogc:Literal> 
              </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
          </ogc:Filter> 
          <se:LineSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Stroke> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="stroke">#FF00FF</se:SvgParameter> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="stroke-width">2</se:SvgParameter> 
            </se:Stroke> 
          </se:LineSymbolizer> 
        </se:Rule> 
      </se:FeatureTypeStyle> 
    </sld:UserStyle> 
  </sld:NamedLayer> 

 
Minimum & maximum 
scales 
 
(optional) 

No scale limits 

 

11.1.10 WFDLake 
 
Element Description 
Layer 
Title 

WFDLake 
 

Layer 
Name 

Hydrography_WFDLake 
 

Content WFDLake 
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Keywords WFD standing waters 
 
Name WFDLake_Default 

 
Title Management and Reporting: WFDLake default 

 
Abstract For reporting purposes, lakes are portrayed by a solid blue (#21447B) polygon 

without borders. 
• Surface: no line, , blue fill 
 

Default 
Style 

Symbology   <sld:NamedLayer> 
    <se:Name>WFDLake_Default</se:Name> 
    <sld:UserStyle> 
      <se:Name>INSPIRE_WFDLake_Default</se:Name> 
      <sld:IsDefault>1</sld:IsDefault> 
      <se:FeatureTypeStyle version="1.1.0"> 
        <se:Description> 
          <se:Title>Management and Reporting: WFDLake default</se:Title> 
          <se:Abstract> For reporting purposes, lakes are portrayed by a solid 
blue (#21447B) polygon without borders.</se:Abstract> 
        </se:Description> 
        <se:FeatureTypeName>ManagementAndReporting.WFDLake</se:FeatureTypeName> 
        <se:Rule> 
          <se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Fill> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="fill">#21447B</se:SvgParameter> 
            </se:Fill> 
          </se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
        </se:Rule> 
      </se:FeatureTypeStyle> 
    </sld:UserStyle> 
  </sld:NamedLayer> 
 

Name WFDLake 
 

Title Management and Reporting: WFDLake 
 

Abstract Recommendation 38 WFDLake 
 
Instances classified as artificial are portrayed by areas without border and filled with 
magenta (#FF00FF) horizontal lines with stroke width of 2 pixels; if they are not 
artificial but they are classified as heavilyModified, they will be depicted as areas 
without border and filled with vertical orange (#FFA500) lines with stroke width of 2 
pixels; otherwise they will be depicted by a solid blue (#21447B) areas without 
border. 
If  
WFDLake.artificial is true 

• Surface: no line, ,  magenta ShapeFill ( ) 
WFDLake.artificial is false and WFDLake.heavilyModified is true 

• Surface:  no line, , orange ShapeFill ( ) 
WFDLake.artificial is false and WFDLake.heavilyModified is false 

• Surface:  no line, , blue fill 

Additional 
well-
defined 
Style 

Symbology   <sld:NamedLayer>
    <se:Name>WFDLake</se:Name> 
    <sld:UserStyle> 
      <se:Name>INSPIRE_WFDLake</se:Name> 
      <sld:IsDefault>1</sld:IsDefault> 
      <se:FeatureTypeStyle version="1.1.0"> 
        <se:Description> 
          <se:Title>Management and Reporting: WFDLake</se:Title> 
          <se:Abstract>Instances classified as artificial are portrayed by 
areas without border and filled with magenta (#FF00FF) horizontal lines with 
stroke width of 2 pixels; if they are not artificial but they are classified as 
heavilyModified, they will be depicted as areas without border and filled with 
vertical orange (#FFA500) lines with stroke width of 2 pixels; otherwise they 
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will be depicted by a solid blue (#21447B) areas without border.</se:Abstract> 
        </se:Description> 
        <se:FeatureTypeName>ManagementAndReporting.WFDLake</se:FeatureTypeName> 
        <se:Rule> 
           <ogc:Filter> 
              <AND> 
              <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                <ogc:PropertyName>artificial</ogc:PropertyName>  
                  <ogc:Literal>false</ogc:Literal> 
              </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
              <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                <ogc:PropertyName>heavilyModified</ogc:PropertyName>  
                  <ogc:Literal>true</ogc:Literal> 
              </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
              </AND> 
          </ogc:Filter> 
          <se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Fill> 
               <se:GraphicFill> 
                 <se:Graphic> 
                    <se:ExternalGraphic> 
                      <!—external symbol reference must be included--> 
                    </se:ExternalGraphic> 
                    <se:Size> 
                <se:SvgParameter name="size">2</se:SvgParameter> 
                    </se:Size> 
                 </se:Graphic> 
               </se:GraphicFill> 
            </se:Fill> 
          </se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
        </se:Rule> 
        <se:Rule> 
           <ogc:Filter> 
              <AND> 
              <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                <ogc:PropertyName>artificial</ogc:PropertyName>  
                  <ogc:Literal>false</ogc:Literal> 
              </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
              <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                <ogc:PropertyName>heavilyModified</ogc:PropertyName>  
                  <ogc:Literal>false</ogc:Literal> 
              </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
              </AND> 
          </ogc:Filter> 
          <se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Fill> 
               <se:GraphicFill> 
                 <se:Graphic> 
                    <se:ExternalGraphic> 
                      <!—external symbol reference must be included--> 
                    </se:ExternalGraphic> 
                    <se:Size> 
                <se:SvgParameter name="size">2</se:SvgParameter> 
                    </se:Size> 
                 </se:Graphic> 
               </se:GraphicFill> 
            </se:Fill> 
          </se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
        </se:Rule> 
        <se:Rule> 
           <ogc:Filter> 
              <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                <ogc:PropertyName>artificial</ogc:PropertyName>  
                  <ogc:Literal>true</ogc:Literal> 
              </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
          </ogc:Filter> 
          <se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Fill> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="fill">#21447B</se:SvgParameter> 
            </se:Fill> 
          </se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
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        </se:Rule> 
      </se:FeatureTypeStyle> 
    </sld:UserStyle> 
  </sld:NamedLayer> 

 
Minimum & maximum 
scales 
 
(optional) 

No scale limits 

 

11.1.11 WFDTransitionalWater 
 
Element Description 
Layer 
Title 

WFDTransitionalWater 
 

Layer 
Name 

Hydrography_WFDTransitionalWater 
 

Content WFDTransitionalWater 
 

Keywords WFD transitional waters 
 
Name WFDTransitionalWaters_Default 

 
Title Management and Reporting: WFDTransitionalWaters default 

 
Abstract For reporting purposes, transitional waters are portrayed by a solid gray-blue 

(#BABADE) polygon without borders. 
• Surface:  no line, , gray-blue fill 
 

Default 
Style 

Symbology   <sld:NamedLayer> 
    <se:Name>WFDTransitionalWaters_Default</se:Name> 
    <sld:UserStyle> 
      <se:Name>INSPIRE_TransitionalWaters_Default</se:Name> 
      <sld:IsDefault>1</sld:IsDefault> 
      <se:FeatureTypeStyle version="1.1.0"> 
        <se:Description> 
          <se:Title>Management and Reporting: WFDTransitionalWaters 
default</se:Title> 
          <se:Abstract> For reporting purposes, transitional waters are 
portrayed by a solid gray-blue (#BABADE) polygon without 
borders.</se:Abstract> 
        </se:Description> 
        <se:FeatureTypeName>ManagementAndReporting.WFDTransitionalWaters</se:F
eatureTypeName> 
        <se:Rule> 
          <se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Fill> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="fill">#BABADE</se:SvgParameter> 
            </se:Fill> 
          </se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
        </se:Rule> 
      </se:FeatureTypeStyle> 
    </sld:UserStyle> 
  </sld:NamedLayer> 
 

Name WFDTransitionalWaters 
 

Additional 
well-
defined 
Style 

Title Management and Reporting: WFDTransitionalWaters 
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Abstract Recommendation 39 WFDTransitionalWaters 
 
Instances classified as artificial are portrayed by areas without border and filled with 
solid gray-blue (#BABADE) overlayed with magenta (#FF00FF) horizontal lines with 
stroke width of 2 pixels; if they are not artificial but they are classified as 
heavilyModified, they will be overlayed with vertical orange (#FFA500) lines with 
stroke width of 2 pixels; otherwise they will be depicted by a solid gray-blue 
(#BABADE) areas without border. 
If  
WFDTransitionalWaters.artificial is true 

• Surface: no line, , gray-blue fill overlayed by magenta ShapeFill ( ) 
WFDTransitionalWaters.artificial is false and 
WFDTransitionalWaters.heavilyModified is true 

• Surface: no line, , gray-blue fill overlayed by orange ShapeFill ( ) 
WFDTransitionalWaters.artificial is false and 
WFDTransitionalWaters.heavilyModified is false 

• Surface:  no line, , gray-blue fill 
Symbology   <sld:NamedLayer> 

    <se:Name>WFDTransitionalWaters</se:Name> 
    <sld:UserStyle> 
      <se:Name>INSPIRE_WFDTransitionalWaters</se:Name> 
      <sld:IsDefault>1</sld:IsDefault> 
      <se:FeatureTypeStyle version="1.1.0"> 
        <se:Description> 
          <se:Title>Management and Reporting: WFDTransitionalWaters</se:Title> 
          <se:Abstract>Instances classified as artificial are portrayed by 
areas without border and filled with solid gray-blue (#BABADE) overlayed with 
magenta (#FF00FF) horizontal lines with stroke width of 2 pixels; if they are 
not artificial but they are classified as heavilyModified, they will be 
overlayed with vertical orange (#FFA500) lines with stroke width of 2 pixels; 
otherwise they will be depicted by a solid gray-blue (#BABADE) areas without 
border.</se:Abstract> 
        </se:Description> 
        <se:FeatureTypeName>ManagementAndReporting.WFDTransitionalWaters</se:F
eatureTypeName> 
        <se:Rule> 
           <ogc:Filter> 
              <AND> 
              <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                <ogc:PropertyName>artificial</ogc:PropertyName>  
                  <ogc:Literal>false</ogc:Literal> 
              </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
              <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                <ogc:PropertyName>heavilyModified</ogc:PropertyName>  
                  <ogc:Literal>true</ogc:Literal> 
              </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
              </AND> 
          </ogc:Filter> 
          <se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Fill> 
               <se:GraphicFill> 
                 <se:Graphic> 
                    <se:ExternalGraphic> 
                      <!—external symbol reference must be included--> 
                    </se:ExternalGraphic> 
                    <se:Size> 
                <se:SvgParameter name="size">2</se:SvgParameter> 
                    </se:Size> 
                 </se:Graphic> 
               </se:GraphicFill> 
            </se:Fill> 
          </se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
        </se:Rule> 
        <se:Rule> 
           <ogc:Filter> 
              <AND> 
              <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                <ogc:PropertyName>artificial</ogc:PropertyName>  
                  <ogc:Literal>false</ogc:Literal> 
              </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
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              <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                <ogc:PropertyName>heavilyModified</ogc:PropertyName>  
                  <ogc:Literal>false</ogc:Literal> 
              </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
              </AND> 
          </ogc:Filter> 
          <se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Fill> 
               <se:GraphicFill> 
                 <se:Graphic> 
                    <se:ExternalGraphic> 
                      <!—external symbol reference must be included--> 
                    </se:ExternalGraphic> 
                    <se:Size> 
                <se:SvgParameter name="size">2</se:SvgParameter> 
                    </se:Size> 
                 </se:Graphic> 
               </se:GraphicFill> 
            </se:Fill> 
          </se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
        </se:Rule> 
        <se:Rule> 
           <ogc:Filter> 
              <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                <ogc:PropertyName>artificial</ogc:PropertyName>  
                  <ogc:Literal>true</ogc:Literal> 
              </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
          </ogc:Filter> 
          <se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Fill> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="fill">#BABADE</se:SvgParameter> 
            </se:Fill> 
          </se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
        </se:Rule> 
      </se:FeatureTypeStyle> 
    </sld:UserStyle> 
  </sld:NamedLayer> 

 
Minimum & maximum 
scales 
 
(optional) 

No scale limits 

 

11.1.12 WFDCoastalWater 
 
Element Description 
Layer 
Title 

WFDCoastalWaters 
 

Layer 
Name 

Hydrography_WFDCoastalWaters 
 

Content WFDCoastaWaters 
 

Keywords WFD Shore Coast 
 
Name WFDCoastaWaters_Default 

 
Title Management and Reporting: WFDCoastaWaters default 

 
Abstract For reporting purposes, coastal waters are portrayed by a solid blue-gray (#B0C4FF) 

polygon without borders. 
• Surface: no line, , blue-gray fill 
 

Default 
Style 

Symbology   <sld:NamedLayer> 
    <se:Name>WFDCoastaWaters_Default</se:Name> 
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    <sld:UserStyle> 
      <se:Name>INSPIRE_WFDCoastaWaters_Default</se:Name> 
      <sld:IsDefault>1</sld:IsDefault> 
      <se:FeatureTypeStyle version="1.1.0"> 
        <se:Description> 
          <se:Title>Management and Reporting: WFDCoastaWaters 
default</se:Title> 
          <se:Abstract> For reporting purposes, coastal waters are portrayed 
by a solid blue-gray (#B0C4FF) polygon without borders.</se:Abstract> 
        </se:Description> 
        <se:FeatureTypeName>ManagementAndReporting.WFDCoastaWaters</se:Feature
TypeName> 
        <se:Rule> 
          <se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Fill> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="fill">#B0C4FF</se:SvgParameter> 
            </se:Fill> 
          </se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
        </se:Rule> 
      </se:FeatureTypeStyle> 
    </sld:UserStyle> 
  </sld:NamedLayer> 
 

Name WFDCoastaWaters 
 

Title Management and Reporting: WFDCoastaWaters 
 

Abstract Recommendation 40 WFDCoastaWaters 
 
Instances classified as artificial are portrayed by areas without border and filled with 
magenta (#FF00FF) horizontal lines with stroke width of 2 pixels; if they are not 
artificial but they are classified as heavilyModified, they will be depicted as areas 
without border and filled with vertical orange (#FFA500) lines with stroke width of 2 
pixels; otherwise they will be depicted by a solid blue (#B0C4FF) areas without 
border. 
If  
WFDCoastaWaters.artificial is true 

• Surface: no line, , blue-gray fill overlayed by magenta ShapeFill ( ) 
WFDCoastaWaters.artificial is false and WFDCoastaWaters.heavilyModified is true 

• Surface:  no line, , blue-gray fill overlayed by orange ShapeFill ( ) 
WFDCoastalWaters.artificial is false and WFDCoastalWaters.heavilyModified is false 

• Surface:  no line, , blue-gray fill 

Additional 
well-
defined 
Style 

Symbology   <sld:NamedLayer> 
    <se:Name>WFDCoastaWaters</se:Name> 
    <sld:UserStyle> 
      <se:Name>INSPIRE_WFDCoastaWaters</se:Name> 
      <sld:IsDefault>1</sld:IsDefault> 
      <se:FeatureTypeStyle version="1.1.0"> 
        <se:Description> 
          <se:Title>Management and Reporting: WFDCoastaWaters</se:Title> 
          <se:Abstract>Instances classified as artificial are portrayed by 
areas without border and filled with magenta (#FF00FF) horizontal lines with 
stroke width of 2 pixels; if they are not artificial but they are classified 
as heavilyModified, they will be depicted as areas without border and filled 
with vertical orange (#FFA500) lines with stroke width of 2 pixels; otherwise 
they will be depicted by a solid blue-gray (#B0C4FF) areas without 
border.</se:Abstract> 
        </se:Description> 
        <se:FeatureTypeName>ManagementAndReporting.WFDCoastaWaters</se:Feature
TypeName> 
        <se:Rule> 
           <ogc:Filter> 
              <AND> 
              <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                <ogc:PropertyName>artificial</ogc:PropertyName>  
                  <ogc:Literal>false</ogc:Literal> 
              </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
              <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
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                <ogc:PropertyName>heavilyModified</ogc:PropertyName>  
                  <ogc:Literal>true</ogc:Literal> 
              </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
              </AND> 
          </ogc:Filter> 
          <se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Fill> 
               <se:GraphicFill> 
                 <se:Graphic> 
                    <se:ExternalGraphic> 
                      <!—external symbol reference must be included--> 
                    </se:ExternalGraphic> 
                    <se:Size> 
                <se:SvgParameter name="size">2</se:SvgParameter> 
                    </se:Size> 
                 </se:Graphic> 
               </se:GraphicFill> 
            </se:Fill> 
          </se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
        </se:Rule> 
        <se:Rule> 
           <ogc:Filter> 
              <AND> 
              <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                <ogc:PropertyName>artificial</ogc:PropertyName>  
                  <ogc:Literal>false</ogc:Literal> 
              </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
              <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                <ogc:PropertyName>heavilyModified</ogc:PropertyName>  
                  <ogc:Literal>false</ogc:Literal> 
              </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
              </AND> 
          </ogc:Filter> 
          <se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Fill> 
               <se:GraphicFill> 
                 <se:Graphic> 
                    <se:ExternalGraphic> 
                      <!—external symbol reference must be included--> 
                    </se:ExternalGraphic> 
                    <se:Size> 
                <se:SvgParameter name="size">2</se:SvgParameter> 
                    </se:Size> 
                 </se:Graphic> 
               </se:GraphicFill> 
            </se:Fill> 
          </se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
        </se:Rule> 
        <se:Rule> 
           <ogc:Filter> 
              <se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
                <ogc:PropertyName>artificial</ogc:PropertyName>  
                  <ogc:Literal>true</ogc:Literal> 
              </se:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
          </ogc:Filter> 
          <se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
            <se:Geometry> 
              <ogc:PropertyName>geometry</ogc:PropertyName> 
            </se:Geometry> 
            <se:Fill> 
     <se:SvgParameter name="fill">#B0C4FF</se:SvgParameter> 
            </se:Fill> 
          </se:PolygonSymbolizer> 
        </se:Rule> 
      </se:FeatureTypeStyle> 
    </sld:UserStyle> 
  </sld:NamedLayer> 

 
Minimum & maximum 
scales 
 
(optional) 

No scale limits 
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11.2 Layers organization 
No specific layer organization is required by this data specification 
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Annex A 
(normative) 

 
Abstract Test Suite 

A.1 Test cases for mandatory conformance requirements for a dataset with this 
INSPIRE data specification Hydrography 
 
Conformance and abstract test suite in conformance with the ISO 19105 and the INSPIRE conceptual 
modelling framework 
 
The Metadata regulation (Annex B7) specifies a mandatory conformity element that can take on of the 
following values: 
 
1. Conformant (conformant) 

The resource is fully conformant with the cited specification. 
2. Not Conformant (notConformant) 

The resource does not conform to the cited specification. 
3. Not evaluated (notEvaluated) 

Conformance has not been evaluated. 
 

A.1.1 General 
 
1. Test Purpose: Verify that a dataset is conformant with the INSPIRE data specification Hydrography. 

2. Test Method: Inspect the data specification and check it against the following requirements:  
 
Conceptual consistency – does the dataset adhere to the application schema. 
Inspect the data specification for Hydrography and check that the data set is in conformance with the 
application schema described in the data specification for Hydrography 
 
Requirements for Hydrography.   
Inspect the data specification for Hydrography and check that the data set are in conformance with the 
listed requirements.   
 
Completeness 
check that at all hydrographic elements in the area covered by the dataset have been included; 
 
Currency 
check that the dataset is the most up to date available; 
 
For each element / feature: 
 
Identifiers 
Check that it contains a valid, unique identifier for each component utilised; 
 
Attribution 
Check that all mandatory attributes have been populated with valid values; 
 
Constraints 
Check that the dataset meets all the constraints specified; 
 
Metadata 
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Check that the metadata provided is sufficient to enables the user to understand the decisions made by 
the supplier in mapping the content into the application schema.  
 
Data Quality 
Check that the metadata contains quality information as specified in Clause 8 of the data specification; 

 
3. Reference: INSPIRE data specification for Hydrography Clauses 1-11 

4. Test Type: Basic Test 
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Annex B 
(informative) 

Additional Information 

B.1 Introduction 
During the development of this data specification, the members of the Thematic Working Group (TWG) 
involved have had many discussions that have led to the current data specification. The previous chapters 
do clearly indicate how the data has to be structured but do not give this additional background information. 
This chapter attempts to give additional information on specific subjects encountered during the creation of 
this data specification that may be useful when creating a data set that is compliant with this specification. 

B.2 Use cases 
During the development of this data specification, the TWG has gone through a number of steps. During 
these steps the user requirements as well as existing reference, documentation was analyzed. Another 
important step was the development of use cases. This data specification is a direct result of these use 
cases and some knowledge of the use cases may lead to a better understanding of modeling decisions 
taken during the development of the data specification. 
 
The TWG developed three major use cases for hydrographic data; these are: 

• Mapping 
• Reporting 
• Modeling & spatial analyses 

These use cases are generic and require more information than just the hydrographic information. The 
following paragraphs give a short overview of the data requirements and background that the TWG has 
considered when developing the data specification. It gives more insight into the distribution of attributes in 
the current data specification. 
 
For all use cases TWG Hydrography found that similar backgrounds were needed; many of them coming 
from EU directives / legislation. Amongst these are: 

- 2000/60/EC (Water Framework Directive) 
- Flood risk management COM(2004)472 final 
- Directive 2006/7 (Bathing waters) 
- Directive 92/43/EEC (Habitats) 
- Directive 79/409/EEC (Birds) 
- Directive 91/676/EEC (Nitrate) 
- Directive 96/61/EC concerning integrated pollution prevention and control 
- WISE GIS Guidance 
- Eurostat GISCO 

B.2.1.1 Use case: Mapping 
The representation of all main hydrographic elements, both natural and artificial, is needed to provide a map 
background for orientation and to understand place relationship. One of the main purposes of maps is to 
inform the public (understandable form, effective communication). An example is the overlaying of flood risk 
information on a background map as displayed in the following Use Case diagram. 
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Data requirements • Main hydrographic elements, both natural and artificial; Facilities 

and constructions; 
• Other topographic reference data, like transportation network 

and settlements 
• Name and position of the hydrographic element that enable 

users to plot and symbolize features 
• Identification of river basin, the hydrographic element belongs to 

Dimension European, cross-border and national 
Cross-thematic to provide background information together with themes Administrative 

Units, Transport Netowkrs, Geographic Names and Protected Sites. 
 

B.2.1.2 Use case: Reporting 
It is neither intended nor a goal of the INSPIRE directive to take over and organize the reporting duties of 
Member States on EU directives. INSPIRE intends to build an infrastructure that helps to organize and 
implement reporting structures for decentralized European data structures. Reports are however always 
given in relation to existing geographical structures; even though the reporting units themselves may differ 
from these due to specific legislation. 
 
Data requirements Depend on the specific directive / reporting requirement. Examples of 

identified data requirements: 
2000/60/EC (Water Framework Directive) 

- main rivers (names) 
- river basin districts 
- competent authorithy (name & address) 
- surface water bodies (name, ID, category, artificial / heavily 

modified, status) 
- ground water bodies (ID, status) 
- water abstraction points 
- ecoregions 
- protected areas 
- monitoring networks 

COM/2004/474 – final (Flood risk Management): 
- flood risk zones 
- river basin 

Dimension European, cross-border (and national) 
Cross-thematic Create a framework to report information from other Annex Themes (risk 

zones, environmental monitoring etc etc) 

Provide a map showing the flood 
risk level for a river basin on top of a 
reference map 

EU citizen interested in 
Flood risk 

CountryA 
Topo reference DB 

CountryB 
Topo reference DB 

International River 
Commission 
Flood risk information 
for River Basin 

CountryA CountryB 
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B.2.1.3 Use case: Spatial Analyses & Modelling 

To enable GIS-based analysis and modeling for the following applications (list is exemplary): 

a) Hydrology, water supply /  drought 
b) Morphology 
c) Flood control / risk assesment 
d) Environmental Impact Analysis 
e) Spatial planning 
 

Data requirements • Connectivity between other applications / themes 
• Closed and complete river network (from spring to mouth; 

without any gaps for lakes, transitional waters and e.g. glaciers) 
• Water flow direction. Information about the direction of 

waterflow, when combined with other data, enables users to 
model the transport of materials in hydrographic networks, such 
as contaminants. 

• Stream addresses. Linear reference information helps to link 
observed phenomena samples to hydrographic features. 

• Certain attributes that can vary depending on the modelling 
Dimension Cross-border and national, hydrological units 
Cross-thematic Input information from  

• other Inspire themes 
• user specific data 

 
The following diagram shows the interaction between the modeling process for flood risk management and 
the subsequent reporting. There is also an interaction with the mapping process as described before. 

 
Flood Risk Modeler 

Flood Likelihood Prediction 
modelling process 

Flood Risk Manager Insurance Industry /
planning authority 

Funding Manager 

Public via an internet Map 

Reporting Use Case 
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B.3 Data model background 
The Use case approach gives a good insight to the need of the end-user for specific information but does not 
give additional information on how this information has to be structured. The approach taken by the TWG is 
to create a single set of ‘packages’ containing the base data; i.e. the physical waters and related objects. 
This package has two main uses; one is for creating base maps relating to hydrography; the other is to 
provide an extension base for both modeling and reporting. The selection of feature classes in this package 
is therefore based on both the requirements for mapping specific objects as well as the need for distinction 
between certain objects from a modeling point of view. As a result certain ‘real world’ features are combined 
in a single class when there was found to be no need of distinction from either a mapping or modeling point 
of view. 
 
For modeling additional information (closed network; certain attributes) is needed that is not necessarily 
needed for a background map. This additional information; as well as the network model itself is therefore 
contained in a separate package that can be seen as an extension on the physical waters package. If 
however only a network model is available at the data provider; it is also possible to just use this package 
and describe the network without directly referring to real objects. For this reason both the network model as 
well as the feature classes from the physical waters contain their own geometries. 
 
Reporting units are not part of the Annex I theme Hydrography but belong in Annex III. Since there is an 
important relation between the hydrography and water related reporting units, TWG-HY felt it important to 
include the strong related reporting units within their model. Strong relations are defined by fully 
identical geometries within both themes hydrography and reporting units, e.g. a part of a river serves directly 
the geometry for a river water body in terms of WFD. Reporting units that are only related on an attributive 
basis or partly identical geometry to the hydrographic geometries (not strong related), e.g. foreign key 
relationships between river water body identifier (ID) and monitoring station or protected areas, will not be 
covered by the data specification of the hydrography theme. This issue will remain open for Annex II and III. 
 
Recommendation 41 Reports using one or more of the feature classes as defined in this data specification 

should be extended from this specification without any alteration of this specification.  

B.3.1 Physical waters / related objects 

B.3.1.1 Level of detail 
One of the major problems to be dealt with when portraying information from different sources is resolution, 
which means the model should be useful at a certain level of detail. Similarly; depending on the level of detail 
of a certain source dataset it may or may not include as specific feature or will display the geometry 
differently (e.g. a small lake may be represented as a point on a small scale or as a surface at a large scale). 

Reference material provided to the TWG has information at several resolutions, from 1:1000 till 1:1,000,000 
scale. However, it is not possible to take into account such a wide range of scales as multiple-representation 
and generalization are a research field. An important document in this respect is the WISE Guidance 
document which states that 1:250,000 is the target scale for data collection, 3 different levels of detail 
proposed for visualisation 

• 1:1 000 000 

• 1:250 000 

• Scale larger than 1:250 000 
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Visualisation of WISE Reference GIS datasets at different scales (Figure 3.1.3: from WISE 

Guidance Chapter 3.1_Reference datasets-maps_v11_26032008.doc) 

Large and main rivers are mainly differentiated for visualisation purposes at lower level of detail (see the 
figure above). The initial approach to the mapping use case takes into account a range of scales from 
1:50,000 to 1:500,000. The scale range used for the capture of a certain feature is included as level of detail. 

B.3.1.2 Selection of features 
Before starting to model the physical waters and related objects, several maps at different scales and from 
different countries have been reviewed to get an idea what kind of hydrographic elements are represented.  
Note: Quite often map legends do not include all features present on the map. Map features, like sea, river 
and lake are not explained in the map legends as they seem to be "commonly known features". 

Another input into the selection of features was a brainstorm held with the members of the TWG that led to a 
selection of features that have (potential) importance in the water network. 
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Figure: Elements of the physical waters and related objects 

B.3.1.3 Physical waters 

B.3.1.3.1 Watercourse / standing water / sea 
The physical surface waters can be classified in different ways; e.g. according to: 

• Feature type (e.g. river, canal, ditch) 
• Tidal regime 
• Salinity 
• Artificial / natural 
• Streaming / non streaming 
• Geometric shape (linear / surface) 
• Navigability 
• … 

 
A first approach of the TWG was to create a classification of different feature types. In practice this proved 
difficult since what in one Member State is classified as canal can well be a ditch in others. As a result it was 
decided to use a two-fold approach. The first is to classify the water type according to a few specific 
parameters: 

• Geometry type: Linear (watercourse) and Surface (Standing Water). 
• Origin: Natural or man made. 
• Persistence: e.g. tidal, seasonal, dry etc 

 
Using this approach (together with the tidal type attribute for a watercourse) it is felt by TWG Hydrography 
that all watercourses can be classified for mapping purposes. The second part of the approach is to allow for 
a localized water type. The TWG uses this approach to ensure similar mapping of the same feature across 
borders while still allowing local differences needed for local water management to be usable. 
 

StandingWater

DamOrWeir

Watercourse

Sea 

Lock / Sluice 

LandWaterBoundaryForeshore 

Riverbank

Pipe

Discharge Point

Abstraction Point

Rapid

SpringOrSeep
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In this sense a lake would be identified by the localtype “lake” and would be of the subtype StandingWater 
with the attributes Origin: natural and the appropriate persistence. A reservoir would be coded similarly but 
with origin: man made. A similar approach can be followed for watercourses, resulting in e.g.: 

natural: river, stream, brook, creek 
artificial: canal, ditch, moat, flume 

 
Transitional waters are identified as watercourses with a specific persistence and tidal regime. The point 
where a transitional water becomes a coastal water is usually not clearly defined, but overlap between these 
should be as much as possible avoided in order to create a clear network.  
 
The sea area is not modelled using the approach above; the main reason for this is that sea regions belong 
in Annex III and as such is only a placeholder for the hydrography model. 
 
A watercourse can be ‘fictitious’; which signifies a watercourse that cannot always be found where it is 
displayed on the map because it e.g. runs underground where the position is only approximately known or 
when it only holds water during a certain time of the year. In some situations a river may branch of into 
various smaller branches that later reconnect but are not shown on the map. In this case the watercourse is 
said to be fictitious as well since it cannot be found on exactly the location shown on the map. 
Fictitious should not be used to create e.g. lines through a standing water in order to complete the network; 
this is solved through the relation between watercourse segment (in the network model) and the surface 
waters. 

B.3.1.3.2 LandWaterBoundary 
TWG Hydrography identified early in the modelling process that there are two different types of line identified 
where land goes into sea. The first is the natural boundary; the other is a socio-political boundary. Where 
adjoining the sea the boundary is usually called coastline; when adjoining an inland water it is called the 
shoreline. 
 
Hydrography is only involved with the natural coastline / riverbank whereas administrative units is concerned 
with the socio-political boundary. As both are referred to as coastline but have different definitions and 
geographic locations; TWG Hydrography decided to use the more generic term LandWaterBoundary for this 
feature. 
 
The model makes it possible to indicate whether the LandWaterBoundary was captured relative to a specific 
waterlevel. This is not so much for identification as it is for cross border matching of these boundaries. 
Especially where the beach is relatively flat the geographic distance between the two lines can be very large 
(hundreds of meters) and in these circumstances such a high water boundary should not be joined to a low 
water boundary. 

B.3.1.3.3 Foreshore / riverbank 
These area’s can play an important role in the estimation of the width of a physical water depending on the 
local waterlevel / tidal regime. These features also include other area’s with large tidal fluctuations 
(foreshore) or waterlevel (riverbank) that are important for mapping. 
 

B.3.1.3.4 Harbours / Islands 
The Hydrography model does not contain a feature class for harbours or islands. This was discussed within 
the TWG but it was decided that both were not essential to the use cases identified. From a hydrographic 
point of view an island is hole in a physical water surrounded by a LandWaterBoundary.  
 
Similarly a harbour is physical water with a specific function in terms of e.g. navigation or industry but not 
from a hydrographic point of view.  
 
From the above it cannot be concluded that harbours and islands are not part of INSPIRE or even of the 
Hydrography theme; the conclusion is that they require a specific type of modelling in the light of the 
hydrographic network and potentially a different type of modelling for other purposes. 

B.3.1.3.5 Wetland / Glacier / Snowfield  
These features are included in the model to create a complete hydrographic network even though they could 
also be considered as part of the Annex III theme concerned with land cover. As such no distinction is made 
between various types of wetlands / glaciers / snowfield as they are only included because water potentially 
flows into such an area on one side and flows out of it on the other side. 
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For the same reason salt pans were identified as an important for mapping but not for the hydrographic 
network and as such do not form part of the theme Hydrography. 

B.3.1.4 Related Objects 
TWG Hydrography has identified a number of objects that are important in either visualization on the map or 
that have an impact on the flow of water through the hydrographic network. The following main types are 
distinguished: 

• Hydrographic points of interest. Points that influence the flow of water in the network but are not 
artificial objects. 

• Hydrographic facilities. Facilities that change the (amount of) flow of water in the network such as 
abstraction or discharge of water in the network. 

• Manmade objects. All objects that are important to specifiy on the map and have a relation to the 
water network. Although of no direct concern to the hydrographic network they are important in some 
situations for mapping purposes but also as reference for certain reporting obligations (e.g. flood risk 
maps need reference to dikes). 

 

B.3.1.4.1 Hydrographic points of interest 
Special features in this group are the Spring/Seep and the Sinkhole/Vanishing point that identify both the 
start and the end of the hydrographic network. Quite often the starting point of a watercourse cannot be 
easily identified; in this case a feature spring/seep is inserted into the network to act as starting point; even 
when the exact location of the source cannot be identified. 
 
The vanishing point / sinkhole are used to identify the point where a watercourse ends / disappears; for 
example at the end of a river. It marks the endpoint of the network and as such the vanishing point can be 
lying in a sea area (end of e.g. a river). Another use of sinkhole / vanishing points is when a watercourse 
goes underground; the point where it disappears is then identified as the sinkhole / vanishing point whilst the 
point where it reappears is identified as a spring / seep. 

B.3.1.4.2 Hydrographic facilities 
Hydrographic facilities change the amount of water without specifically defining how such a feature changes 
the amount of water. In this sense they are placeholders for features that are subject to Annex III themes. 
For this reason the available features are only classified by the impact they have on the hydrographic 
network (abstraction; discharge; transportation - pipe) with the exception of the monitoring point.  
Examples of hydrographic facilities are e.g. water treatment plants (both abstraction and discharge) or water 
intake points for e.g. agriculture as well as hydroelectric plants. 

B.3.1.4.3 Man made objects 
This category of objects holds all the objects that are not falling into the category of hydrographic facilities of 
hydrographic points of interest. These objects have a specific function in relation to the hydrographic network 
or are important to map. They also serve a function in the network where they define a critical change in the 
network that needs to be taken into account. The main difference with hydrographic facilities is that man 
made objects are geographically located in or along the network as well as having an impact on that network 
where hydrographic facilities only have an impact on the network without the need for them to geographically 
lie in or along the network. 
 
In general, man made objects can have the following type of functions: 

• Retain the water (objects parallel to the watercourse such as embankments). 
• Regulate the quantity of water (dam / weir) 
• Alter the course of the water (lock / sluice) 
• Allow watercourses to cross each other (bridge / aqueduct) 

 

B.3.1.4.4 Network relation 
The related objects describe the feature itself but are not directly used to describe the effect these features 
have on the network model (and therefore e.g. the actual flow). The fact that the features form a constriction 
in the network is defined through the fact that a hydrographic facility, hydrographic point of interest or man 
made object can be a constriction point, which in turn is a specific type of node on the network. 
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B.3.1.5 Catchment / basin 
In discussions within the TWG no clear hierarchy in catchments / sub catchments etc could be made since 
this will vary with application. The current modelling reflects this and allows the building of larger catchments 
from smaller catchments (aggregation).  
 
One special type of catchment was identified however; the basin, which always has an outflow, point in sea 
whilst catchments may outflow into e.g. a larger river or other catchment. 
 

 

CM 1 
CM 2 

Sea 

Basin 

CM 3 

CM 4 

CM 5 

class Catchment

«featureType»
CatchmentArea

constraints
{basinIsTopOfHierarchy}

«featureType»
Basin

+containsCatchment
*

 
Figure: example of catchment vs basin and corresponding UML diagram 
 
The example above shows how the situation looks in reality and the way it has been modelled. The basin is 
the top of the hierarchy and can be split into a number of (sub) catchments (CM3, 4 and 5). Catchment 3 in 
turn can be split into even smaller catchments (CM 1 and 2) and so on. 
 
River basin districts (RBD and sub units) from the Water Framework Directive have not been taken into 
account although the modelling for these could be done similarly. The main reason for not including the RBD 
is that these, according to the WFD, are only loosely related to catchments or basins. This is a result from 
the inclusion of non-basin land that is assigned to a basin boundary as well as the extension of the RBD 
boundary to include groundwater bodies and coastal water bodies.  
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The resulting difference between the basin and the river basin district (RBD) makes the RBD more a 
reporting unit then a physical feature which should be handled by the appropriate Annex III theme or other 
EU project (e.g. WISE / SEIS). 
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B.4 Network model 
The network part of this data specification is specifically meant as a network representation of real 
geometries. Ideally the geometry should be derived from the physical waters part of the specification but the 
TWG has also realized that this is not always possible or practical. The network part of the Hydrography 
specification is a further specialization of the network model in the Inspire Generic Conceptual Model which 
was developed in cooperation between TWG Hydrography and TWG Transport Networks. 
 
A quite extensive discussion has been held on the type of network model needed; with the following options 
available: 
1 Schematic or simple network: this provides connectivity (links) but  holds no geometry 
2 Centreline geometry representation of the network (sometimes referred to as a geometric 

network) 
3 Detailed representation – polygons of wetted area of river 

 

 
Figure: Network terminology 
 
The current model reflects the second option; the geometric network where the centreline is an "alternative 
representation" of the watercourse and so it is a spatial object in itself. The various centrelines are connected 
by ‘nodes’ that signify a special point. In the case of the hydrographic network the nodes do not only connect 
the various centrelines but can also represent ‘constrictions’ in the network such as hydrographic points of 
interest or man made objects (see B.3).  
 
The relation between the centrelines, nodes and detailed representations in the model is as follows: 

1 - Schematic Simple
network 

2 - Geometry representation
including “network”  

3 - Detailed feature 
representation 
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Figure: relation between representation, physical waters / related objects 
 

B.5 Reporting 
Reporting units are not part of the Annex I theme Hydrography but belong in Annex III, Area 
management/restriction/regulation zones and reporting units. Since there is an important relation between 
the hydrography and water related reporting units, TWG-HY felt it important to include the strong 
related reporting units within their model. Strong relations are defined by fully identical geometries within both 
themes hydrography and reporting units, e.g. a part of a river serves directly the geometry for a river water 
body in terms of WFD. Reporting units that are only related on an attributive basis or partly 
identical geometry to the hydrographic geometries (not strong related, e.g. restricted areas around drinking 
water sources) will not be covered by the data specification of the hydrography theme. This issue will remain 
open for Annex II and III. As a result of the above only the water bodies for the WFD have been included in 
this data specification even though the TWG is fully aware of the existence of other, equally important, 
reporting units. 

B.5.1 Waterbodies 
One of the discussions held in TWG Hydrography pertained to the way of modelling / classifying 
waterbodies. Starting point for this has been the Water Framework Directive itself, but some modelling 
options remained open. The TWG has opted for a classification based upon the physical water types (river, 
lake, transitional, coastal, groundwater) where each type - except groundwater - has two attributes, heavily 
modified and artificial. Some other models combine the two attributes into a single one; TWG Hydrography 
decided against this to follow the WFD as closely as possible. A restriction has been placed on the two 
attributes stating that a waterbody cannot be natural as well as heavily modified. 

B.5.1.1 Main rivers / lakes 
For reporting under WISE a separation has been made between large and main rivers and lakes. This 
separation is reflected in the model with the main and large attributes. For canals no such separation is 
currently available; as such the attributes do not have to be filled when the waterbody is artificial. 

B.5.1.2 Waterbody versus physical waters / surfacewater 
Where the WFD is concerned, the waterbody is directly related to a physical body of water. The term 
'waterbody' was for some member states introduced by the WFD. From a data perspective different 
approaches have been used to build/create WFD waterbodies by member states. One key element in most 
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approaches is that although waterbodies will follow the geometry of the surface waters; they can begin / end 
at different locations. The nodes of WFD waterbodies can differ from the nodes of the physical watercourse 
segments. Another potential issue is that a number of watercourses form a single waterbody for the WFD. 
The following figure illustrates the relation of physical waters and WFD waterbodies. 
 

 
Figure: The relation of physical waters (here: rivers) and WFDRiver waterbodies 
 
In some member states the solution have been to keep on using the original geometries and use a relational 
database approach to create the waterbody geometry from these; this is supported in this data specification 
by referencing the geometry of the watercourse / standing water in the waterbody. The other solution is that 
the waterbody has it’s own geometry which is then managed independently from the geometries of the 
waters that the waterbody is derived from. This is supported in the specification by giving the waterbody it’s 
own geometry. 
Another option could be the use of linear referencing. TWG Hydrography has identified that this can be a 
good solution but that this method is, as far as reference material shows, not a common approach in member 
states. Furthermore the current state of standardisation within e.g. ISO on linear referencing is not sufficiently 
matured to be considered as a viable solution. When, in the future, user requirements change, this needs to 
be reconsidered. 

B.5.2 Reporting on waterbodies 
This data specification only specifies the geometry of the waterbody in addition to some generic attributes. 
As such it is the framework for reporting. The actual value (e.g. the WFD status or potential of the waterbody) 
that needs to be reported on is not included in this specification. It is envisioned by the TWG that whenever 
there is the need for a digital reporting obligation within the EU or member state, that the organization 
requesting this information will start with this specification as a base model and extend it in such a way that 
the information to be reported on is included. This can potentially lead to a number of reporting formats that 
all reference the same definition of waterbody and can as such be related to each other even though 
reported on independently. 
 
The example below shows how e.g. WFD status or potential can be linked (in UML modeling) to the existing 
model. 
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Figure: Reporting on the status or potential for a Surface waterbody in the WFD. 
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Annex C 
(informative) 

Examples of metadata elements specified in INSPIRE Metadata 
Regulation 

In the following are examples of INSPIRE Implementing Rule on Metadata customized to hydrography topic. 
This annex describes how to fill the mandatory metadata elements from the Implementing Rule when 
publishing the metadata for datasets conforming to this data specification. 

C.1 Topic category 
 

Metadata element name Topic category 
Definition Main theme(s) of the dataset 

Implementing instructions 

The topic categories defined in Part D 2 of the INSPIRE 
Implementing Rules for metadata are derived directly from the 
topic categories defined in B.5.27 of ISO 19115. 
INSPIRE Implementing Rules for metadata define the INSPIRE 
data themes to which each topic category is applicable, i.e., 
Hydrography (I.8) is the INSPIRE theme for which the lnland 
waters topic category is applicable. The value of the ISO 
19115/ISO19119 metadata element is the value appearing in 
the “name” column of the table in B.5.27 of ISO 19115. 
Relation between INSPIRE Themes and topic Category for this 
specification: 
 

Topic Category (ISO 19115) Themes INSPIRE 
Inland waters I.8  

Example Inland waters 
Comment The value 'Inland waters' is a must 

 

Requirement 14 When publishing metadata for any dataset conforming to this specification; it shall have 
the topic category ‘Inland Waters’ for the corresponding metadata element. 

C.2 Keyword 
 
INSPIRE Implementing Rules for Metadata (version 3)14 , IR Metadata 3 in short, says: 

"If a resource is a spatial dataset or spatial dataset series, at least one keyword shall be provided 
describing the relevant INSPIRE spatial data theme (as defined in Annex I, II or III of the Directive) 
from the general environmental multi-lingual thesaurus (GEMET) 
 (http://www.eionet.europa.eu/gemet)." 

C.2.1 Keyword value 
 

Metadata element name Keyword value 

Definition Commonly used word(s) or formalised word(s) or phrase(s) 
used to describe the subject 

Implementing instructions 

Each instance of ISO 19115 keyword may originate from a 
controlled vocabulary described through the thesaurusName 
property of the instance of descriptiveKeywords to which the 
keyword pertains 

Example Flood, freshwater, inland water, … 

                                                      
14 Identifier: INSPIRE_Metadata_ImplementingRule_v3_20071026 
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Comment 

"The keyword value is a commonly used word, formalized word 
or phrase used to describe the subject. While the topic category 
is too coarse for detailed queries, keywords help narrowing a 
full text search and they allow for structured keyword search." 
(IR Metadata 3) 

 

C.2.2 Originating controlled vocabulary 
 

Metadata element name Originating controlled vocabulary 

Definition Name of the formally registered thesaurus or a similar 
authoritative source of keywords 

Implementing instructions 

In order to be consistent with ISO 19115, all the keyword values 
originating from a single version of a single controlled 
vocabulary shall be grouped in a single instance of the ISO 
19115 descriptiveKeywords property. 

Example GEMET - GEneral Multilingual Environmental Thesaurus 

Comment 

"If the keyword value originates from a Controlled Vocabulary 
(Thesaurus, Ontology, …), for example GEMET, the citation of 
the originating Controlled Vocabulary shall be provided."
(IR Metadata 3) 

 
Recommendation 42 Keywords should be taken from the GEMET – General Multilingual Environmental 

Thesaurus where possible. 


